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INTRODUCTION

These reports have been prepared to assist conference participants in discussions
of areas of educational neglect.

Some reports include the results of on-site studies conducted during the tvo
months immediately preceding she conference. Others present national statistics and
information regarding an area of neglect. Nrme of the reports is intended to be com-
plete on the subject it covers. The reports are meant to be representative of some of
the problems. It is expected that the conference participants will add to these reports
and assist in building a more complete picture of the mtent of educational neglect.

The reports vary in length, format and style. On-site reports reflect the variety of
approaches which may be taken on a local or state level. Where there was no on-site,
the report presents national statistics.

The reports reflect the views and information found by local and state study
groups, researchers, and othe'-s who worked to assemble them. They do not nec'ssarily
reflect the views of the National Education Association or its affiliates. Any official
consideration by NEA policy-making hr,dies will occur only after the conference when
a full conference report is available.

It is hoped that participants review all of the reports and use whatever is
helpful.

James A. Harris
President
NatiOnal Education Association
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DANGER -SCI-TOOLAILEAD:
VOLIENCE IN 'HIE PCBLIC SCHOOLS

Introduction

Educational neglect is shown in many ways. Underlying all of them is a massive
failure to concentrate on the central put pose of the schmils- helping students to learn.
When students recognize this root of neglect, violence is one result.

The NEA Project Neglect team. studying violence in the schools was invited to
Compton, CaliCcynia. Compton's schools .tre not the most violent in the nation, nor are
California's. Bur Compton was a rewarding plactf to visit because its problems, growing
out ()I' unplanned charge, unfamiliar challenges, and lack of cemmunieation, arc
common to cities throughout the country that are struggling to provide decent schools.

.Too often, such problems make people forget the students who are in the school now.

Compton was rewarding, too, because the team nut some of those students, and
some of the people who have not forgotten them. Parents, school staff members, and
community leaders-. as.well as students-all gave the team some parts of answers to the
problems of educational neglect.

"We Just Survive."°

Statistics on violence in the schools show -aim in the pas) four years, assaults
increased 58 percent; sex offenses .67 percent; drug-related crimes, 81 percent; and
robber:, 117 percent. The statistic-8 are only estimates. But even if they were accurate,
they still couldn't express the effeetsof violence. When violence becomes a known and
accepted part of the school experience, everybody in toe sciiooi community is a victim.
Not only the people who suffer violence, but everyone who witnesses it, everyone who
is aware of it, loses the confidence to walk the halls without caution. Preoccupatical
with personal physical safety drains away some of the alertness and energy that should
go into learning and teaching. The young men and women who extort, who beat, who
kill, have been damaged, too-they have become callous to some kinds of pain.

California's. schools are only he' ninth most violent in the nation. \'et in Cali-
fornia during every month of 1973, there were !:bout 28 assaults on school professional
persoenel, 9 on peace officers--and 74 on ttudents. Every month, students were caught
with guns, knives, or bombs 120 times; vandalism or theft occurred 1,379 times. In
Compton, just outside Los Angeles, a student was shot to death in 1974. Most re-
cently, a student %as killed in a Los Angeles high school.

Visit an English class in Compton High School. It may be like classes in.your
school-. if so, you know it. Or maybe the).e are classes like this somewhere else in your
district, and you don't know it. ...You pass the guard at the school door with a nod
and a smile and no questions asked, because your appearance is respectable. A few of
the students in the big, echoing corridor stare openly at you; most, talking and hurry-
ing, ignore you. Echoes clatter against the dun, gleaming walls of the staircase that
leads to the basement. Near the bottom lounge three young men. They seem excep-
tionally large and they stare at you; they aren't hurrying, they have nowhere to go.
You don't quicken your pace, but you're glad to get inside the classroom with the
teacher and the students. The teacher persuades the students to be quiet enough No he
can tell them: Ilerc's someone who wants to ask about violence in the schools. But the
classroom wall is thin and it doesn't reach the high.basement ceiling-y(4i still hear the
laughing and shouting in the corridor.
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What are the most common kinds of violence in the Compt0.1 schools? A dreadful
question, but it must be answered. And the answer isn't unexpected: extortion and
assault. th.linost a third of the students have been victims of assault; more than two-
thirds have been witnesses. Elementary school pupils have been especially std.., :ct to
CXtOrtjom

lt isn't unusual io find a student carrying a weapon, concealed or unconcealed.
Student lockers have been permanently wired shut so bombs and guns can't be kept
there. In the district's mostaffluent high school, some parents are said.to provide their
children with guns fot\selfdelense. They carry them in their attache cases. That's the
only school where "hard" drugs are a real problem, but win, and marijuana are used
throughout the district.'

It's the combination of weapons and extortion that caused the killing at Compton
High. A regular extortion victim was informed that he'd have to, pay more in the
burin.. When the day came and the collector approaciwd, the victim, at the end of his
resources, in desperation pulled out a gun and shot him

lw act became a statistic of school violence. 'People whose schools are free of
killing can shake their heads at it. Criminologists cap try to classify it: manslaughter?
premeditated murder? self-defense? .tempsttrary insanity? All of theseor none?
Respoosible members of the schoOl community will instead examine its meaning for
students in school now.

-.Much of the violence in the Compton schools is attributed to organized groups,
often called "gangs." Some of the groups are Afro-American, some are Chicano
fightnig Is mostly within, not between the two groups. There aren't any white "gangs,"
probably because only 1 percent of Compton's student populatvan is white (about 85
p.rcent are Afro-American, 14 percent, Chicano).

The bulk of the students refer to their peers why commit violent acts as "them."
"They just act crazy." "They come to school sometimes, but they don't go to class."
How do most students survive? By acting confident, unafraidor inconspicuouS. By
being goick-witted and resourceful: The choice of strategy depends on individual
personality and on alignment in the school hierarchy. A member of the-intellectual
elite acts differently from an ordinary student, who may just try to be invisible.

A representative of one organized group sees the situation in practical, not
sociological terms:

'elf I ask you to give me a dollar, you can either give me the dollar or tell me where you're
coming from. If you're not afraid of me, and tell me where you're coming fromsuppose
you need that dollar for somethingyou might nut have to give it to me."

l'alTeachers- see little point i Mn reporting violence. While t incident is takinip ce, a
teacher dare not leave the class alone tom* en.rugh to go for helpand often, it the
Compton schools, the intercom doesn't wort.

Teachers and students both say that a sitalent who is reptitted to Cie administra-
tion or even picked up by the poiit '! is likely to return next day asa hero. At one
point, students who were found outside school during school hours were taken to jail.
A young pet son could decide every morning whether to go to school or to jail. Stu-
dents thus had the chance to learn their way around the jail without having to serve a
long sentence. In any event, the'"correctional" institutions, local or state, hardly ever
correct. The situation young people face on the outside doesn't improve, either. Those
students who serve time mice are likely to do it. again and again.

OCjd
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"Tfic whites ran away. When it got tt be too much for them, they
turned it over to us. And we're learning just as fast as we can."

3

Let's look at the city of Gomptoil. Many of its handsome, roomy, twostmy
Iv uses are boarded up. Some 01 the Owners couldn't pay then' takes; others have just
-losed up their houses and gone to live somewhere else. Federal agencies own 5 percent
of Comptn's housing. Big corporations have moved in, att..acted by a low tax rate.
Compton needs jobs- the overall unemployment rate is 10 percent. For ..soung people,
it's far higher. And jobs arc very important to them, both for money and for self-
respect. But the corporations haven't brought many jobs, because what they're build-
ing i! warehouses.

Compton would a fine place for people from Los Angeles to live in high-riw
,apartments- -it's close, and there's a freeway. But the people who live in Compton now
like t heir one-family houses, their yards and wick streets. They don't intend to'be
cleared away to make room for apartment dwellers from the city. Compton's city
government points to sign; of progress-last year the major crime rates fell between 12
and 22 1recnt. Federal resources are being sought out. And Compton has survived a.
lot already.

In 1965, around the time or the tebellion in Watts, across the.Los Angeles city
line, Compton's population was 80 percent white. The "first wave" of Afro-Amerkan
citizens h;'d arrived in the 50's, bought houses, settled down. Watts and other events of
the 'middle 60's brought the pressure of national issues to bear on Compton. White
citizens looked across the boundary at Watts, not with compassion, but with a shudder.
People who lived in Watts needed more room:. many those who could, moved (lye:.
Into Compton. Withal two years, Compton's population was mostly Afro-American.
By 1974, it was,mostly young in well-the median agewas:19,.

Nlore of Compton's citizens were.school-age, and they were cf a new kind. The
schools weren't prepared to teach students from Watts. Change came, but the teachers
and administrators didn't change. It was 1968 before the first Afro-American high
school principal was appointed.

Before they could adjust fully, the schools were further disoriented by the con-
solidioion in 1969 of four systems to form the Compton Unified School District.

,Unification brought more money, temporarily, as the four budgets were combined and
old,long-sto tiding bills were paid. But the affluence didn't last long. The new district
never got, beyond the "provisional" organizational structure it started out with, but
state support for that structure ended in 1971. Some people in Compton think that
structure is e:pensive and full or redundancies-no.aciministrative positions were cut.

Many readers will recognize these problems-students and school hierarchies
thrown hastily together, sithout the right kind of planning and preparation, Confused,
hostile. Each ,s tempted to blame.what is alien to him or her, or to blame the process--
to say consolidation (or integration, or redistricting) is just unworkable. In fact, tlic

o
process ha.n't been given .a fair trial.

since 1972 some of the highest offices of both the city and the school
district have been filled by new people. The-city has a new mayor and three new school
-hoard members, The school system is led by an acting superintendent. All these people
are learning t heir jobs rap;dly- but they haven't yet learned to pool information, ideas,
and-objectives.
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"We'd like to talk to the (school board, city government, teachers,
student parents, juvenile authors tees) but we don't."

Compton shires a major problem of many school districts in the. United States.
Different groups of people may want the same things to happen, may be working to
.'ccomplish the same things-but each group is working in isolation. For example, the
Parks and Recreation Department may want to set up an after- school program. They'll
do it on their own, without d'scussing it with the schools the kids will be coming from.
Or the city may have. the money for a vocational program-to train the graduates and
the dropouts the schools hadn't the facilities to train. Maybe the police will sponsor a
course, in juvenile law-hut students will have to go outside the schools to get it. In
Compton, a halfway house for young people released from detention is funded directly
by the state. The city government and the schools have nothing to do with it-in fact,
they're said to be hindering it..

The teachers and tile scho,1 administration both want good education, but the
teachers are lull of mistrust. Why is the central administration so big? Why are there so
many vice-principals? What are their duties? How arc they selected? They see plainly
that the more professional staff leave the classroom, the more students arc left for
them to teach. As for students-"It's disgusting," said one teacher when a colleague ate
lunch with her students. As far as the students cart see, with very few exceptions '`rune
of the aduits cares anything about what we do or what happens to us. We're only
killing ow selves. They only get upset when we burn something down." "They're just
using us"-to earn a living, gain power, achieve prestige. A parent was a little more
optimistic-"It's about 50-50. About halt' of us care." Would those who care work
..-ogttlue Lk) .1 C.._ 1-11""'T ,00ld he
proud of, responded this way: "Let's say I'm with you thick and thin. When the going
gets thick, 1 thin out. I'm going to think of my children first." It's hard enough to raise
one fancily with confidence and self-respect.

"I have just 6 months unt;1 I graduate. Then I'll have to support myself
somehow. I could live off my parents, but that's not right. But how can I

get a job?"

The person who said this is probably a member of one of those organized groups
called "gangs." lie and his colleagues are asking for three kinds of things.

First, they're asking for usable vocational education in the schools:

"'like many other Compton students,f I used to go to school in LA. They started to
teach us computers. 'then we moved here, aad there was no class, no equipment, nothing.
I wanted to know about computers so I could get a job. We asked for a course, but '.hey
turned us off."

Compton doesn't have an adequate work-study program. "All of the job applica-
tions ask about experience," one young woman pointed out. "But how can we get
experience if we can't get a job without it?" A young man wondered, "What do you
say hen they ask if yint've ever been arrested? If you yes, you don't get the job,
but if you sits no, they fire you for lying."

The only Nork experience available to many Compton students is in extortion.
They can learn about t hat occupation any week on the evening news, in stories about
the police, governments at all levels, politicians, major corporations. It's not respect-
able, but it brings a good living. It's power politics, old-fashioned but effective and
well-publicized. It doesn't require training, experience, references, or capital. No
wonder sonic of the students who have seen few benefits from respectability give it a
try.
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The second thing the students want is education they can apply, in an environ-
ment where - -they can learn. Many students spoke of the need for consistent, fair

discipline. After all, some of the students are running disciplined organizations them-
selvesLwhy can't the school administration do as much? Some 1)r these students said
they could get the violence out of the schools, but they -don't believe the schools offer
anything to replace the violence. They don't see how the curriculum relates to their
lives. Things that happened long ago and far awayno one explains how they can help
a person live now in Southern California. Too often, teachers "expose" students to
"material" it if they were so many pieties of -filmexcept that film gets "developed"
after it's exposed. What relation does a leader of en organized group in Compton have
to Beowulf fighting the monster in Anglo-Saxon England? "They don't ask on a job
application, 'Who was Beowulf?' The school has a responsibility to help students find

the relationshipor to teach something more obviously "relevant."

The students are asking, finally, for something to do after school, in the evenings,
on weekends. "There used to be iv:little gym where we could go and lift weights," said
one, "but t hey closed it."

"We have to meet Our friends in school," another pointed out "There isn't
anywhere else"but it doesn't leave much time for going to class. Extracurricular
activities? The teachers won't hold them after school, and the students.won't comet()
them before school. Anyway, most of the students who once joined clubs have moved
away, without recruiting anyone to take their place. Six tickets to Compton High's
football games were sold last fall. "Who's going to go to a game when there's no
band?" Who's going to take band when they have to-take turns with the instruments?
The students themselves had plenty of , ideas. "The city has all those. boarded up
houses. Why can't we have one of them where 'we could give dances?" In fact, several
of the students showed a strong desire to try their hand at business. When they got a
Project-Neglect team member alone, they asked very practical questions about grants,
proposals, managementhow to get things done.

"The schools are the battleground wl:ere society fights its battles."

From its observations in Compton, the Project. Neglect team drew several .con-
elusions that may help other communities concerned about violence in their schools.
Violence in the schools isn't an isolated. and bewildering phenomenon. Nor is it just
"something in the air," a contagious societal disease which students can catch like any-
one. else. The schools need not reflect every aspect of society. Attacking educational
neglect, with determination to teach and determination to learn, has'a chance of mak-
ing the violence of our society irrelevant to the schools. Violence in the schools has
specific causes, which specific groups of people can remove, each with their own kind
of resources.

Good communication between the groups increases the effect of their efforts;
they need to make sure they're all working towards the same goal, and to avoid
duplication of effort. But lack of communication is no excuse for inaction.

Parents and Their Institutions

People of school age need attention the right kind of attentionfrom adults.
They need people who respect them enough to set reasonable standards for their
behavior. They need people who care enough about them to take the time to see that
they observe these standards. Years ago, you might steal an apple on the cornerbut
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hv linty %n 0)1 bunk'. our grandmother %,otild he waiting Oil the porch to speak
t you about it. It's not d :;ign Ot lo%e re:ipeet to Writ .1 1 -I-year-old loose to iIktke .111
her/Ills 11%4'11 Moral deckii rhis is espet jally (rue 1!) .1.11:11ion vhere voting-v.0111c ;ire
VStelt1.111Calt\ excluded from responsibility. The c.:ercise of respnlisibilitY Likes

prat l lei

Many parents feel a bit 4.v.petate can't do, it all alone." They don't have to.
After all, it was Other people ill the.coMtlitlilitV Who told VOW' grandmother about that
apple. Nowadays, grandmother mat be in an old people's comnittnit in a nursing
home. Even if she is, parents s ill can get help.

The Church. If the\ go to :hutch, parents can make Stile t heir china:It pro\ ides
space and supertisin for yiumg people's activities and mu just. social act iVities. Some
}'n1& dfnl't have a good place to studt at home., the church can provide s pace Tor
studying_ .ind sponsor a tutoring program, too. It Call enlist young people in doing the

tilt' church helping olt1 people, tisiting people in institutions. cooking the
church's Sunday dinner, Clubs and other community organizations can help parents in
similar ways. The main thing, is t'ct ask quest ons and make suggestions and tr) things
out until ou find out that kind of acti ilk s the young people wahA, and how they
want them organized. They may just want si ace fur .i project of their own, they may
want tronsportat ion, they may want hist Met on or sUpervisin. Then what they want
has to be harnnwred out against what the t in rch or club is able and willing to provide.
After a trial period, the whole thing may liave to be renegotiated. Instant success is
common only on 'IA' and that's 'it good esson for both young people and well-
meaning adults.

Pithlie OP./Calls. Ni()st parents arc eligible to Volt', too, so) they can XV(irk to dill
candidates %Ott) will help them. School board aud city elections hate the most obvious
effect On he kind of place children will grow_tip. in.

What .1 he schools _teat It, the physical and mental comfort of school buildings, 11w
quality of books and ecitN,weitt, the standards of conthic I mid type Of discipline, tIte
degree of democracy and student responsibility in the schools, the availability of
credible tvorkstutly programs all can be determined by school board policy tIn
frt1111.1tel1. school hoardS al1V.IVs (1)11(.4.'1111'Me their efforts on these issues. .Filet.
SolnelitlleS assign priority to saVing Motley, or keeping the tax rate dkvn. In these
east's, tilt' results of miseducatin wise the costs of (ith(\r city sert ices, such as law
enforcement and assistance. llotvever. because the stiton! board isn't held
responsible for those budgets, it continues to hold its own budget thttvii.

,' city govermucnit can do several hings to let young people grow up with
confidence and sound ideas. It 'can establish standards of honesty, responsiveness 1(1
citizens, and public sertice. It can ensure that streets are safe and clean; that parks are
pleasant and conveniently located, and that they hat e the stall and facilities for games.
It can establish equitable tax policies that make business pat its fair share of the costs
of city services. It can enforce the law fairly, avoid harassment and brutality, make sure
offenders are punished. work With other governments at all levels to create correctional
institutions that ens mirage inmates to abandon (rime ti)tl help them do so after their
release. :\ city can even take steps to get local industries and businesses to cooperate in
workstudy programs.

State and lid ional of ficials have immediate effect till the neighborhood and
the school, but state laws can Ate( t curriculum, textbooks, teaching conditions. 01
student rights; laws that Ale( t ninev can be passed at either el.
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Parents can urge all these officials to actions they think will help them raise their
children to be competent, -onfidentand responsible. When the officials do badly,
parents can., question the candidates in the next election, get (and write down)
promises-maybe run candidates of their own choosing. That's a lot of work but the
chance of better government isn't the only repayment. Young people will see their
parents putting in some time and hard work because they care about them. They'll
learn something, too, about the democratic process--and probablyabout perseverance
in overcoming failur.:. Students in Compton have already recogniud the power of the
ballot. They've started their own voter registration drive --and they've already gotten
some opposition. Somehow their registration volunteer can't get enough registration
forms for them. Compton's parents have an unusual chance to support their children
by fighting beside them for the voter education drive.

Parents can't do it all alone. Sometimes they'll back the wrong candidate or
wrong proposal. Sometimes they'll lose, even when they're right-about an election or
a school policy or a household rule. Out they can make a difference, and it can be the
decisive difference, to their own or sinneone else's children.

School System Staff

Within the limits of school board policies, available resources, and the law, the
school system staff is responsible for'what happens to students while ..hey're at school.
This responsibility takes different f' rms for administrators and teachers.

Administrators, from the superintendent to the assistant principtil, have to be
aggressive to get what they need for their schools. Too often, they, like school boards,
concentrate on other goals-making the schools look peaceful, getting a good reputa-
tion, securing a promotion. Administr4ors who are afraid to let the quality of their
leadership speak for itself attract community suspicion., "These folks just drain our
time and money and drag us down," said one community spokesperson. AdminiS-
trators' real responsibility lies in securing the essential resources of education:

Courses that will teach soldents what they must know-in order to earn a
living, to understan\d the histories and cultures that affect their lives, and to use
humanity's experience in making their decisions.-

Textbooks and materials that will interest students and give them a true picture'
of the world. Administrators may get those books and materials through the school
board, the federal government, private foundations, cookie sales, or writing and
duplicating their own-so long as they get them.

Modern laboratory facilities-not just for scienie, but for career education
courses- -whether they get them from established school sources, the Chamber of
Commerce, the Lions Club, or the corporation branch in the industrial park.

Teachers who are dedicated to teaching the students in their classes ,end are
able to teach them. This means administrators must build teachers' morale. For one
thing, they must recognize and support teachers who inspire the respect of their
students, especially of their "difficult" students. Their assignments and promotions
and other 'personnel decisions must be obviously fair and based on competent-, and
performance. A teacher strike in Compton was followed by concentrated petty harass-
ment of education association and strike leaders. If they're driven out of the system,
the morale of all teachers will be driven lower.
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Administrators' directives trust be precise, EU that teachers and students know
exactly what the rules are. They must back up teaeliers' jtiSt complaints against stu-
dents -and students' just complaints against teachers. They mum, work out, with teach-
ers,. procedures for inci6ents of violence, accident, or school disruption, and make sure
every teaches knows those procedures. In Compton as in other schools across the
nation, these procedures should include a list of people who can talk to students and
parents who are fluent only in Spanish, or, say, Japnnese, or Tagalog. Teachers who
aren't bilingual have to have that kind of support. for emergencies.

Administrators must give teachers the means to improve their teaching when
that's necessary. The echication association can help 'them plan, the courses or
counseling that teachers need.

Among administrators, a principal has a particularly heavy responsibility. She/he
sets the tone of the school, lets teachers ar.d students know what to expect and what is
expected laf them. One Compton secondary school changed a lot when it got a new
principal this year. All the teachers now teach teadingthe reading that students need
in order to learn their subject.. Different grade levels "own"decorate and look after
different areas of the school, A student advisory council meets with the principal
whenever they ha something to discuss. Students who are persistently disruptive or
break rules in other ways go to a special room where they 'do their Glasswork in a snail,
closely supervised group. Violence? The Project Neglect team didn't hear about any
serious violence in the school another change from last year.

Teachers find it a challenge just to keep on trying. It's tempting to blame the
school board or the central office or the principal for everythinghow can an isolated
'teacher crake up for all their shortcomings? It's very tempting when there are fights
every day in your class, and last week you took a I, nife away from a student for the
eleventh time since September. But a teacher who wants to really teach, not just get
paid for teaching, has to lo more than just try to survive six periods a day.

The Project Neglect team got ideas from some of the teachers in Compton.
"Violence : No...there hasn't been any in this class :All year." That's right, said the
students. No violence in this class. What is 4 about these particular teachers: Various
students of theirs, questioned in an undertone, all came. up with variatio 'us on one old,
sentimental-sounding answer: "She cares."- In Compton, that's a very practical answer.
The teachers svho care seem to be the only ones who arc able\o teach anything. t.

just caring is not enough unless the students know about it. They know about it
in Compton when a teacher spends time with them outside of class, without being paid
to. That teacher could be relaxing or earning needed extra money or going to San
Francisco for the weekend. Instead, he /he is working with students on their school
problems, personal problemswhatever they bring.

Students praise one teacher who has overcome th, limitations of a dry and
obsofen test. Her tools arc a duplicating machine anda fine teaching style. She shows
she's serious about teaching, so students know she cares.

Another part of caring seems to be recognizing the different personalities and
backgronnds of the students. Students notice which teachers recognize each student as
an individual, which teachers take the trouble to learn about their students' cultures.
Long-time Compton teachers have been asked to teach first middle-claSs whites, then
middle-class and poor Afro-Americans, and now Chicanos, Mexicans, and Samoans.
The school system hasn't given them the information and support they need in order
to teach those students. Nevertheless, some teachers have gotten that infoemation
themselves; they get support from their students; and they teach well.
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The teachers who care expect students to meet certain standards of behavior.
There's c. shack of surprise in the answer "Violence? No.. ." That teacher never
expected Any violence in the classroom. Maybe her students have too much respect for
her ant' for themselves.

Caringin the conventional sense of being an enthusiastic defender of everything
young people doisn't the 'answer. The answer in Compton seems to be doing things
that show respect for students awl determination to teach them.

Every teacher .doesn't know by instinct how to do these things. Overcoming
isolation in the classroom is a first step: teachers can get help from ong another.
Through the education association they' can decide on standards and set out to bring
all the teachers in the system :up to those standards. They can put pressure on the
school system to.get the kinds of training they need. Any teacher who can learn to
teach the. students in her/his class must have ample opportunity to do so. On the other
hand, the teacher who can't or won't use that opportunity does not belong in the
classroo m.

Students, like the adults in the schools, can eas;ly talk themselves out, of
responsibility. Excuse is plentiad.

Students have teachers and parents and maybe the police all causing them
various kinds of trouble.

Our society gives them examples. High schoolseniors can't remember a time
before the Cold War; sixth-graders were born with the first Kennedy assassination and
grew up with Vietnam on TV.

The economy was bad for most of these students years before the medialet
,algae the ,Presidentadmitted it was bad for the nation. The unemployment rate for
young Afro-Americans is usually ,about the same as the national rate during the
Depression of the 1930's.

Morality? Valtics? Look at Watergate. Look at corporate tax rates. Look at
CIA.

In short, the argument rum, why should students have higher standards than
national public figures? Standards won't get them a job; there are no jobs. Even a j
just means probably paying a higher tax rate than your 'employerand being more
honest than some members of the government that gets those taxes. This line of
reasoning has been followed by many disillusioned people in the past few years. Young
Americans, just ,because they are 'Young, are even more likely than other Americans to
want instant results for every effort they make. Or else.

Or else what? The only threat within in their power is the threat of wasting their
own livesthrough violence, drunk driving, drugs, !just living to buy things, doing
nothing at all.

To make that kind of threat, people have to .!be desperate. They also have to
believe that they, personally, aren't worth saving. Desperation must have canceled the
will to survive, the belief that they can have lives worth fighting for. Frustra-
tion-- always facing impossible oddsmust have worn away dal self-respect that can
say, "The Presidentor the principalhas low standards; I have Ifigh standards."

Clearly, however, students don't have to give up; they don't all give up. The
students who talked with the Rroject Neglect team in Compton haven't given up. It

0
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helps to have strong support from parents, but some survive wit bout it. It helps to have
the encouragement of h teacher or a pastor; it's very difficult indeed if no adult shows
care. Sometimes friends keep tine another struggling on. A young person has to be very
strong to survive with nothing but unshakeable faith in her/his own ability. Even that
happens.

Surviving, saving oneself, means getting different kinds of skills. For one thing,
there aren't enough jobs for everybody who wants one, although there should be. But
there are jobs for those who have more skills than the others who want those jobs. Part
of surviving is getting the skills to get a job. In getting job skills, people will probably
have tO' practice other kinds of skillsresourcefulness, practicality, planning,
persistence. The same kinds of skills, combined viith many kinds of information, can
be used to start a business.

When /they have the skills to survive, young people may start to want to do more
than survive. They can save time by learning from other people's experience as well as
their own. Resourcefulness, persistence and the rest will help them get at the usable
information that's coded in the world's history, literature, science, philosophy. It's
easier if the school, or just one teacher', or a librarian helps. It's possible with just
public and institutional libraries.

Young people can also use their survival skills to help their younger sisters and
brothers respect themselves and live. This chain of teaching and learning begins with
the young people in school now, but it will have to go on for a long time. One student
summed up the situation in. Compton: "It's not so much the violence we're afraid of; it
is the future."

BACKGROUND READING

More reports, articles, and court decisions on school violence and student 'rights
are appearing every week. These are a handful of the readings available at the.present
time.

California State Department of Education. A Report on Conflict and
Violence in California High Schools. Sacramento: the Department, 1973. 30
pp.

Institute for Development of Educational Activities. The Problem of School
Security. Dayton: the Institute, 1974. 24 pp.

National School Public Relations" Association. Vandalism and Violence:
Innovative Strategies Reduce Cost to Schools. Washington, D.C.: the
Association, 1971, 57 pp.

Today's Education.. "Teacher Opinion Poll [Student Violence] ." Today's
Education, September-October, 197,4. p. 105.
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11W PRICE OF LEARNING ENGLISH:
ACCULTURATION OR CULTURAL ANNIHILATION?

Introduction

In January 1974, the Supreme Court rendered its landmark decision in the case of
Lau v. Nichols. To schoolchildren who don't, speak English fluently, the date is as
significant as May 1954 has been for children in segregated schools. The 1954 case,
Brown v. Board of Education, made segregation illegal. /..au v. Nichols concerns
another kind of denial of educational opportunity. In its decision, the Court speci-
fically stated that children have the right to be taught the English they need in order to
understand, and learn in, classes taught in 'English.

Ilasi English skills are at the very core of what these public schools teach. Imposition of
a requirement that, before a child can effectively participate in the educational program,
he must already have acquired those basic skills is to make a mockery of public educa-
tion./

The Lau decision doesn't mean that students are to sit uncomprehending through
five classes a day while they're learning English in one.

We know that those who do not understand English are certain to find their classroom
experiences wholly incomprehensible and in no way meaningful.2

In short, they daily fall further behind their English-speaking peers. Therefore, their
right to equal education means they will be taught in 'their own language what they
can't yet learn in English. Teaching English, teaching in English, and teaching in the
students' native language all are elements of what is called "bilingual education."

Further, the Supreme Court in its Brown decision recognized that students need,
to respect themselves and their own background if they are to learn well. Children who
don't speak English at home don't just need to be taught English; they need to find
their language and culture respected in the school. in addition, all children need to
know and respect the various cultures of our society. So what is needed is education
that's multicultural as well as bilingual.

San Francisco's Task Force on Bilingual Education summarizes the principles of
the kind of education that's needed. They reason-

1. That the primary means,by which a limited or non-English speaking child
learns is through the use of such child's native language and culture;/

2. That using the native language to teach other subjects allows thi..ducation
of the child to continue uninterruptedly from home to school,thus pre-
venting his retardation in subject matter while he learns English; :

3. That teaching a child to read first in the language he brings witii him when
he enters school facilitates his learning to read and write in a second language
because the basic skills to reading and comprehension are generally trans-
ferable from one language to another;,

4. That curriculum which incorporates the student's familiar experiences, com-
munity, history, and cultural heritage will help build pride and self-
confidence in the student, avid by being more relevant to the student's
personal experiences, heightens his interest and motivation in school;

0018
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5. 1 hat by integrating the language anti cultural background of all students,
bilingual-bicultural education reinforces Lind nwrases the connntiniation
between home and school, and between different ethnic groups, thus inl
proving the studc's min hail ion and deltic% einem and reducing interracial
misunderstanding.

The Lim decision aflects schools from Bangor and New York to Dallas and Santa
Fe and San Diego, It affects children who speak French or Spanish, Navajo, Tagalog or
Sa 1110.111. IIt q%19.1.16, the suit was brought on behalf of Chinese-speaking children in San
Francisco. To set the conditions that prompted the suit -. and what has resulted fromthe Supreme Court's momentous decision NEA's Project Neglect team on Asian

edut ation conducted its study in the Asian community there.

AN the team isited schools anti held hearings, both teachers and aides and Com-mitnit members gave generously of -their time and information, What it found are
plblems and possibilities it believes are typical of school districts where not all st it-dent s speak English fluently.

"RECOGNIZING THAT WE LIVE IN A MUlII-LINGUAL AND MULTI-
CULTURAL COUNTRY, IT IS THE POLICY OF THE SFUSI) TO
RESPECT AND NURTURE THE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE OF EACH
INDIVIDUAL STUDENT WHILE PREPARING HIM FOR PARTICIPA-
TION IN A PREDONIINANTLY ENGLISH SPEAKING SOCIETY ....."

Bilingual Policy Statement
San Francisco Unified School District

Asian history in America is long. Pilipinos had come to the West Coast in galleons
before .1 he Mayflower left Plymtnit h. The already sizable Asian population of the San
Francisco area has been growing rapidly since the early 1960s, when immigrationliigyt\ieform made the city a major port of entry. Yet Asians in San Franciscoare still beingtreated its aliens.

At present, the city is the home of 117.500 Asians and Asian Americans. Theymake up 17.2 percent of the total population there. The children make tip 28 percentof the students in the San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSI)). More precisely.
according to District figures, 15.8 percent are Chinese, 7.3 percent arc Pilipino, 1.7percent are Japanese, .5 percent are Korean, and 2.7 percent are "other non-
white"---they speak Samoan, Arabic, Hindi, Burmese, Vietnamese, and Pacific Island
lingttages.

Nobody knows how many of the children speak English well enough to actuallylearn in "regular" classes. The District's eainiates of how many do not are based onteachers' opinions. These figures rose from 5,269 in 1969 to 9,084 in 1973-- then
inexplicably fell to 4.911 by December 1974. According. to San Francisco's Task Force
on Bilingual Education, the actual number is probably more than 10.000. A- 1972
survey found 20,000 children whose home language is other than -English.

Some things about the situation, howtAer, are known all too-clearly. According toTask Force figures, in 1974, about 40() children were in "reception" programs for
recent arrivals. There were 2,953 children in English as a Sect nd Language (ESL)
programs. About 1,500 were in bilingual education iirograms; because of integration
requirements, about half of these were English-speakinft,.

(.1
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"ASIAN KIDS WERE NO PROBLEM UNTIL
TIIEV GOT Al L TIIESE SPECIAL PROGRAMS."

17)

San Francisco Unified School District personnel say there has to be a "significant
numbers' of Asians in one grade, in one school, before special program is wan anted.
What is a "significant number?" "Fifty."

"Integration" has dispersed almost all Asians so that each school has too few for
special programs. Yet what purpose of integration is served by putting together stu-
dents who can't talk to each other? Thousands of children sit day after day in classes
taught in a language they can't understand.

\ The children in what one principal calls "the Americanizationuh, ESL program"
arc little better off. They are in fact ."pulled out" of class to study Englisli for 30 to 40
minutes a day. The rest of their time passes in "regular" lasses, when they can
understand whatever words they've learned so farand that's all. What they understand
May he far above or below their level of knowledge in the subject. Although they come
front extremely varied educational backgrounds in Asia, their placement is dictated by
thei\facility in English. It's not surprising that some young people drop out of school.

,Korean woman and her son lived alone. From time to time, the woman had to go to
the hospital. The buy got into fights at school; sometimes a person gets belligerent when
people say things to him that he can't understand. School officials tried to find someone
to could talk to him in his own language. Finally, they found a Korean-American, but
she spoke only English. Meanwhile, they had warned the boy he'd be expelled if he
fought any more. Before the Korean-American could get a bilingual person to the school,
the boy had been expelled and disappeared.

Some who drop out join gangs where they can speak their own language: they
become part. of the "delinquency problem." Whether they physically drop out or keep
On going to school, many other students are damaged. .A situation that combines
inability to make oneself understood with blurred, incomprehensible auditory impres-
sions would he considered cruel it inflicted on a laboratory animal. In a short time, t he
combination turns some happy, confident, inquiring children into guarded, apparent l}
sullen, institutional inmates.

Too often, no one in the schoolor even known to the schoolcan speak the
Asian child's language. One Project Neglect team member asked a teacher,

Suppose you get a Vietnamese student in your class. What do you do?

Well, I don't speak any Vietnamese, but I try to make the child feet at home. And 1 just
go on teaching.

Is there anyone in your class who can speak Vietnamese?

Isn't there any place else the child could go? Some special school or special class?

I don't think so ... But you'd be surprised how fast they learn.

Korean children are especially badly served, because many teachers count Koreans as
Chinese.

A Korean child was hit by a cal in a school parking lot. No one could talk to her mother
on the phone ...

California has 30,000 teachers who can't get work in the schools, and more are
graduated every year. California needs 20,000 bilingual/multicultural teachers. Many
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unemployed tetchers could be taught to speak and teach in Asian languages, but
California has no program providing such preparation. Teachers from Asian countries
could be given uhatever additional preparation they need for certification. Yet
California itits no program pro% itting such preparation. This kind of waste results in case
after case of valuably teaching ability being undervalued or lost. Consider one English.
speak ing Pi lipino. She has a. university education. She also has 2'Z years' teaching
experience. She employed as a "paraprofessional."

In another case, a whole program is being lost. There, a qualified Euro-American
teacher is working as an aide. As a result,- the program's pupil-teacher ratio is too high.
Because the district says it has a job freeze, the teacher can't be classified and paid\as
teacher, although he does a teacher's work; The District has refusd to discuss an Offer
of private funding. Instead, it's discontinuing the program. Where will the pupils go to
school? How will they learn? Ilow -the `Aaide's"ability be used to help students ?..
According to the District, that's not the pointthe point is the pupil-teacher ratio and
the "job freeze."

"WELL, WE BUY OUR OWN PAPER."

The situation is inhumane for the student.;, and for parents and teachers as well.,
It's also fiscally ludicrous. The San Francisco Unified School District spends about
$2,000 a year on each student. It's wasted on the thousands who sit in classes where
they can't learn. Yet .bilinguA teachers could be hired to -fill vacancies, at no greater
cost than monolingual recruits. Bilingual classes don't have to be "extra" Classes.

A few hundred Asian . children are in bilingual programsJapanese, Pilipino or
Chinese. One bilingual teacher is responsible For all the Korean students in the District.
The District provides bilingual programs one teacher (who may not be bilingual) for
each class. Little money comes from the state; at the. secondary level, California
sponsors two bilingual programs, one in San Diego in Spanish and one in San Francisco
in Chinese. The federal government pays for teachers or materials for some pro-
gramsfor a while. But- when the state or federal money stops coming, the program
stops going. The Chinese secondary program teaches social studies, math,. and science
in Chinese. The materials were translated into Chinese, and the teachers were promised
a copy for each student in their classes. Only a few copies were actually produced,

. ,however - m fact, just one copy of each text for each selipol.

This is symptomatic of an acute and widespread \ roblemthe dearth of good
materials, both in English and in Asian languages. Asian texts aren't published at all;
English materials stereotype Asians and ignore Asian imericans: Nevertheless, the
students in the Chinese bilingualTrogram are learning -math, science, and social studies
while- they get ESL for their English course. Within the limitations imposed, the pro-
gram is working. But nobody knows what will happen to it when the grant expires this
year. In general, programs are started when outside money becomes available,
abandoned when outside funds are withdrawn.

Dependence on federal money has other drawbacks. Teachers 'in the Japanese-
English bilingual program, for example, don't find out until October what positions are
funded. That makes it hard to recruit staff' in the first place. In September, the teachers
work for nothing. They don't want the children who are starting out in the program to
spend their first weeks in school, bewildered in "regular" classes.

This program consists of one class each from kindergarten through third grade.
Last year, the District allocated three classes a total of $300 for books, matcriaLs, and .
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supplies, Ine teachers like teachers in many other schools and situations used as

much of their own money as they conkl. Each teacher was subsidizing the school
dist ric: wit h .1s much as $20 a Month. The p,q'ents gave bake sales to raise money. Then
the hrinvii tc po,"e;nntcht supiAied stow of Ow deliyietteics of the American school

stem v sending .S:i,000 to ;Ate materials. Since then the SR.'S!) has had a ready-
Ptak response to all requests: "But you nat.,- money." The bilingual teachers make a
point of sharing what they have films, pupFet shows, holiday programs and plays
with t he regular teachers i t the school.

"EVERYBODY S7 i011.1) BE TREATED THE SAME WAY.
WT ER ALL, 1111S IS ANIERICA, AND THE SOONER

TIIEY GET USED TO IT, TIIE BETTER."

De-pite any i'riendly overtures from bilingual teachers, many regular professional
staff resent bilingual teachers and their students. "Why should they iv-t all the anen-
t ion.'" they say, thinking of the obstacle's they themselves face. A pr;ncipal may fear
t hat t he bilingual program will grow a grade level every year, until it takes up a sizable
part of his school.

Alt lumg itat. ism against Asians isn't publicized much, it's hard to ignore.

"i' was sitting at the desk in the library,' said a Korean teacher. "A boy came up and hit
me on the head. I said, 'Why did you do that?' lle nat away. I followed him and asked
him again. but he didn't say anything. I asked his teacher. 'Please find out why he hit me.'
Rut no one ever told me."

Adffils I:910V how lo he more vicious. One teacher made a Japanese boy stand in the
corner all day on December 7.

"TEACHING KIDS IN A FOREIGN hANGUAGE
IS CONTRARY '10 INTEGRATION."

Let's look at one of the programs that exemplifies good bilingual multicultural
education. A third td the students have come front Japan, a third arc .,Japanese
American. and a third are "other": mostly Afro-American and 1..,uro-American..tach
class has a teacher and an aide one is more proficient in Japanese, the other in English.
The staff not only is bilingual, but represents as many cultures as the students. One
teacher, for example, is a Black man from the French-speaking West Indies. Ile speaks
II) languages, several of them Asian. When you visit a class, you might find a Japanese
child "showing and telling" in English, an Afro-American child writing Japanese
characters gm the chalkboard and a Euro American child practicing her part in the
class play-in Japanese. And there seem, to he no "reading problem" here.

OUR KIDS ARE SITTING IN THE CLASSROOM DAY AFTER' DAY-
YEAR AFTER YEAR-AND NOT LEARNING. NOBODY WAS DOING
ANYTHING ABOUT IT. SOMEBODY JUST HAD TO DO SOMETHING

ABOUT IT, AND THAT 'S WHAT WE'RE DOING."

In many ways, the Asian communities try to overcome the deficiencie of city
and st Iwo! set.. ices. Newcomers committees help recent arrivals get work, housing, and
the best possible school program. Communities sponsor classes outside school hours. in
Chinatown, the YWCA offers courses taught in Chinese. The Chinese community has
set up an English Language Skills Center. Parents give strong and practical support to
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school bilingual programs. Parents' of ,Jartnese children tn the bilingual program, for
example, spent a Saturday helping btkild a "jungle of logs" for the school playground.

Community groups are increasingly sophisticated, too, i.i finding and -using public
and private'resources. They work with state legislators, federal agencies, members of
Congress. They are now also working with teachers associations- the San Francisco
Classroom Teachers Association (SFCTA), the California Teachers Association (CTA),
and the National Education Association (NEA). Each of these organizat ions can .help in
different ways.

The NEA can work for passage and funding of federal bilingual educat ion
laws. Through publications, the mass media, and conferences, it can express
its advocacy of bilingual education, explain the need for it, help plan for it.

The CTA can use the same means at the state level. Its influence on state
certification procedures and teacher education standards is especially
important.

Tile SFCTA can work indirect partnership with community grotips, working
for the goals they seek within the schools. It can negotiate standards of
support for bilingual educationin staffing levels,' materials, insery ice educa-
tion. It can negotiate for bilingual multicultural programs to serve the Asian
and Spanish-surname children who need them, as.rthe Lau deeisiim requires.

Such a community-association partnership is alreadyjorming. In the fallzof 1974,
the SKTA invited the Asian community to outline ways the association can help
improve education for Asian children. In response, the San Francisco Task Force on
Bilingual Education has given the associations a list of six things to work on. The
association at each levellocal, state, and nationalcan 'carry out the items suited to its
particular resources and range of operations. The six points are practical things that can
actually be carried out, most of them in a year or half a year:

1. The associations should issue a position paper on the best ways to carry out
the Lau mandate for bilingual/bicultural education.

2. The NEA should develop accurate means of finding out just which and how
many students need bilingual programs in order to learn in School. The
school district's jumpy figuresshow that accurate standards are badly
needed. NEA should-work, too, to get fair means of testing the knowledge of
students who don't speak fluent English. Specifically, it should pressure NIE
to conduct research for this purpose.

3. The NEA should try to get full funding of federal legislation that supports
bilingual education, i.e., Title VII or EPI)A.

4. The associations should seek to get more bilingual/multicultural teachers
into the schools. The national association can publicize the need, the state
association can work for training programs and certification, and the local
association can work for inservice education for all teachers, and for hiring
of bilingual teaches. The new .Education Professions Development Act
should make provision for preparing the bilingual/multicultural teachers who
are needed.

5. The state association can work in the legislature for passage of SB 7, Stale
Senator Mosconc's proposal for a comprehensive bilingual/multicultural
education program.

,
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U. Education associations should publicly commit themselves to working with
community organizations.

The formulation.and acceptance of these six points is important to the education
associations as wet: as to all communities whose first" language is other than English.
They're the first steps in what can become a model of teacher-community partnership.
They can also initiate a model partnership of local, state, and national education
ashociat ions.

"MY GOD, WHY DO YOU WANT TO
TEACH THEM ANOTHER LANGUAGE?"

The plaintiffs in the Lau case needed to learn English before they could learn
anything else in American schools. Educational neglect keeps students like them from
receiving any benefit from schooling. However, it is also neglect, although barely
touched on in this report, to allow any child-living in the United States in this century
to grow up totally monolingual and monocultural.. It is increasingly difficult to
survivepolitically, economically, or as social' beingsin complete ignorance of the
languages and cultures of other peoples of this country or of the world.

.
United States cities already have some of the largest urban Spanish-speaking

populations in the world. English-speaking children now in school are increasingly
likely to work withor forSpanish-speaking people. They may be voting foror
seeking votes fromSpanish-speaking people. As they move from one part of the
country to another, they may find themselves in a neighborhood where many people
speak Chinese or the grocery carries Caribbean fruits and vegetables.

It is not just other American languages and cultures that are becoming more
important to Euro-Americans. The whole world is opening up. More and more,
Americans may be employed by Japanese or German companies, or be dealing with
African or West Asian customers. They may be studying Russian scientific journals or
attending conferences conducted in Hindi.

Then, too, they'll enjoy life more if they're familiar with more than one
and culture. Many people acknowledge that "variety is the spice of life." Fewer reflect
that all spice once came from the "spice islands" of the East Indies. Now, as then, life
can be enriched by looking to other cultures.

All these factors are coming to weigh more and more heavily with parents of
English-speaking children. In a few years, letting those children grow up monolingual
will be a new kind of educational neglect.

FOOTNOTES

1 Lau v. Nichols,.94 S.Ct. 786, 788 (1974)
2/bid.
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Children who come from environments where the dominant language is not En-
glish have suffered tremendously in school. Between 5 and 7 million children come to
school speaking a language other than English. Their progress in school is hindered by
their inability to speak English and consequently many drop out of school. In the
Southwest approximately 40 percent of the Mexican-American students do not com-
plete high school and in Boston almost 90 percent of the Puerto Rican students drop
Out before they begin high school.1 The students who drop out face the handicaps of
higher unemployment, less income, and less opportunity.

Passage and Results of the Bilingual Education Act

In 1967, after a Congressional investigation, the Bilingual Education Act was
passed. This Act (Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act) was
designed to meet the special educational needs of children with limited English-speak-
ing ability. Funds were available on a project basis for programs in schools which had
large numbers of non-English-speaking children from low-income families.

Bilingual education involves the coordinated use of both the native language and
English. There is evidence that using the child's native language as a medium of instruc-
tion along with instruction in English prevents retardation in academic skill and perfor-
mance. The program is also intended to augment a child's self-esteem and the under-
standing of his cultural heritage.

A model bilingual program treats the child whose language is different as advan-
taged, not disadvantaged. It challenges the assumption that schools should offer only
one curriculum in 'one language (English), and dispels the idea that the child must
change to meet the needs of the school. It also rejects the idea that the main objective
of the school is to wipe out all differences in style, heritage, and language.

As a result of the Bilingual Education Act there has been an increasing national
awareness of the need for bilingual education. In 1973, 110,000 children participated
in 217 projects funded under the Act.2 Bilingual education is not only for children
who speak Spanish, although this language group is the most visible by virtue of the
fact that they are the largest language minority in the United States. While in numerical
terms they demonstrate the greatest need, this does not preclude the inclusion and
expansion of bilingual education programs for other language groups under the Act.
Thus, while 80 percent of the projects serve Spanish-speaking groups, 23 other lan-
guage groups benefit under the Act.

Unmet Needs of Bilingual Education

Although the Bilingual Education Act has been successful in establishing projects
and making people aware of the necessity for instituting these programs, there are
many problems. The need for further bilingual education is enormous. Approximately
5 million children come to schdol severely deficient in their knowledge of English.
Operating programs reached only 111,000 of those children last year. The United
States Commission on Civil Rights found that less than 3 percent of Mexican-American
students have participated in any bilingual education program, and that bilingual pro-
grams are reaching less than 1 percent of the Chicano students in Arizona, Colo:ado,
and New Mexico.
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Programs in English as a Second Language (ESL) aresometimes used instead of
bilingual programs. The object of ESL is to make non-English speakers more comm.-
tent in English. The program does nor take the child's background into considers ion
and there is no effort to include cultural material. Some educators view ESL mer:ly as
a crash course in English. The school curriculum requires no modification and conse-
quently these programs are'relatively inexpensive. Approximately 5.5 percent of Mexi-
can-American students in the Southwest receive some kind of ESL instruction.'1

In some schools, children are reprimanded for speaking their native language. In
crisis in the Classroom, Si lbarian gives some examples of how schools have perpet-
uated cultural annihilation. Ile mentions instances of monitors in school hallways
taking down names of students speaking in Spanish, or students being fined a penny if
they answer a question in Spanish.

Some states have adopted, legislation relating to bilingual education programs
while others have legislation pending. Where teachers once risked penalties for not
teaching in English, the trend is now toward state statutes that require school districts
to have a bilingual or ESL, program for any student whose native language is not
English. For example, Massachusetts has a mandatory bilingual program and California
has enacted a state policy of quality bilingual education to be developed throughout
the state.

The Scarcity of Bilingual Teachers

There are severe shortages of qualified bilingual/bicultural teachers, and as a result
it is difficult to successfully implement bilingual programs. The National Education
Association .estimates that in order to bring the number of teachers up to the ratio of
Spanish-speaking students, .84,000-Spanish.speaking teachers .are needed. In New York,
while 26 percent of qhe students are Puerto Rican, only 1 percent of the teachers arc
Puerto-Rican.5 Puerto Rican students do not necessarily need a Puerto Rican teacher
in a bilingual program because presumably any teacher who has participated in a
bilingual training program would be qualicied to teach. The problem relates to they
bicultural part of the program where it is really essential to have someone who has had
the same cultural background and similar experiences. Shortages are equally acute
among teachers who speak native American languages, Portuguese, Chinese, French,
Russian, apanese, Greek, and other languages.

The existence of bilingual programs provides the incentive for the preparation of
minority teachers. I lowever, it will la,ke many years before programs are fully imple-
mented to recruit and train qualified bilingual teachers. Universities and colleges have
recently initiated programs in bilingual/bicultural teacher education. Currently many
teachers are often excused from special certification if they are already teaching in
bilingual/bicultural programs. As soon as inservice training programs for teachers are
expanded, certification requirements should become more stringent.

The scarcity of bilingual teachers not only shortchanges the students, but also
hinders effective parent-teacher communication. Many parents are unable to communi-
cate with the teachers or participate in their children's education because of the langu-
age harrier.

A Landmark Supreme Court Decision

On January 21, 1974, a tandmatk decision for bilingual education was handed
d the Supreme Court. tan v. Nichols was a lawsuit which challenged the San
Francisco school system for failing to provide appropriate instruction to 1,000 Chinese
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students who did not speak English. In a unanimous decision the Court held that the
students were being discriminated against on the basis of national origin in violation of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Court also said that providing students with the same
facilities, textbooks, and teachers did not constitute equal treatinelt. Rather, the
school districts must establish programs to give non-English-speaking students an op-
portunity to benefit from their education.

23

Education Amendments Act of 1974

President Ford recently signed into law the Education AM.% dments Act of 1974,
which -included .a revision of the Bilingual Education Act. Itu. President took into
account the ramifications of the Supreme Court decision in V, Nichols, which
underscores the need for a continuing federal commitment to ba.pal education.

The 1974 Amendments were the first major changes in federal issistance to
bilingual education 'since 1967. Before the enactment of these arnendLents, federal
funding was available only in areas 1,vh gehigh concentrations of eh.klren frem low-in-
come families existed; i.e., those fain:lies earning less than $3,00.9 per year or those
receiving welfare (AFDC) payments. These maximum income levels have now been
raised, allowing federal funding to reach many more children. In the recent amend-
ments, a school is deemed to have a high concentration of children of limited EngliSh-
speaking ability if these children constitute at least 5 percent of the enrollment. of the
school or at least 25 children.

The '1974 Amendments also provide funds for the development of instructional
materials and programs, and preservice and inservice training of teachers. Also, the
Amendments provide for adult education projects, particularly for parents.whose chil-
dren are participating in bilingual programs.

Since 1967, federal support of bilingual education has made great strides. Twelve
states have enacted legislation to insure that bilingual programs are instituted. The
challenge for bilingual education is to expand and to improve existing programs to
meet the needs of 5 million children who come to school with deficiencies in English.

FOOTNOTES

Wright, Lawrence. "The Bilingual Education Movement at the Crossrqads." Phi Delta
Kappan 55: 18; November 1973.

2Linguistic Reporter. "Revisions in Title VII Became Law." Linguistic Reporter, No-
vember 1974. p. 4.
3/bid.

4Cranston, Alan. "Why The Bilingual Education Amendments Deserve Support." Phi
Delta Kappan 56: 38; September 1974.

5Wright, Lawrence. op. cit., p. 185.
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KANAWHA COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA

2r)

A Textbook Study
[tif-dultural

Conflict

TheirA inquiry into the textbook controversy in Kanawha County; West
Virginia, is incorporated by reference into the compilation of Project Neglect on-site
investigation reports. Copies of this report are included in the packets of Conference
participants.

The NA Inquiry Panel in Kanawha County focused on the following questions;

What are the possible consequences when public schools .adopt instructional materials
designed to instill in students a spirit of inquiry and to portray realistically the diverse
cultures. races, life styles, and philosophies in our society when parents insist on the
teaching of "American values, morals, and beliefs," and demand a return to "traditional
education"?

C.,

What are the rights and responsibilities of parents, students, educators, and school boards
'n determining the content of educational programming?

Vhere is the line drawn between legitimate public concern for and criticism of public

1
curricula and criticism that is illegitimate and educationally destructive?

Although the controversy in Kanawha County has been widely referred to as "the
te tbook controversy," the issues at the heart of that local dispute have to do with the

.4i/asic nature, purpose, and changing methods of public education': How those issues are
resolved will have profound effect, not onty on the academic freedom of the class-
room, but on the future of multi-culthral, multi-ethnic education in the public schools.
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EDUCATIONAL NEGLECT) WOMEN

Report of Grand Rapids Hearings

Introduction

Educational neglect can easily be seen in the inner city school that struggles with
inadequate facilities, textbooks, teacher understanding and parent involvement; in the
barrio where a basic lack of cross-cultural communication permeates the curriculum,
school organization, school outcomes, and continues the maintenance of separate
cultural boundaries between home and school; and in rural Appalachia where the issues
of poverty, alienation, and textbooks highlight the faces of neglect. Another form of
educational neglect, however, may be found in these communities and the rest of the
communities that' make up our society the neglect of the education of women.
Sexism, or the differential expectation Intl treatment of boys and girls, is found in
each of these areas and in all other schools, even those that pride themselves on
producing the brightest and the best. The manifestations of sexism in the schools are
often subtle and arc likely .to be overlooked, since they tend to reflect the conditions
of the larger society. The impact and the damage of sexism are great, however, in that
one half of our total population is systematically tracked to roles that limit the
development of full human potential and achievement; and the other\half of the
population is denied the opportunity of involvement in the full range of human
experience. Both, sexes are denied the full preparation in living, learning and working
skills that are required for all fully functioning adults.

The existence of.sex discrimination and sex role stereotyping in our society has
been documented in research that has been conducted by economists, sociologists,
psychologists, historians, political scientists, and linguists. National media have high-
lighted women's secondary status in the job world, the political world, the scientific
world, and in nearly every other sphere of activity. The beginnings of this condition are
found in our educational system, which both reflects and prepetuates the inequities of
the society. When any group is not prepared to assume responsibility by acquiring the
values, attitudes and skills that are necessary fo' that responsibility, a condition of
equality is not possible.

During the planning of the conference on Educational Neglect, the question of
the educational neglect of women was raised. The decision was rmle to include con-
sideration of this issue as a form of neglect that is found as a variable of other
forms of neglect. The following report represents the findings of the NEA Women's
Rights Task Force during an intensive investigat ion of the problems related to sexism
and an onsite visit and hearing on educational neglect of women, held in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, January, 4, 5, and 6, 1975.

Grand Rapids was selected as the Location for a site visit on the basis of the
following criteria:

1. A midwestern location was desired to secure better coverage of the United
States (other portions of the United States were involved in hearings of other
forms of educational neglect.)

tlk2. An urban, industrialized community was desired as , means of determinina.
the ways that educational neglect of women was vi wed in a conjext with
other urban educational problems.

Oen
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3, A location was selected that inclukled substantial segments of racial-ethnic

minority populations.

Grand Rapids, a city of 206,000 residents, is an industrial, urban community
facing many of the problems common to larger urban centers throughout the nation-
The school population is made up of 44,039 students and 2,250 instructors and
administrators. The racial-ethnic composition 4 the cotnniunity includes 27.8% Black,
3.2% Spanish-surnamed, .8% Indian, .2% Asian AMerican, and 67.9% White. The school
system is considered a better than average system within the state by many of the per-
sons whom the task force intervimed.

Faces of Educational Neglect of WOifieli
I . .

The basic orientation of the `EA Women's Rights Task Fence was to ascertain the
varieties of educational neglect of women, the level'of awareness of the problems, and
solutions that might be found for eliminating the prol?lems of sexism.

Throughout the visit to Grand Rapids, three ittijor kinds. of issues were raised.
These included: Nature of the forms of Sexism; the relationship between racism and
sexism; and the recommendations for action. The repin1 is organized into these three
areas.

Nature of Sexism .

A majority of' the personS who appeared at the hearing were women who iden-
tified themselves as mothers, teacheri, representatives of community organizations, or
representatives of womens' organizations. Site visits to the; well -baby clinic of Franklin
Hall Complex (a public housing facility), local schools, and with local administrators
were undertaken as a means of gaining amore representative perspective of the con-
cerns of the community. The individuals consulted costld be classified into two
groupsthose who raised general concerns about the educational neglect of children;
and those who raised specific concerns .aboutthe eduattionalmeglectof girls.- The tasit
force made an effort to obtain both perspectives. Exampleslof the first group include:

. . . Nly problems and my concerns are for at! children. What are we going to do for poor
minority, poor white kids? If action efforts aren't going to benefit pig kids, I can't Support
them. We should be watching out for all kids.

Women's rights problems are important but my heart goes ouvto kids whoseparents
come up to school and we have not worked out a clear cut way of parent communication
with the schools.

... I am concerned about the issue of racism; When I work with minority girls, I cannot
distinguish the basis on which they are denied opportunities.

... All kids are being shortchanged. I'm only one teacher but I can begin to deal with
educational neglect in my classroom by making sure that every child fetels important.

Others raised more specific concerns related to sexism.
. _.

... I have two reasons for being involved in activities related to the elimination of
sexism '-My daughter Sarah who is 14 and my daughter Rachel who is 11. .

. . . . ,

il.... Sexism limits the choices of all. students. It is as hard on boys as is is bn girls. Boys are _

given the message that life consists only of achievement in ajob.

... Schools continue to contribute to the instability of the family. They are taught that
She is concerned with the home and family; Ile is concerned with making money. Girls
need skills for career involvement, and boys need to learn skiii, necesslry for effective.
participation in family and, community activities.

0031
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Although the persons contacted viewed the extensiveness of sexism in schools and
its importance as a factor in educational neglect in different ways, it waz clear that all
of them were concerned about the schools. There was a general agreement that
'children were not obtaining the skills needed for development of their potential and
that schools were not delivering these skills to children.

Some of the specific examples cited as evidence of sex role stereotyping in schools
included the following:

Textbooks and Instructional MatetiaN

Several teachers and parents cited sex role stereotyping in textbooks and instruc-
tional materials as a major evidence of sexism in schools. Several of the persons inter-
viewed had been aware of the textbook controversy in Kalamazoo, Michigan, and had
begun exploration of the degree to which the materials being used in Grand Rapids
reflected the same under-representation of women or portrayal of women in stereo-
typed roles.

Examples of some of their comments were:

... I visited my son's class and observed posters around the room depicting community
helpers. Ten posters showed only one woman hi the role of a community helper. The
only woman shown was a nurse who was Serving as an assistant to a doctor.

... Career education materials seldom include pictures of women In professional roles.
The information provided is stereotylied and inadequate. Students need information
which can help them get in touch with themselvestheir strengths and their weaknesses;
which can give them a realistic view of the alternatives that are available for them; and
which can assist them in good decision making and planning.

, I have been interested in the content of family living courses. The textbooks in this
area are some of the most stereotyped that I have seen. The dominant message is clear
the only role for women* is to be a dutiful wife and mother.

The comments of the Grand Rapids citizens supported the findings of numerous
research projects. The world of textbooks is largely a white, male world. In one study1
of the best selling elementary school textbooks in five subject areas, 81% of ale
illustrations were white; while only 8% were Black and even fewer were American
Indian, Latin American, Chicano or Asian. Females represented only 31% of the Total
of textbook illustrations, and adult women were a small proportion of the illustra-
tions of females.

Other differences in the images of boys and girls were found in their activities
the world of boys was one of action and energy, whereas girls were shown as passive,
watching and waiting for boys; in their traits boys were encouraged to be skillful and
adventurous, and girls were encouraged to pursue homemaking and grooming; and in
their emotional expression girls were shown expressing a wide range of emotion such
as laughing, crying, and being affectionate, whereas boys were being taught to control
their emotions by not crying and remaining strong and silent.

These images provide strong messages to children, shaping their behavior and
limiting the choices for both boys and girls.

Segregated Classes and .Groupings

The segregation of classes on the basis of sex has been prohibited by law since
1972 when Title IX of lite Education Amendments was passed. The continuance of
this practice was identified by persons during the hearing and the interviews.
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. . We continue to have separate physical education classes for boys and girls in the fifth
and sixth grades. I think that it is important that physical edo tion Classes be coeduca.
tional. It is good for males and females to learn to work on a team together.

We have a high school course for teaching commercial cooking skills. Only boys are
allowed in the class. When I diked the principal about this she explained that only boys
are likely to be chefs.

Thic year our home economics and shop classes were opened to both sexes. Although
the cla,,s are open, kids are not being encouraged to take the integrated classes. In
general, they are teaching roles (of housewife, and home repairmen) rather than the skills.

Observations of classroom groupings further raised questions about the frequency
of segregating children on the basis of sex. Although there may be valid reasons for sex
segregation, it is difficult to demonstrate that separate-but-equal programs arc truly
equal. A preschool program that encourages boys to play outdoors on equipment that
facilitates large muscle development, while providing indoor crafts activities and
Irliniature kitchens for girls, does not provide comparable experiences. Nor does a
vocational education program that prepares boys for relatively well-paying careers in
welding; auto-mechanics and printing, while preparing girls in the fields of home
economic S and secretarial work.

Physical Education and Competitive Athletics

Questions regarding inequities in physical education and competitive sports
activities were mentioned by a few persons.

... My daughter is an excellent athlete and would like to have the opportunity to be
coached in a number of sports and participate in interschool competition. In our school,
opportunities for intermural and interschool competition are very limited; with the
exception of volleyball and basketball, girls just do not have opportunities for competi-
tive sports.

... At least outstanding minority males have been able to use athletic performance as a
means of gaining opportunities. Even this ho been shut off for the minority girl.

... By contract, our women coaches receive less financial reward than do male coaches,
even when they are performing essentially the same job.

These issues represent some of the same concerns that have been raised nationally.
Highlighting the neglect of the development of the physical abilities and potential of
women are limited opportunities for competitive experiences; unequal facilities and
expenditures for women's programs; and the differential payment of women coaches.

School Personnel Behavior

One of the most consistent problems identified throughout the hearing and in
subsequent interviews could be described as a general lack of awareness and sensitivity
on the part of school personnelteachers, counselors, and administrators. Some of the
examples and comments cited were:

I overheard a teacher say, "Boys do better in the physical sciences and girls do better
in the life sciences." When I confronted the teacher with this statement, he replied, "Well,
they do."

Of course, they do and will continue to do it as long as you and other teachers tell them
that they are supposed to achieve in these caq.
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. An art teacher told my &Righter, "Women are meant to be housewives, that's just the
way things are."

... Teachers don't realize what they're doing because it is so much a part of our culture.

... In a career education class, fathers were asked to come in and talk about their jobs.
Never was the possibility raised that women also work, nor was a woman asked to talk
about her job.

. Career counseling and job counseling are deficient. Most counselors do not have
adequate information to assist boys and girls in making good career decisions.

. Female students do not learn ways of asserting themselves and learning leadership
skills. No one seems to be working on this problem:

. Teachers have to be more sensitive to the needs of children. They are more interested
in subject matter than kids. We need teachers who care and who will walk that extra mile.

. When I have a conference with my children's teacher, I immediately feel the barriers.
I feel defensive and afraid to confront the teacher for fear it will be taken out on my
child.

. Teachers desperately need relevant in-service training programs. Presently the pro-
grams are designed by males and are irrelevant to most of our needs.

31

The most important factor in eliminating racial and sexual stereotypes in educa-
tion is found in the behavior of school personnel. Administrators, teachers, counselors,
and all other school personnel reflect what has been identified as the "nonconscious
ideoldgy" that assigns secondary status to women. We tend consciously or unconscious-
ly to support differential roles and activities for boys and girls, to downgrade the
nuportance of education for girls, and to focus on marriage and family roles rather
than include career planning concerns. Frequently, we reward girls for passive, con-
forming behavior and boys for independent, aggressive behavior.

Perhaps the most serious concern evidenced during the site visit was the pervasive-
ness of community feeling that communications with the school were difficult. Seldom
did citizens indicate a feeling of involvement or understanding of school activities.
More frequently, the school was seen as an important but distant institution for their
children.

One parent urged the task force to focus on ways of involving PTA's and parents.
She indicated that teachers had welcomed her involvement in efforts to eliminate
sexism in schools and she felt that teachers would welcome outside pressures that
would lead to the provision of better training opportunities for teachersboth in
in-service education and in pre-service education.

Women in the Education Profession

Many of the persons involved in the Grand Rapids site visit were teachers. Both
male and female teachers indicated awareness of the sex role stereotyping within the
education profession. Although the teaching profession has oftentimes been referred to
as a "woman's profession," it is clear that that label does not apply when we examine
the leadership and decision-making roles of the profession.

Women's entry into the education profession was based. largely on economic
considerations. Women were hired as teachers because their family responsibilities of
caring for young children made elementary schools and, to a lesser degree, secondary
schools a natural extension of that responsibilityand because they were a source of
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cheap labor.-,There was no conviction that elementary education was important or that
women's participation was of weal value. It was viewed as "natural" that men should
predominate in secondary education, higher education, and administrative roles as
these were considered The important tasks of the profession.

Although women gained participation and prestige during periods of national
emergency and an expanding economy, .recent it..ears have evidenced a decreasing
participation of women, particularly in administrative and decision-making roles.
Between 19.52 and 1973, the percentage of women teachers in elementary and
secondary education decreased from 76 percent to 66 percent. The percentage of
women principals in elementary schools di:Creased from 25 percent in 1967 to 19 per-
cent in 1973, and in secondary schools from 10 percent in 1967 to 1 percent in 1973.

Concern about the decreasing participation of women and the leadership that
women teachers have developed was evidenced by a number of persons included in the
sGrand Rapids site visit.

... My way of dealing with the problems of sex role stereotyping is through the profes-
sion. I'm currently president of the MEA Women's Caucus. We are looking to make
teachers more aware of how we mai children differentlyhow we stereotype themand
how we ourselves are stereotyped. Why is it that, although we are 65% of the profession,
we have not been able to be aware of sex stereotyping? Perhaps it is related to the reasons
that we become teachers. We recognize that teachers' are the key to what happens in
education, and if change is to result, we are going 4(3 have to change.

... In Grand Rapids, we're seeing a fast decline of women administrators. In elementary
schools, rarely are women appointed as principals. There are no. women in the top
echelons of educational administration. We re saying to the young girl, "you can he a
teacher, but not an administrator."

... Girls in schools have few role models of women 'administrators, to show them that
women can play leadership rolcs.

The professional associations have not exerted enough leadership or raised the
awareness-of their own members.

. We as women have to accept some responsibility for the lack of consideration of
women's issues within the profession. We have negotiated discriminatory contracts that
provide differential pay for male and female .oaches. For that matter, how many mem-
bers of negotiating teams are women? We can change that.

. . . I'm surprised at the way the school system works. Teachers don't seem to realize how
they are oftentimes being used on committees. There is a pretense of involvement of
teachers, but they 'te puppets. The real power of the school system remains within an
authoritarian structure.

. Teachers are not using their power. The only times we hear from them is when
economic issues are involved. They should be protesting for issues such as the need for
humanizing the curriculum.

Women teachers often say that they do not want to work for a woman principal. Or,
outstanding women teachers do not want to take on the additional study, effort and
responsibility necessary to become an administrator.

The dialog in Grand Rapids outlined the many perceptions of the problem. It
could be concluded that changing the situation will require action on the part of
many the general public in demanding equality of employment opportunities in
schools; the teaching profession in raising the awareness of women and supporting the
development of women's administrative competencies and experiences; and the admin-
istrative structure dtthe school system in developing fair criteria for the promotion of
women and upgrading opportunities for women.
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Retatitmtship Between Racism and Sexism

A continuing concern among the groups and Individuals involved in the Grand
Rapids site visit was. the nature Of 4lie relationship between racism and sexism. Some
members of the community indicaled a substantial awareness of the problems of
racism in Grand Rapids schools andindicated that the elimination of racism was their
only concern fpr changing the schools. .The majority of those contacted indicated that
both concerns must be considered if schools were going to meet the needs of all
children. The dialog on the subject included:

. am not for zeroing in on feminist issues. What we really need are some solutions for
poor kids in school.

... My: concern is for the minority females in senior high schools. We find neglect in the
total education systemfor all kids. Our students are not provide! a wogram ,that Is
flexible enough to meet their full potential.

.Sexirm is an issue; but for many of us, the battle is sexism within the context of
racism. These two cannot be separated. We must be .aware of the need for a common
strategy if improvement is to be made.

....Minority women are at the bottom of the economic ladder. There is a direct tie-in
between the issues of racism-sexism and the economic system. The resulting discrimina-
tion begins in schools when minority girls are tracked into programs that will rrpetuate
limited economic opportunities.

.The problems of poverty and racism-sexism are, in large measure, the same:

.Although our school is supposed to be a model middle class school, my school
district is not dealing with racism, sexism, or social elitism. The schools continue to
"sort" children into roles that pemetUatt the status quo.

It was clear that individuals and groups retained different priorities for changing
the nature of schools. It was equally clear that the lack of dialogue and de% clopment of
common understandings and strategies ivould insure maintenance of a pattern of
educational neglectfor all students regardless of racial-ethnic group or sex.

The Grand Rapids hearing and investigation strongly substantiated the need for
greater communications between proponents of racial and sexual equality. Much of the
initial examinations of sex role stereotyping have overtly or covertly assumed that all
groups of women experience the problem in the same ways or place the same values
toward the goals of sexual equality. At this time, a greater awareness of the differences
and similarities in the perspectives of groups of women and men needs to be developed;
and effort must be given to the development of joint strategies to insure fairness and
equality for all students.

Recommendations for Action

The Task Force invited all individuals and groups cont acted to suggest recom-
mendations for dealing with this serious area of educational neglect. In some instances,
their recommendations included issues outside the school. These recommendations will
be summarized in three categoriesRecommendatioas for Changing the Schools;
Recommendations for NEA and the Education Profession; and Recommendations
Regarding Related Issues.

Recommendations for Changing Schools

I. Teachers and other instructional personnel within school systems should be re-
quircd to attend in-service training which prepares them to recognize race and sex
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bias in instructional materials. Teachers should be provided with nonracist, non-
sexist resources end be provided assistance with the development of supple-
mentary materials to reduce the effect of biased materials.

2. All ,school personnel should be. required to be involved in human relations training
for dealing with sexism and racism in schools.

Teachers and counselors should be required to increase their skills in counseling of
students.

4. School personnel must develop methods of improving and facilitating relation-
ships with parents and involving them in the activities of the school.

5. Federal, state and local agencies must provide assistance to local schools in the
implementation of Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments.

6. Course offerings in vocational and career education must be examined With
respect to the lack of nonsexist, nonracist materials and the maintenance of
sex-segregated classes or groupings.

7. Career counseling methods and materials must be improved to provide students
with realistic assessments of themselves, the available opportunities, and the steps
that are necessary for the attainment of their potential.

8. Physical education activities for boys and girls in elementary and secondary
schools should be integrated, except in those instances when students' interests
may result in sex-segregated classes.

9. Access to opportunities for competitive sports activities (facilities, coaching,
uniforms, length of season, and competitive meets) for girls should be expanded
and provided on an equal basis with the opportunities for boys.

10. School systems should be required to develop affirmative action programs for the
employment of personnel and for the modification of educational. programs.

11. information regarding adequate nutrition for all, particularly young mothers,
should be incorporated in the curriculum of secondary schools.

12. Efforts should be made to secure bilingual teachers and paraprofessionals to
enhance school-community relations when schools are serving students who speak
a second language.

Recommendations for NEA and for CI, Education Profession

1. NEA and its affiliates should actively press for the development of inservice
training programs dealing with human relations issues, including sexism and
racism. Provisions for such programs should be included in collective bargaining
agreements.

. NEA and NEA affiliates shogld continue to develop.materials related lo issues of
racism and sexism and make greateeeffort -in the.dissem;nation of such materials.-

3. NEA and NEA affiliates should develop guidelines for the composition )1 negotia-
tion committees and the issues that should be addressed in collecti. - bargaining
agreements.

la Li
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4. NEA and NEA affiliates should actively promote the development of Employ-
ment Affinnative Action Plans and Educational Program Affirmative Action
Plans.

5. NEA affiliates should move toward the development of Employment Affirmative
Action Plans as quickly as possible.

6. NEA should actively seek to influence the development of preservice education
programs that provide teachers with greater understanding of the nature of
racism-sexism, and that improve their skills in eliminating racism and sexism in
the classroom.

7. NEA should seek greater reinforcement of anti-discrimination legislation covering
educational agencies and institutions.

Recommendations Regarding Related Issues

I. Public education programs regarding nutritional needs of .prospective mothers
must be carried out tilrough various social and community agencies.

2. National support must be provided for the development of child care centers and
early childhood educational programs.

3. Adequate child care assistance and retraining programs must be developed to
assist welfare recipients in preparing for and obtaining employment.

4. Lower income 'families should be provided assistance for free school lunch pro-
grams and child health care programs.

5. Programs for parent education should be expanded which would assist parents its
working with their own children.

,-- 6. Public education efforts should be focused on informing the general community
of the problems of -exism and racism in schools and in our society.

FOOTNOTE

1 Lenore Weitzman and Diane Rizzo, images of Males and Females in Elementary School
Textbooks. Washington: Resource Center on Sex Roles in Education.
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Reports of neglect in the education of American Indian children have persisted
ever since the first federal involvement in this area over 170 years ago. Stories continue
to abound about high dropout rates, alcoholism among young people, excessive use of
corporal punishment and suspensions, misuse of Indian funds by local, state, and
federal officials, lack of representation of Indians on boards of education and on teach-
ing and administrative staffs, and malicious intent and discrimination in provision of
educational services in public and private schools serving Indian students.

As part of continuing efforts of the National Education Association to improve
the quality of education in all parts of the nation, and in response to the efforts of
NEA President Jim Harris to bring national attention to educational neglect in the
nation's schools, neglect in the education of American Indians was selected as one of
the topics for NEA's 1974-75 National Project on Educational Neglect. The state of
Arizona, at the invitation of the Arizona Education Association, was, selected as a
target for on-site visits to evaluate educational neglect in Indian education.

The on-site visitations and interviews in the joint NEA-AEA study were condnet-
ed during the week of January 4.11 1975. In addition. to the team itself, approxi-
mately 80 persons, mostly Indians, participated, including teachers, teacher aides, par-
ents, school administrators, tribal officials, members of parent advisory committees,
students, AEA leaders, the Director of Indian Education in the Arizona Departmes it of
Education, and Indian members of boards of education in public schools located on
Indian reservations in Arizona.

Members of the Task Force on Educational Neglect selected to conduct the
on-site visitations accepted the following as primary guidelines in our own activities:

I. To diligently seek out the.truth about educational neglect of Indian students
in the state of Arizona, whether favorable or unfavorable to any special
interests or to our own predisposition.

2. To apply our own best thinking, based on the requests and advice of Indian
people, toward the development . of recommendations for action which
could, if implemented, be of material assistance in solutionpf problems and
improvement of educational opportunity for Indian children.

3.. To commit ourselves to see to it that actions are implemented so that educa.
tional neglect of Indian children in Arizona and across the nation can finally
become a thing of the past.

Sites visited by members of the Task Force during the week-long study included
the following:

Sells, Arizona (Indian Oasis District, Papago Reservation)
Sacaton and Coolidge, Arizona (Gila River Indian Reservation)
Phoenix, Arizona (Arizona Education Association and Arizona State Department

of Education
Tuba City, Arizona (Navajo Reservation)
Kayenta, Arizona (Navajo Reservation)
Tsaile, Arizona (Navajo Community College)
Chinle, Arizona (Navajo Reservation)
Gallup, New Mexico
.Fort Defiance, Arizona (Window Rock School District, Navajo Reservation)
Second Mesa, Arizona (Hopi Reservation)

oC 0
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Procedures for the study included open meetings with groups, interviews with
individuals, observation, and review of official documents and previous reports relevant
to the purposes of the Task Force.

The Task Force recognizes that any efforts during a one-week period of visitations
will be inadequate to bring together the thinking of the 17 separate reservations in
Arizor.,.e and the 114,487 Indians living on reservations covering,19,646,495 acres in
the state nor the additional thousands of Indians living outside' reservations within the
state. The Task' Force did agree, however, that the on-site visits were extremely useful
both in providing the opportunity for face-to-face contact and in obtaining broader
perception of the extent of educational neglect of Indian children in Arizona.

If an acceptable definition of educational neglect can be found in the presence of
conditions which would be intolerable in any other community than those visited by
the Task Force, then the Task Force was able to identify educational neglect. In the
pages that follow, the reader is asked to judge the quality of the information provided
to the Task Force and to exercise. hatever influence4an be brought to bear to change
those 'conditions that need to be changed. Despite increased community involvement in
many reservation schools and improved levels of services, perhaps the only ultimately
effective solution can be found in a rising public rage that such conditions can exist at
all.

Members of the Task Force and Participant's in On-Site Visitations

Janet Beauchamp, Career Education Consultant, Phoenix
Mike Bernal, UniSery Director, Tucson
Vickie Burton, student, Roosevelt District, Phoenix
William Hodge, UniSery Director, Flagstaff
Billie Masters, Chairperson, NEA Task Force on First American Education, Santa Clara, .

California
Mike Reed, Principal, Chink
LiVonne Wilkinson, teacher, Roosevei;. District, Phoenix
Boyd Bosnia, NEA staff contact, Washington, D. C.

Members, AEA Ad I-loe Committee on Educational Neglect

Connie Beachem, Co-Chairperson, Phoenix
Patricia Hinton, Co-Chairperson, Phoenix
Guy Archarnbatilt, Tuba City
Janet Beauchamp, Phoenix
Bruce Beezer, Tucson
Vickie Burton, Roosevelt
Marge Cameron, Sunnyside
Frank Carillo, Tempe
John Diaz, Phoenix
Ralph Duran, Phoenix
Dexter Harvey, Peoria
Chuck Jaquette, Sahuarita

Warren. Kingsbury, Tempe
Terry Leonard, Phoenix
Patti Looney, Phoenix
Carlos M. Lopez, Phoenix .

Julia Mason, AEA President,
Phoenix

Rocky Maynes, Phoenix
Jeannette Notah, Chink
Mike Reed, Chink
LaVonne Wilkinson, Roosevelt
Mike Bernal, Tucson
Allen W. Sayler, AEA Staff Contact_ ,

Phoenix
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POPULATION AND ACREAGE OF ARIZONA INDIAN RESERVATIONS

.t.1

RESERVATION \ CLASSIFICATION POPULATION ACREAGE

Ak-Chin I Paigo 266 21,840

Camp Verde Yavapai-Apache 846 --_ 640

Cocopah Cocopall 360 1.411

Colorado Ri ver Mohave-Cherachucvi 1,581 268,691

Fort Aposehe Apache 7,200 1,664,972

Fort McDowell Yavapai 340 24,680

Gila River Pirna-Maricopa 8,331 3/.! .933

Havasupai ,Havasupai 3o1 3,077

Ilopi Hopi 6,567 2,472,234

Hualapai Hualapai 870 993,173

Kaibah-Paiute Paiute 153 120,413

Navajo Navajo 71,396 8,969,248

Papago Papago 8,708 2855,874

Payson Tonto Apache 65 85

Salt River Pirna-Maricopa 2,730 49,294

San Carlos Apache 5,097 1,827,501

Yavapai-Prescott . Yavapai 94 1,409
114,481 19,646,495

Note: The figures were supplied through the courtesy of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and do not include the thousands of off-reservation members of tribes.

The Navajo population is for Arizona 71y.

ARIZONA COMMISSION OF INDIAN AFFAIRS: Annual Report, 1973-74.

C. .12
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Let's send a task force down from Washington

and check out the.complaitits.

The Indians are unhappy

and they're putting oh, the paint.

They say their treatnient is not fair,

'nd they blame thAIA,

But you know you can't believe a single

word the redskins say.

It's the very same old problem that we had

two years ago, .

They want more programs started,,
and then funds are getting low.

We'll go down and ask some questions,:

and just stand around a while,

Then We'll make out our reports

that we can later file

But it's got to be kept secret

No one should know that we're ther.,

you have to do is tell them what

they want to hear.

Let's send a task fore, own fpm Washington

and check out the complaints

The Indians are unhappy

but is there a time when they ain't

author unknown .

s.
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The Navajos have a phrase for the schools their children are required to attend

Bilagaane Biolta'

which means, in one of..several possible translations, "Little Waite Man's School"

The name epitomizes the problem.

Visible observation and judgments based on reports to the Task Force tiwring the
on-site visits convinced us that effective control of their own school systems 11 Indian
parents will provide the only immediate and long-range solution to problems of Indian
children in relating to and achieving in the schools: One Navajo school board Member
pointed out that control should not be viewed as an end in itself, but as a Means to
bringing about the conditions that would benefit the children.

In sonic districts visited by the Task Force, Indian control is only an idea for the
future. Dissatisfaction and discouragement with the schools means lack of participation
in PTA meetings, when they are called, in elections, and in programs sponsored for
parents by the school or by other groups. We Were repeatedly warned that lack of
participation did not mean lack. of interest, and we observed Personally the high
interest shown in districts where parents felt they had the opportunity to have their
wishes heard.

:Indian control, though improving in some areas, still does not exist. In Fort
Defiance, a Navajo chapter officer pointed out that "If. you're not responsible for
decisions on money; you don't control education. AN long as there is a feeling of
distrust of the Indian people by _hose who control the finances we won't have con-
trol." The Task Force agrees, and points to the mess mated by. past state diversion of
Indian money and by changes in allocations under Johnson-O'Malley; school adminis-
trators repeatedly warned that districts are 'going bankrupt, nd unless something hap-
pens -to change the situation quickly, there Won't be a pu lire school system on the
reservation _in two to five years. The Indians will have to t rn the schools back to the
whites and beg once again to be appointed to advisory coyfittees for white controlled
schools.

Parents complained that they have difficulty understanding curriculum changes,
such aiAnew math, and that students can't go to the-parents for help, thereby widening
the gap between parent and child and making the teaching of traditional values more
difficult. Parents expressed the desire for the schools to provide continuing and special
instruction at the local areas on course content and subjects.

The state- has only begun to provide training for Indian school boards, having
done so for only four districts to date, even though 86% of the major impact districts
on reservations in Arizona now have Indians as members of school boards. Some
groups, like the Hopis, have traditionally had little input into the operation of their
schools, especially. where BIA schools.have predominated, but it was the feeling of the
Task Force that that tradition is changing, based on information that the tribe is now
interested in bringing parents into the schools and particularly in building their own
high school so that their child..en can .attend Schools on the reservation without being
damaged in the peripheral schools.*

*A public school system near a reservation that has contracted with the t
services to reservation children and youth.

c educational
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The Task Force heard iat the Hopis want redistribution of federal authority allthe way down to the local level, and that they now want federal money so that they
can develop their own educ itional specifications for their own local schools with direct
input from local people, ilthough they may be having trouble. with the BIA. In
the case of the Hopis, both ntrahz

m
schools and assignment of students to peripher-

al boarding schools stand the way of cultural traditions. Since each of the Hopi
villages is autonomous, locally-controlled, community-based schools could be develop-
ed to serve the varying needs and customs of each community.

Many Indian tribes appoint or elect their own Education Committee to serve as a
buffer in dealing with the schools, but increasingly there is a trend to expand involve-

gnent. Among the 100 Navajo Chapters,. several now have their own local education
'..Committees in addition to the Tribal Education Committee which meets in Window
Rock, and it seemed clear to the Task Force that other local Chapt- is would soonfollow suit.

Taking part in school affairs can be difficult for Indian parents. Weather (a major
factor* on the reservation), bad roads, lack of transportation, the need to care for
children or livestock all intei fere in getting to the school, which is too often viewed ashostile territory in any case.

In some cases, established school boards have opposed the establishment of parent
advisory councils, asserting that only the Board has legal authority for education. In
Window, Rock, the Task Force met with members of the Parent Committee, which no
longer is advisory, and which exercises dire' ..control over federal programs. Given thelack of Indian participation in school boards off the reservation, such provisions with
respect to allocations of federal funds are necessary to protect the rights of Indian
parents itnd students in such districts. The new JONI guidelines provide that Parent
Advisory Committees have veto power over Board uses of JOM money, but such
authority should be extended to other Title programs, where the committees remainadvisory.

Since tribal experiences and cultural orientation of many Indian groups conflictwith "American" concepts of elections, authority, etc., care should be taken that
arbitrary solutions not be applied from outside. Individuals and tribal groups oftenchoose not to participate for a number of reasons, all legitimate and which should behonored, including the difficulty and expense of traveling to the polls or to meetings,resistance to recognizing the "white man's" law, the fact that there may be littledifference in the eyes of the parent between candidates or issues, the feeling thatparticipation does not make any difference anyway, reliance on authority (whetherthat of education or position), the face that elections require individual rather than
group expression, rejection of the election process itself and/or the candidates, tribaland intertribal differences; and the fact that schools still are viewed as being somethingfor the white man.

_

-Those who have had the opportunity to work with Indians, if they are observantand at all sensitive, know that, on their own, Indian children are lively imaginative,
witty, curious, energetic, and exciting. But, too often, something happens.in .schooL.

The national dropout rate for all students is approximately 251©. Last year thenational average for dropouts among Indian students was around 44%. The Task Forceheard reports that in Arizona, while the state average dropout rate for all students was
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23%, slightly better than than the national average, approximately ,60% of Indian
students were leaving Arizona schools before graduation. To look/at the problem
another way, about 20% of all students nationally entering first grade now go on to
complete college, but despite efforts of recent years, only about 5% of Indian students
do so, With special efforts, the Hopis have reportedly reduced 5.heir dropout rates to
20%, considerably better than the national average, and the Navajos to 30%.

The degree to which students were 'ming problems seemed to be related to the
degree of Indian control present within the schools. Alcoholism and, more recently,
drug abuse were reported heaviest /among students attending schools outside the reser-
vation. In some cases, the feeling was expressed that teachers find it hard to leach
Indians. Peer groups exert great' pressure. Students who raise their hands sometimes
find themselves made fun of bey others. Students who attend school in other areas and
"know to much" sometimes 6e snubbed, although patterns seem to have been reversed
in some schools where cultural awareness programs have brought a greater feeling of
belonging to the children./

There are substatteial numbers of Indian students in Arizona schools. Estimates
ranged from 27,000 to 60 000, depending on the definition of who is Indian. There are
presently (1973-7 4) 20,756 Indian students eligible far Johnson O'Malley assistance,
with 1 6,081 in elementaq (K.8) and 4,675 in high school (942).

The general lack of Indian teachers has a major effect on student perceptions of
the schools. The Arizona Department of Education reported 27,012 Indian students in
its December, 1973, survey, 5.54% of the tot-al pupils in the state, but only 121 Indian
teachers, 0.54% of the total. Anotherrway to look at this problem would be to com-
pare the average pupil-teacher ratio for all students in Arizona for that year (21.8 to 1)
to the average pupil-teacher ratio for Indian students as against Indian teachers (223.2
to 1), for Spanish surname (102 to 1), for Black (42.1 to 1), for Asian American (28 to
1), and for Anglos (16.5 to 1) to understand the ethnic flavor in the state as it affects
Indians in the schools. Despite the apparently widely held belief that conditions have
changed, the Task Force saw no school in which Indian teachers were in the majority,
and in most of the schools visited there were no more than one, two, or three Indian
teachers working with children in the schools.

Comments. were heard repeatedly that the schools were not challenging enough.
One Papago parent expressed the belief that somewhere someone has made a policy
that schools should not be challenging for Indian students. A Pima parent obseftl
that the teachers don't "try to bring the kids up, if the students don't do anything,
they are left alone."

Although corporal punishment has been officially abolished in BIA schools, with
the adoption of the Indian Student Bill of Rights, the Task Force heard reports of
continuing use of swatting in peripheral schools, but it no longer seems to be as
significant where Indian control has been established. Dropouts were another question.

If the dropout rate can be viewed as a !aeaswe of educational neglect resulting
from the failure of the school to adapt to the needs of the students, such neglect is
rampant in many schools. In Tuba City, we were told the dropout rate was very low,
but charges were later made that the system follows a practice of indefinite suspen-
sions, pending conferences with the parent(s) and student at the school, for skipping or
for unexcused absence. The Task Force was informed that there is little or no advance
warning, that notes are sent home with the students written in English, not Navajo, and
that there is little or no followup when students do not return. Sometimes, we were
told, students under the compulsory attendance age ,of 16 arc out of school per-
manently as a result of this prat

(1.
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Parents and older people often expressed confusion and concern over what the
schools were doing with their children. The Task Force was told that many students no
longer listen to their Mom and Dad, that they go their own way. The Community
Center in one system was criticized because it "teaches bad things, the kids shouldn't
have dancing or shows" and that it was breaking down the traditional cultural and
familial relationships. In some areas, help is needed to deal with fights between Indian
and non-Indian students and between Indian students of different tribes.

Parents told the Task Force that there are many broken homes on the reservation
because of divorce, death, and alcoholism, and expressed the need for services all over
the reservation, not only in the major towns.

Hopi parents told o difficulties with their children in summertime, *after return-
ing from boarding facilities in the peripheral districts, and their anxiety to build their
own high school so that they could get the children back home to be together, to
re-establish social control, and to permit the children to take part in the complex and
important initiations into the flans and societies, which serve the important function
of preparing young people for manhood and womanhood iw an intricately interwoven
society which has survived for hundreds of years. To maintain tradition, the Hopis
cannot afford to keep sending their children away to lose values of respect and honesty
which they would otherwise learn from their elders. One Hopi parent, expressing. his
frustration with conditions, said that, "The school has to go to the children, there has
to be some interest, even if we have to.bribe the kids."

Absenteeism is high on many of the reservations, averaging as high as 8.10% per
day. Whether it arises from dissatisfaction, cultural conflict, or other caws, was a
moot issue as the Task Force list*d to testimony relating to the problems of bad
roads, buses not always on time, lack of transportation whenever there was rain or the
snow was melting, cold and hunge4 and long hours getting to and from an often
unfriendly school. As 4 means of developing understanding, teachers in some schools
are now being required to get up early \in the morning with the children and ride as
much as 60 miles each way before and aft&.school.

Despite the problems in getting to schooli the Task Force, heard of many indi- t.vidual stories of heroic effortone high school track champion who.developed his legs
running 12 miles from his home to the bus stop each day, parents driving or carrying
their children on horseback 10 to 15 miles to a bus stop so they would not have to go
to boarding school, students coming to school half dirty, in rags, because they want, to
learn.

TEACHERS

With rare exceptions, teachers of Indian students, even in schools with large
Indian populations, whether BIA, public, or private schools, are non-Indians, mostly
Anglos (non-minority whites).

The Task Force heard testimony that Sacaton Public School, which serves about
900 Pima students, has only 3 or 4 Indian teachers out of about 40. In 1972-73, there
were none. Coolidge, a peripheral district serving nearly 300 Pima students, has no
Indians on the teaching staff ..nor on the school board and requires that teachers be
residents of the school district. Tuba City, a district moving toward Indian control, has
now about 20 Indian teachers among 140. Kayetita, which recently employed its first
Indian superintendent, was reported to have 3 Indian teachers.

0 0 -17
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Many districts are getting around certification laws which help to exclude employ-
ment of Indian teachers by hiring Indian parents its paraprofessionals and teacher aides.
Other programs funded outside the school provide the Opportunity for contact with
Indian counselors, cultural awareness teachers, and social workers.

Problems of teachers on reservations are great, and turnover is high. Salaries are
low, far lower than in the urban districts which also offer more attractive social, recrea-
tional, and educational opportunities. Housing must be provided. by the district and is
often not up to per with urban standards. Non-Indian, and sometimes Indian, teachers
are often ill-prepared for the change in life styles and cultures when they move to the
reservation schools. Low pay, inadequate teaching materials, cultural conflicts, social
uncertainties, and isolation conspire to drive out many who come to the reservation
with high ideals, and some of those who stay have been disillusioned to the point that
their relationships with students are counterproductive, although there are good and
committed teachers of all ages. As one Navajo mother put it, "Some of the teachers
have been here -too long and need something new surrounding them."

Attempts to provide training for teachers'have apparently had varied results. In
one district, parents felt teachers were afraid to participate because of fear of the
community. In many cases, parents felt that teachers are not reinforcing and capital-
izing on the abilities of students, that teachers cut down on the content being given to
Indian students, although there were exceptions. Parents in Kayenta felt that it-takes.
about a year for a new teacher to learn to teach Indian children, but by that time all of
the pressures have accumulated so that most move elsewhere.

Parents felt that teachers too often come to the reservation convinced that their
way is right; that they are, in effect, bringing civilization to the Indians, without recog-
nizing the beauty of the.life styles and the values of Indian culture. One strategy re-
ported to the Task Force in an Indian-controlled district was that new teachers be re-
quired as part of their orientation to get up early in the meriting, without breakfast,
ride miles to school on the buses with the students, go through the school day and re-
turn again on the buses, finally getting home well after dark.

Fort Defiance reported offering courses to upgrade teachers, and some state
university programs are being formulated to develop feeder programs for Indian teach-
ers and to train non-Indian interns on the reservations. Unfortunately, mot such
programs are set up for the biggest and most visible communities, the Navajo and Hopi
reservations; and smaller tribal groups do not get the benefit of teachers trained in their
ocvn local cultures, which can be and often are substantially different.

Most teachers no longer punish Indian children for speaking their oWri language in
school, but disapproval can be a strong weapon. Parents ;n several communities did
complain that teachers seldom left the school campus to learn abOut the community
but also admitted that parents themselves seldom visit classes. One Navajd mother told
us the story of her daughter, who had done all the family cooking and clean* of the
hogan from an early age, but received failing grades in home economics.-Since reserva-
tion cooking was substantially different from the "modern" ways being taught in the
class, the mother requested an opportunity to visit the class to see what was different,
but was refused by the teacher.

COUNSELING

Need for counseling services continue for reservation children and adults,
particularly in those areas where schools are 'least responsive to Indian needs and where..
Indian control has not yet develop-ed. The presence of Indian counselors is extremely
rare, with the exception of special counselors.and social wdikers.employed in programs
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outside the .ols it alcohol and drug. abuse programs, social welfare programs and
such speciali: programs as Educational Talent Search, designed to identify and assist
potentiully successful Indian students in entering college. One notable program the
Task Force learned about was the Gila River Native American Program, which supports
in a Title III program 17 native American counselors and counselor aides. The Task
Force was also told that in Sells (I) it Oasis) there was no Papago counselor, but that
there were counselor aides funded water ESEA Title I.

Closer relationships between teachers of Indian students and counselors are badly
needed, especially where the counselors function in programs operating outside the
regular school system. .

The lack of Indian participation in 'some districts exacerbates the problems. The
Task FOrce heard that in Coolidge, a district serving a majority of non Indian students,
the Pima tribe had sanctioned and requested sex education and family planning
courses, but were told by school administrators that such programs would violate state
laws. The parents were left with the understanding that the superintendent was afraid
of white reaction if such needed programs were offered. to students.

ADMIN ISTRATORS

The gradual Movement toward Indian control. in predominantly Indian districts
has brought initial moves toward hiring Indian school administrators as superintendents
and central administration staff, notably in Kayenta, Chinle, and Fort 'Defiance, among
the schools visited by the Task Force. New accountability has also brought changes in
superintendencies in recent months and years in several other districts. hi Arizona, a
move not necessarily for the worst.

One white superintendent, facing nonrenewal of his contract this year, allegedly
responded to tribal requests for courses in Indian culture to be provided to teachers in
his district by saying that it was up to the teachers to request the courses, not up to
him to initiate them.

Remnants of past practice, where schools were designed to protect the non-Indian
citizens of the town in which they were located, are persistent, both because of the
time lag in bringing about change and by the heritage of a paternalistic, informal
method of funding schools from the state level in past years that did not encourage
supplemental programs or activities designed to extend the range of school services.

The Task Force was informed of experiments in two districtsKearns Canyon and
Tuba Citywhere the BIA and the public schools have amalgamated, with two-
principals operating in the same building, the BIA principal responsible for mainte-
nance and noninstructional services, the public school principal in charge of instruc-
tional activity. One dramatically visible result in Tuba City was the presence of an
unusually attractive new high school built at a cost variously estimated from nine to
ten million dollars, largely with funds provided by the BIA. Despite the obvious
excellence of the school plant and the presence of a highly professional cultural aware-
ness center on the school campus, the Task Force heard criticisms that the school may
serve the non-Indian townspeople best and that it was not designed for people out on
the reservation. The Task Force heard of suspensions for unexcused absence, of stu-
dents riding the bus to school, showing up on attendance rolls, and then disappearing
for the day, of a continuing scarcity of Indian teachers, of an almost complete lack of
opportunity for students to obtain bilingual instruction in Navajo as a second language
dosses. With many of the Indian students required to be transported for long distances,
the Task .Force members amid not help wondering why the decision was not made to
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use the same amount of money to build three or four new high schools* which would
serve smaller student bodies and at the sane time bring education closer to the stu-
dents On the reservation.

The Task Force was told that "the Navajo likes to get first-hand info: minion from
the top man," and that it is customary that people wait for the person who is educated
to make the first move. Inasmuch as many of the people still-view the school as "the
little white man's school," reluctance t, .zttend and participate in school board meet-
ings, PTA, and other school activities still.peivades. Administrators in one district made
a decision early this year to attend chapter meetings (the Navajo 'Tribe is divided into
100 chapters, equivalent to villages with their own local officers), but had not managed
to do so thus far. The superintendent felt that it was not worth his time to go to
meetings where people only have confrontations, and that the people should come to
him. The parents in this district questioned whether the superintendent could effec-
tively function with the people so that they could get to know him, trust him, and be
able to talk with hint. There was less concern about teacher participation in chapter
meetings, although there was interest, bat there was a feeling among parents that
communications should be initiated by the administration.

With the kinds of pressures building on school administiators, especially the
financial quagmires that have developed through no fault of their own, it is not totally
surprising that administrators in these districts find it difficult to r ;-nd adequately to
the concerns of the community, although the Task Force did hear glowing reports of
efforts of chief administrators in Chink and Fort Defiance to do so. Part of the success
of administrators in districts visited by the Task Force appears to be related to their
ability to share authority and to be responsive to local Indian people. In Fort Defiance,
the Board of Education has agreed that the Parent Advisory Committee elected at the
chapter levels to relate to the various federal programs probably knows r, ore about the
federal programs than they do, and so the superintendeent and the Boar.' defer to the
Parent Committee for decisions on policy in these 'areasthe word "Advisory" is
inoperative.

As one superintendent put it, "Control is now being gotten by the Nr.vajos. The
carpetbaggers won't last long."

CURRICULUM

A common mistake made by many non-Indians is the assumption that- learning
did not take place until the white man brought schools and "civilization." In practice,
ancient tribal cultures were often complex and ritualistic, with acculturation and
orientation of young people to tribal life an important educational function. Learning
activities were developed around group life and group .needs. Initiation ceremonies of
the Hopis were sophisticated and complex and took place over a period of years.
Among the Papagos the amassing of wealth.was not an objective in the old days, for
example; and the sharing of cactus apples was common when one person had a surplus
and others had need. The Navajos and other tribes centered much attention on the .7/
relationship of the individual to the life-giving land and to the history of the tribe.

The Task Force heard testimony that today in Sells there is no plannifd rurric-
ulutn, no established sequence of courses, that teachers order the textbooks they want
from salesmen. Other groups, notably in Chinle and Fort Defiance, arc making
significant attempts to establish curriculum related to Indian life and culture, with
beginning efforts to teach the old crafts and the-old ways as a legitimate. part of the
learning experience of every child.

C
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Many parents feel the schools are operated the same way as in the big cities with
curriculunt and textbooks deve!oped for white middle-class Anglds, for non-Indians,
that the mold is already there before the child arrives at the school, with no oppor-
tunity for development of self-concept, identity communication, or correlation of
learning.

One Kayenta mother complained that the school has no programs to meet. the
special needs of the handicapped, dropoutS, and others with physiological and emo-
tional needs, and that previous school administrations felt that it was not the
responsibility of the public school to provide for people unable to fit the mold.
Without any question, the school was not geared hi the past to help Indian swains
socially, academically, or financi :tHy, and parents did not have adquate information to
get students with special disabilities into programs which might have helped,

The state of Arizona has mandated that special education program be provided in
all. ptiblic schools as of January 1, 1976, and districts are now moving to meet the
requirements. Despite some feeling that the underlying motivation for the. legislation .

was to eetrac:k and resegregate minority children in districts such a; Phoenix and
Tucson (facing desegregation), these programs will, at least, bring.,servica.that have
never been provided before. Reportedly, however, the legislation includes "culturally
..),nd emotionally deprived" youngsters and those whose achievement ranges two. or
more years below their chronological age expectations on achievement test scores.: If
this is true major efforts will be needed to avoid a virtually total segregation of Indian
children in districts which in the past have been less than: eager to pm- ...e responsive
educational offerings.

Robert Roessel, the :tutspoken and highly dedicated superintendent in Chink,
says tha,t treatment .of Indian students has represented nothing 'less than the worst in
hypocrisy and colonialism, and that there remains gross neglect aerossthe. state in bath
physical facilities and curriculum. He points out that the Navajo Tribe is developing its .

own curriculum standards and that "we're winning the battle of showing Indian culture
should be taught although we still have to get some fool. , .with a certificate rather
than a Navajo."

The disparity between education of Indian students and that of others in the state
is both heart-rending and shocking. One Fort Defiance parent asked the. Task Force,
"Traditional education has been here: ice 105 years. Why is it so hard for unto master
it like other people?"

One answer lies in the history of Indian education. Under the BIA, parents gave
all responsibility to the school;-the usual purpose for which was acculturation into
Anglo culture and assimilation. When public schools arrived, parents still felt the same,that what is important is not in school, that there is still no communication between
parents and teachers, that teachers still feel that what they learned elsewhere is
important here. They asked again and again, "fi"w can we bring Ind;an education into
the classroom so that learnings can be appropriate for here?"

The Navajo Fducation Committee has identified four crucial areas for educational
developmer t:

?arent involvement
Curriculum

3. Philosophy
4. Communication and language improvement

The Task Force agrees.

0 CZ'
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The Task Force is especially concerned about\the tendency of special education
and supplemental programs to segregate and track sttlents of varying experiences and
abilities, that textbooks and learning materials rarely Ieflect the realities of Indian life
in the United States, and that traditional educational 'practices are highly aggressive,
individualistic, and comr 'Ave in ways destructive of tip ive American life styles and
values. The Task Force recognized the continuing need for`development of outstanding
innovative programs for the education of disa,..lviaitage4 children, bilingual and
bicultural curriculum, and therapeutic programs designed to deal with the emotional,
social, and identity problems of Indian youth.

LANGUAGE

The Task Force heard more expressions of concern about. the teaching of
language, whether English or Indian than any other curriculum issue Students told of
being told not to talk Navajo in grade school because "it isn't polite," Parents told-of
physical punishment in older times for speaking an Indian language in boarding school
Others recited instances of rewards being given for not speaking Indian.

Most Indian languages have historically been transmitted orally, but recent efforts
to del clop linguistic alphabets are becoming more popular among Indian leaders, with
notable new alphabets being. developed with the Hoopas tribe in California and re-
cently with the Papagos in Arizona, although earlier efforts by bible companies and
missionaries ''ere also attempted. The Hopis, who have placed great emphasis on the
learning of EngliA in school have felt that their language was too difficult to be
transcribed in a written alphabet, but there may be new interest arising as a result of
early success by other Indian groups. The Navajos have had a written language for some
time, and, possibly for this reason, a.e. well as greater parent participation in school
affairs, may be further ahead in identifying needs with respect to Navajo instruction in
the schools.

Native history, music, religion, aid culture are extremely important in the educa-
tion of Indian children, and native languages are the most `important vehicle for teach-
ing concepts in those areas. Indihn students need more than the Three A's, we were
told, they need to have the chance to converse with teachers in their own language.

Many adults who learned Pima or Papago or Hopi or Navajo before they learned
English felt that success in English was the only way success in life could be achieved,
especially where that success meant the ability to deal on the white man's terms.
Consequently, large numbers of young people were. not taught their own languages in
their homes, and, given the universal scarcity of Indian teachers, were not likely to find
many experiences in those languages in school, especially where those languages have
been discouraged.

Navajo parents were especially insistent on the need for bilingual experiences
throughout school as well as the teaching of Navajo as a second langudge for those
Indian youngsters who had little or no background in Navajo. While they also
supported the teaching of English as-a; second language, provided bilingual/bicultural
approaches were not sacrificed, they told of little children coming to school for the first
time unable to speak or understand the teacher, ultimately learning only rudimentary
English and wmpletely inadequate Navajo. These parents felt that it was entirely
possible for youngsters to gain skills in both languages, and that shortcuts should not
be permitted if children are to grow up understanding their own ce!turc and at the
same time getting along well in the world that is.
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In many Indian tribes, a kind of geneation gap exists along language lines. The
people still speak the old language and are impatient with their children, now

parents, who do not, and with the young people, who are anxious to !earn the old
language but who learn slang versions. enc high school senior in Tiaba City told how
he mother spoke English at home, ' .d Anglo friends, but now wants her 'o learn
Navajo.

Some old people are waty of the teaching of Ituiguages and cultures in the schools,.
and feel that they do not want non Indians intferprating the language and the religion in
ender that they not he lost. The example was given of the Hopis' atterots to manu-
facture and sell their fine Kachina dolls, sacred to their religion, only .zo see white
manufacturers set up assembly line production to sell counterfeits. They think the
same thing can happen if the language, culture, and religious customs ate relegated to
the schools, and that these things should be kept in the homes.

Fortunately, there are efforts to retain the old Indian literature and songs before
they are 4"nally lost, and Indian poetry is a popular aetttity in sonic schools. Parents by
and large insisted that they wanted both proper English and proper Indian taught to
their children.

Outstanding attempts to retain the old language and stories are being made at
Navajo Community College, which has become a major publisl ing source for original
material. Currently, attempts are being made au develop a dictionary to assist .tai
defining the Navajo language, one in which the ce mplex sounds.can mean a number of
different things.

Kayenta administrators indicated their hope to develop within the next five years
a completely coordinated bilingual/bicultural program with children working with both
languages simultaneously. They envision at least three classrooms with English
dominant in one end of the room, Navajo in the (Abet!. There are difficulties, however,
over and- above obtaining qualified teachers. A recent proposal under Title VII was
made to train bilingual teachers, but funding was. not available.

CULTURE

The `task Force heard testimony that indicated that. stages of cultural awareness
are far different on different reservations.

In the case of the Pvagos, we were told that many of the children do not even
know that they are Indian. that at last 30 to 40% of students in the schools do not
speak Papago, and that moves are ott\ly beginning now to bring cultural awareness to
young people. The "Cultural Awareness Program for Papago" was funded thii year for
only $23,609, but enough to hire Joe Enos, a former senior at the University of
Arizona. Working with the schools, he teaches cultural awareness classes, is collecting
stories and information from the old people, has developed a 7.1-apago flag, and is
helping people understand the names and history of the eleven Pap...go districts. With a
severe shortage of textbooks and printed materials on Indians, let alone in the Papago
language, he is hopeful that recent tribal approval of a Papago alphabet will provide a
basis for developing further understanding. In all of the sites visited by the Task Force,
the USOE decision to regionalize bilingual materials centers under Title VII has
severely hampered existing materials development program.

. In Tuba City, the Task Force heard testimony that there was no planned cultural
awareness program as part of the regular school curriculum, and some parents felt that
teachers were afraid to teach cultural awareness because of fear of contradicting or
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offending Indian students. In kayenta and Volt Defiance, materials development
programs have been blocked by the regionalization of Title VU, and there is fear that
what is generated locally will be given to people in other areas and local interest will be
de pie te d.

Things taught in school are often hi direct conflict, vith things taught by parents,
the Task Force was told; and the disparity widens is children grow up, with the
resulting dropouts, absenteeism, and alcoholismand people wonder why.

In the case of the Hopis, the Task Force was told that the history of the schools
influenced the ways they were perceived. After the original mission schocils were
established over a hundred years ago, the Indian Service came in and set up schools to
get children to learn things the "American" way. Until recent years, the primary
emphasis of school has been on indoctrination and parents see the school as the place
where you learn white men% things. Many parents view success in life as being based on
a good English foundation. The parents, we were told hold respect for educators on the
basis of their-education-and the -position theyitoklond will not visually question what
is happening in school, even if they do not like the teachers. They believe that, tradi-
tional things should not be taught in school because the school is the white man's
thing, and the traditional things will be lost if they are given away.

Navajo parents talked of encouraging the children to know both ways and to pick
the best of each. Many old ways are now forgotten, they feel, but it is appropriate for
the school to do what it can to restore them in the minds of the young people.

While most students are proud of their cultures, we were told of students who
would not dance their tribal dances in the school even though they would participate
in the dances of other tribes.. We were told that some students, perhaps many, have
been ashamed to wear the Navajo knot, to dress or speak Navajo, and that Hopis were
ashamed to be unable to speak English well in dealing with professional people.

Language, 'history, music, religion, and culture are all vitally important in the
education of Indian children, but, in addition,to these, most teachers reportedly also
do not understand problems of young people with respect to individual aggressiveness,
competition, and activities requiring the individual to stand out from the group.
Several indiv;duals expressed concern that learning and discipline be based as much as
possible on gout) values.

The low visibility of militant activity should hot be misleading with respect to the
desire of young people to know and participatein their Indian heritage. Several persons
suggested that people joined groups like the American Indian Movement (AIM) because
they had lost part of their Indian heritage and wanted to regain it; while on the
reservation the people had their heritage yet and could be secure in it. Nonetheless, the
desire for maintaining and preserving the traditional ways is no less strong in what may
appear to be the absence of militant activity.

ACCREDITATION AND CERTIFICATION

Problems relating teacher certification and institutional accreditation are
unique in public school systems on Indian reservations. Because of the general lack of
certified teachers who speak Indian languages or who are closely familiar with Indian
cultural values, a dire state of educational neglect persists.

Many groups have tried to remedy the problems of Indian children in unfamiliar
settings by bringing in Indian consultants, teacher aides, and paraprofessioiaals, but
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such devices either skirt the law or disguise the underlying problem of schools and
educational practices which are not and never were designed to serve the needs of
Indian children. The employment of bilingual aides to work in classes under the super-
vision of white teachers is the most common approach, but, as Robert Roessel at
Chin le says, "We can fudge a little bit and get them in, but that's not solving the real
problem."

Part of the problem lies in the fact that non-Indian accreditors are required to
apply rules developed essentially for non-Indian schools. There can be little argument
that traditional teacher education programs which train for traditional educational
settings do not necessarily provide 'earnings which will help teachers cope with existing
situations in Indian schools. The process of professionalization itself is a problem; even
with the extensive use of teacher aides, some schools have found that professionally
developed aides, let alone teachers and administrators, do not always relate well in
ways that local, grass-roots-type, "uneducated" peop;e can.

Training programs for teacher interns are conducted in several university programs
in Arizona, but usually either on the Navajo or Hopi reservations. As a result, graduates
of these programs who teach on other reservations find that they are not necessarily
well grounded in differing value systems. Such programs should be decentralized so
that more tribes take part.

The North Central Association accreditors may be more sensitive to Indian needs
than state accrediting officials in Arizona. We were informed that North Central is
willing to approve Indian teachers without regular teaching certificates, but that there
is a lack of positive influence, at the state level with regard to loosening the present
requirements. Navajo Community College, in its commendable efforts to develop
programs relevant to and controlled by Indians, has been accredited, the Task "i'orce
was told, by the North Central. Association, but again not by the state of Arizona.
Teacher associations, which have fought long and hard to improve certifi .lion
standards across the nation, will' have to look hard at our traditional positions on
certification to determine ways in which present standards can be modified so that
persons with qualifications to teach Indian students can have the opportunity.

A similar problem relates to that of obtaining substitute teachers; because of the
isolation of the reservation, substitutes who qualify under state certification.require-
ments are simply not available in most cases. While persons with certification can be
relatively easily found to substitute in urban school districts, such certification require-
ments may be inappropriate on the reservation.

HIGHER EDUCATION

Indian problems related to higher education were summarized as follows for the
Task Force:

1. The lack of Indian teachers and relevant curriculum in the public schools is
matched in the higher education institutions of the state, although
specialized programs in several of the universities are being developed.

2. Indian students who enter college in Arizona most often either drop out
within a relatively short time or, if degree programs are completed, find
employment in areas other than the reservation.

3. There are inadequate counseling and guidance programs for Indian students
on college campuses in Arizona.
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4. Financial problems and lack of adequate supportive service for Indian stu-
dents contribute to problems of Indian studenu.

3

5. Rigid degree and certification. requirements do not: account for either stu-
, dent or triba' needs in some circumstances.

6. Educational neglect in elementary and secondory schools serving Indian stu-
dents coutribute to difficulties faced by Indian youngsters entering higher
education progrars.

Since entrance to coliege determines ultimately the availabiiity on the reservations
of professionals, including doctors, lawyerS, and others, who are competent and
knoi.viedgeable of Indian ways, traditional approaches in establishing entrance require.
tents and academic prerequisites are providing a disservice to Indian needs. Dis-
criminatory devices such as the SAT, ACT, and other college entrance examinations
should be discarded, especially in use with Indian students, in any institution of higher
education receiving support from the state or federal government because of their
tendency to limit access to higher education and professional employment for young
people who need*more and better servkes rather than being shut out.

The, Navajo Community Colkge in Tsaile, established by act of Congress in 1971,
and funded by grants from federal and private sources, was a highlight for Task Force
members among the sites visited. The College, originally begun in 1969, charges no
tuition for Indian students,;has an open admissions policy (with review of prospective
candidates by an academic standards board), provides food and clothing for resident-
students, and is charged by- the State Board of Regents to emphasize bilingual/
bicultural education. Attempting to teach academically in two languages, the College
has four beginning classes iii Navajo and an active.Navajo and Indian Studies Depart-
ment, with a number of excellent publications on Indian history and culture having
been issued by the Navajo CoMmunity College Press.

Yazzie Begay, one of the oragmal founders of the college, expressed its philosophy
in stating, "We are not attempting to build walls through the establishment of this
College. We are trying to knock walls down. We only want what millions 61 other
Americans already enjoy, an4 that is our own college designed to serve our own
needs."

The problem of inflexible state accreditation requirements with respect to the
certification of Indian teachers is pointedly exemplified by the fact that NCC is
accredited by the North Central Association, but not by the state of Arizona.

CAREER EDUCATION

The lack of available employment on- many reservations, especially for young
people,,helps to maintain the feeling that schools are not doing the job. Indians living
on reservations are acutely aware of cultural disorientation, unemployment, and
alcoholism tunotig those who have left for the cities.

Unfortumiely, career education for Indian students has almost always either been'
lacking or inappropriate in preparing young Indian people for survival either on the
reservation or in non-reservation settings.

The Task Force heard of one student sent to Sacramento 'for extensive training in
electronics, but who could find no jobs in electronics on returning to the reservation.
Too often, an "either-or" choice is presented; if an In student wishes to remain on.

Oevu
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the reservation, the education received in the school is almost totally unsuitable; if the
student seeks advanced education or professional opportunities, it is all too often at
the cost of "Indian-ttess" and return to the reservation is virtually impossible.

Parents told the Task Force that they want students to "learn our own war so
that they can survive if they return to the reservatiorefroin bursts e. They want Indian
-crafts, Indian weaving, Indian home economics, leatherwork, silverwork, Indian
agricultuie, Indian nursing, Indian carpentry, and mechanics and earpenuy taught to
young people in order that they can live well at home, rather than receiving Anglo
subjects not suited for the local mums anti ways of life. A desire was expressed by one
parent for a big farm to be established at the school so young persons could have fresh
vegetables and milk and bring better farming techniques to the home.

At Navajo Community College, 'the feeling was expressed that conditie-ls are in
transition,-that the tribe is beginning tO:detertnine manpower needs on the aesetvation
rather than the colleges. Increased Indian control of schools will offer part of the
solution, but the need was nisei expressed for students to have expostne to polessions
other than teaching which are needed on the reservation (medicine, scientific voca-
tions, etc.)

O

PUPIL TRANSPORTATION

It has been said that busing, so controversial in some parts of the country, has
beeri the greatest educational equalizer ever developed through its use in bringing
isolated ru,sal children to attend public schools. Certainly this is true for .thet Indians,
although other kinds of problems have:developed.

Some stutst's on Indian reservations are bused as much as 60 miles each way
every day that the bus travels. The buses often break down because of bad roads on the
reservation. Roads are untravelable in bad weather and when the snow melts or when
there are flash floods. Students often wait at the bus stops, not knowing Whether or
not the bus is coming.

Arizona public law provides that students living within one and a half miles of the
bus route shall attend public school. Those living beyond that distance have the choice
of being carried by their parents in pickup trucks or on horseback distances of 10 to 15
miles to the bus stop---or attending a BIA boarding school sometimes perhaps 500 or
more miles away. One Navajo boy, a high school track champion, ran. 12 miles each
way to and front the bus stop each day.

Costs for transportation are high; Tuba City reported spending $195,000 for high
school students and $102,000 for elementary students for 1974-75. This year is the
first that the state has picked up school transportation costs, and it remains to be seen
how much of the cost for mileage and maintenance will remain to be taken out of the
general operating costs of the district. Prior to this year, instructional costs. were also
expected to cover busing costs; but Indian districts, because of the distances and the
bad roads, can be expected to have higher costs than other schools.

In Fort Defiance, 51% of students whose parents reside within the district attend
the public school; others either don't go to school or are forced to go to boarding
school. The major problem is the lack of road maintenance- by BIA and the failure to
appropriate funds for building new roads .which could reach remote areas. When
parents were surveyed as to whether they would send their children to the public
schools if there were roads and a boarding facility at the school, an overwhelming
affirmative respqnsewits.teturned. Some parents expressed the suspicion that the DIA
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has moved slowly in building and improving roads as a means of slowing down the
transition to the public schools and protecting BIA jobs and.bureaucracies.

In all the reservations visited by the Task Cored, a minimum of 80 to 90% of
students were bused,cach day, usually,for long di lances.

THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Although conditions are changing, the Bureau of Indian Affairs stilt controls the
educational systems of most American Indian communities. Of 200 Indian com-
munities nationally with DIA education programs, only 29 have direct control. In
1969, the BIA had contracts with four communities to run their own schools. By 1974
there were only 13 such contracts. At the present time, only 16 tribes have contracts
for administering Johnson-O'Malley funds and 15 administer higher education assis-
tance programs.

In 11A schools, the community, seldom participates in the 'knitting of curriculum,
choice of textbooks, or educational objectives, and the educational programs selt:ain
include the culture of American Indians. Only recently have Indians been promoted
into administrative positions.

Teachers are usually selected from La nation.' service roster and may or may not
fit the local community. With no special programs established to give teachers the
preparation ..necesSary for working with Indian children either by the BIA or the
universities, considerable cultural conflict often occurs between teachers and students,
and teacher turnover is high. In the absenceQf locally-controlled school boards, parent
participation is rare, although involvethent of parent advisory committees is being
begun in some instances. Further, since BIA hiring of teachers under federal civil
service regulations does not require certification, inadequate grounding in educational
methodology, history, and philosophy is too often the case.

There are basically three-kinds of schools on Indian reservations, public, BIA day
and boarding schools, and missionary schools. In the absence of adequate educational
facilities in the past, there war a need in some cases for die boarding and the church
schools, but there is little reasot, now for theiticontinued existence if public schools are'
to be given adequate facilities and support to provide good education for Indian
children.

Boarding schools sometimes provide valuable servicesthere is Water and food for
children, clothing, no transportation problems. If the home has been broken, children
can receive care. The average expenditure per child in a BIA school was reported as
around $3,600, as against a public school expenditure on the reservation of slightly
more than $1,100.

There are reports that WA will close its. large Intermountain School in Utah and
._cancel contracts with peripheral districts in the next few years. If planning begins now,
the public schools may be able to absorb most of the students returning to reservation
schools. If funds are not provided now to prepare for the transition, there will be even
m?re inadecluat, facilities for students, a total lack of housing for new teachers, and a
coMplete unreadiness to receive the influx of students.

In the caw: of the Hopis, ate tribe is planning now to build their own high school
on the reservation, rather than send students to,boarding schools or to the peripheral
towns, so that they can restore discipline, stop 'drug use, and teach children the tribal
values.

0
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LEGISLATION AND FUNDING

The unique claim of on both the United States Government and the state
of Arizona is based on treaties-signed by the Indian tribes and the federal government
and on laws passed by Congress allocating special funds for Indian education and
providing state and federal citizenship rights for Indians.

In almost every treaty the federal government promised to provide Indian
children with an education, and Congress for the past 170 years has allocated funds for
children in reservation, boarding, and public schools. Until recently, only three federal
programs (impact aid, Title I of ESEA, and JohnsonO'Malley) existed to support
Indian education. State assistance to support .Indian education is based this year on
average daily membership (ADM), "a change this year from the older system of com-
puting state base support on average daily attendance (ADA), which-penalized Indian
schools because of their high absentee rates due primarily to transportation difficulties.

(

Impact Aid

Indian children are among those who qualify for federal funds under the, federal
impact aid program because their parents live and work on federal property. There are
two parts to this assistance: Public Law 874, which provides funds for general
Operating expenses, paid instead of local taxes, and Public Law 815, which is supposed
to provide revenues for school construction in districts where there are federally
connected children. .

Impact aid funds could provide significant support for local schools in improving
Indian education; but when districts discriminate in their allocation of educational
services the result is that the funds often do Jittle or nothing to improve the opy,v.
tunities of Indian children.

1:;9
Although the intent has been that funds be available directly for local districtL

Arizona has in the past deducted both P.L. 874 and 815 monies from the state's basic
support grants, an action which the Task Fore\e' believes is both contrary to the intent
of the laws as originally passed and violative of equal protection requirenients in the
distribution of state resources.

Until this year the procedure for determining State basic support was, as told to
the Task Force,. that an expert from the State Department of Education would meet
with local school officials, review anticipated revenues .from federal funds and local
taY's, and then provide an arbitrary determination aglO the extent of the state con-
tribution. Such a procedure Would be _directly contrary to the new guidelines for
Johnson-O'Malley adopted this past year.

In the case of P.L. 874, an amendment was passed by Congress in 1974 making it
permissible for the state to subtract this money from its level of basic support, and the
Arizona legislature adopted State Law 1101, which provides that the state may
subtract P.L. 874, JOM, or any other monies on a discretionary basis\if federal law will
permit. According to several sources, the state is not presently subtracting the P.L. 874
or JOM money, but the axe could be lowered at any time. No move haSsbeen made to
compensate districts for revenues improperly taken by the state in the' past .which
would have permitted improved educational opportunities and better physical plants.

The state has taken the unfortunate position that school construction nn the
reservations is a matter of federal responsibility. In the case of P.L. 815, funds have
been slow in coming and have been assigned to districts by the federal government only
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on a priority bast :. Accordingly, the Task Force was astounded to find that as man, as
half Or more of reservation children are assigned to temporary facilities (trailers,
portable classrooms, etc.) when they attend the reservation schools in the public school
districts. On the basis of visual observation, however, the BIA does not seem to have
the same difficulty in finding funds for school construction.

3ohnson-0"Malley

The johnso-O'Malley Act of 19'214, since amended, is a federal education
program designed solely to benefit Indians, with federal 'money provided to states so
that they may educate eligible Indian students in public school systems. The Act is a
ati }tplcnental program designed to meet needs of Indian children not being met under
other federal programs. JONI money is, under regulations adopted in August, 1974,
supplemental and is not intended to suppient other sources of aid. Contracts may be
entered into with a state, school district, or Indian corporation for:

1. Supplemental programs, with funds distributed among the states on an
equitable basis.

2. Operational expenditures under extraordinary circumstances.

Contracts may now authorize operational expenditures only when the school district
establishes the following:

I. That it cannot satisfy the applicable minimum state standards in the absence
of such funds.

2. That it has made a reasonable tax effort with a mill levy at least equal to the
state average.

3. That it has fully utilized all other sources of financial aid, including all forms
of state aid, P.L. 874 payments, and so forth. The state aid contribution per
pupil must be at least equal to the state average.

4. There must be at least 70% eligible Indian enrollment in the district or
school served.

Districts which meet these requirements are known as "major impact" districts, and
include most public school districts on Indian reservations in Arizona. Despite the
expressed intent of the Act to deal only with Indian needs, JOM money has tradi-
tionally been used by school districts to supplant their general operating funds, thereby
perhaps benefitting the system but not necessarily providing improvements in programs
for Indians. In 1968, the Governor of Arizona signed State Bill 2, which required that
state basic support to school districts be directly reduced by the amount of JOM funds
received on each child. Although current JON regulations prohibit such supplanting,
again no effort has been made to restore funds to districts which were lost because of
such practices. In addition, the state JOM allocation pays the costs of operating the
Division of Indian Education within the State Department of Education rather than
the state itself. While this practice is permissible under the law, the total state JOM
allocation is reduced by the costs of the office, making fewer funds available at local
levels for Indian children.

In a further set. of ironies, the superimposition of administrative layers, in addi-
tion to creating red tape, duplicate sets of files at various levels, delay, and confusion,
means that basic decisions are made at federal, regional, state and county levels before
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the funds even get to the local districts. In `Kayenta, the district has had to borrow to
make up for funds presently in the bank in Phoenix but not yet allocated through the
channels to the district. Interest cost will be $10,000 on money already theirs! In Fort
Defiance, the Window Rock district has been charged $5,000 for administrative
services for processing of funds by Apache County, money again taken out of the
education of caildren. Rather than providing funds directly to the district, the County
controls their disbursement, making it necessary for Volt Defiance personnel to drive
110 miles each way every two weeks just to pick up pay checks ",,r teachers, and even
further in other districts in Apache County. Both transportation and county fees for
the services come out of education funds for students.

Although-costs of pupil transportation are finally being supplemented by the state
instead of from local instructional funds, additional care needs to be taken to find
other sources of funds foractivitieswhich would not he expected to be covered out of
such funds in other districts. Teacher retirement is 'one- example of funds which Come
out of the general school budget of reservation public schools. In Apache County, 56%
of the taxable property is found on the reservation. The County collects taxes from the
reservation property, but pays nothing back to the reservation schools. The result is
that reservation taxes provide. ietiretnent supplements for teachers iti nonndian
schools off the reservation, but reservation schools are required to pay their own
teacher retirement costs out. cif their JOM allocations. The same problem occurs in the
case of housing for.teachers and other employees.. Unable to obtain funds to Maintain
building programs in all--;case, JOM money is used, together with other funds
ostensibly intended to improve instruction for Indian children, to build and maintain
housing rented to teachers. With anticipated enrollment gains from reductions in BIA
school functions in the next few years, districts will find it impossible to provide
adequate housing for employees, already a serious problem.

Changes in JOM regulations this year and in the state equalization formula have
created another impossible situation for the major impact districts, and predictions
were consistently heard by the Task Force that without substantial changes in the
provision of financial assistance, there would be no public systems on the reservationwithin two to five years. Chinle, for example, reported going $659,000 into the red last
year, and this year the JOM allocation was only half the amount anticipated. InWindow Roeklhe state allocation was cut around $200,000, and it will receive half themoney expected. Ganado went as much as $1,000,000 behind. Tuba City estimatesthat it will be bankrupt in two years unless conditions change.

Title 1

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has pro;ided around$1,500,000,000 annually to school districts across the country for compensatory
education programs since its passage in 1965. Title I provides financial assistance tolocal school districts for supplemental educational services to economically and educa.
zionally deprived students, and, because of the severe poverty and unemployment in
many Indian communities, Indian children are especially reliant on Title I assistance.

Until recent years Title 1 funds, contrary to federal guidelines, were used tosupplant local and state funds rather than to supplement existing revenues in providing
compensatory services to economically disadvantaged children. As with. JOM andimpact aid, Title I funds are funneled through the state. The cost of operating the stateTitle I office is taken from the state allocation. Given inadequate base funding forschools' in the first place, and since Title I is among a number of socalled "categorical"
programs requiring use of funds for supplementary purposes only, the result is afinancial imperative to track and segregate In&aa, children into special classes. Fort
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Defiance, which expected to get $270,000 in Title I this year, will not receive any
money for compensatory programs.

Title IV

Enacted in 1972, Title IV (the Indian Education Act), provided financial
assistance to local educational agencies to develop and carry out elementary and
secondary programs to meet special educational needs of Indian students. Title IV
provides for acquisition of necessary equipment designed to meet Indian children's

. needs, preservice and inservice training for teachers of Indian children, educational
enrichment programs, vocational instruction, comprehensive guidance counseling,
bilingual/bicultural programs, special health and nutrition services, and adult education
programs. The definition of Indians under Title IV was changed in part to encourage
improvement of services to Indians living in urban areas and .off the reservations,
thereby increasing greatly the number of persons covered under the legislation. The
Office of Education, which administers Title IV, did not request increased funds for
FY 1975, to cover the cost of servicing the increased numbers of Indian students. As a
result, there was a reduction in the per capita estimated federal payment from $112
down to $75 per child in 1974.75a catastrophe for districts already under severe
financial pressure.

Title VII

Title VII, the Bilingual Education Act, provides assistance for development of
bilingual/bicultural materials. At the present time the Office of Education plans to take
all materials development components out of local projects with six regional materials
centers affiliated with universities to be organized to handle materials development for
as many of the language groups involved in bilingual education as possible. The intent
is to establish not just clearinghouses, but centers where the whole process of materials
development from creation to distribution would take place. The Task Force heard
many expressions of concern about this development, which many parents and edu-
cators felt would cripple existing local efforts and altogether discourage local participa-
tion. After all, they reasoned, how much time could people spend traveling to and
from the regional laboratories to provide input, and how could that be translated back
in ways that would stimulate local interest and participation in development programs
when fundamental policy decisions would be made so far away from home?

Arizona

Among those states with large Indian populations, Arizona has had the worst
reputation with regard to its handling of Indian programs and commitment to bringing
about effective programs for improvement of Indian education. The supplanting of
state support monks with federal funds allocated to provide supplementary programs
has already been discussed, and serious questions have been raised concerning whether
the state provides equal allocation of resources for Indian children as required by
federal regulations and statutes. Although the state ADM payments presently provide
about $1,6,00,000 of Window. Rock's $3,800,000 annual budget, this can be contrasted
with districts in New Mexico, for example, where state sources reportedly provide up
to 84% of the money used in educating Indian students. Any litigation, of course, will
present an additional financial burden to taxpayers and ultimately to Indian children.

The result is that Indian children attend schools where the basic level of support
from local, state, and federal funds continues to be totally inadequate and where
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categorical and supplementary twsistanee is too °gen spent on the wrong children, on
programs which arc. not supplemental, and which do not meet the needs of Indian
children.

The continuation of categorical supplementary programs is necessary to ensure
that funds intended for Indian students actually go to them, and adequate audit trails
and accounting procedures, reportedly not now being required by the Phoenix BIA
District Office, may help to ensure that such actually happens. Another consequence
of the presence of such programs, however, is that "grantsmanship" often becomes a
primary determinant in the dispensation of federal and state funds. If a wealthy district
can afford specialists who can write attractive proposals and if it has resources which
provide additional political or influential clout, it has advantages in obtaining grants
and allocations which are not available to smaller districts. Grantsmanship should have
less to do with the ability to obtain adequate basic support; and the entire system of
categorical aid should be reviewed for its impact on districts serving Indian students in
this respect. Consortiums of small districts with each other and with universities may
provide one answer, but overall system reform seems more desirable to meet longrange
needs.

Teachers and children alike suffer from another inequity in Arizona state law
because of the legislature's 7% ceiling on school budget increases. With the number of
Indian students in Arizona increasing at a rate of about 6% per year, and with the costs
of inflation running at 15% or more, the schools are in a losing situation. One result is
that if supplementary funds made available through federal programs cause a district
budget increase to exceed the 7% limitation, the difference can be either cut from the
state allocation Or the district must negotiate with the state in order to receive the
extra monies that were intended 'to provide services over and above regular school
programs.in any case, a thoroughly disepuruging and indefensible situation.

Local Problems

In Chink, 34% of the general budget is spent on instruction, which includes costs
of teacher salaries, as against a' state average for school districts of about 67%. The
difference is accounted for because public schools on Indian reservations have expensesthat are not customary for other districts, including housing for employees higher
costs in supplying water, excessive transportation needs, teacher retirement, adminis-
trative costs for programs taken by state 'and county governments, telephone, and
special program development for Indian needs.

Until a few years ago, the process for determining local tax allocations as that a
state expert would come to the school, check out the proposed budget, deter[ ine the
assessment to taxpayers, and then negotiate the state allocation. One consequence ofthis practice may have been a lack of incentive for development of supplementary
programs and a failure on the part of the state's fiscal management system to keep up
with changing educational needs.

Since Indian children need more money per capita than other children, a systemwhich provides, even with extensive supplemental programs available, an overall school
budget no better than other districts in the state is inherently unfair. The WindowRock average operating cost, for example, is abott01,136 per child, and Chinle is
slightly less, but the amounts available for instructionikosts are much too far below
those levels.

-The new QOM regulations were ostensibly designed to reduce both the level of
basic support as, well as the number of ,eligible school districts, and with funds no.
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longer available for non-Indian stude. many districts arc in a quandary as to how to
operate when most of the available Ionics in already inadequate budgets require
spending only For supplementary programs. One obvious solution is to improve the
level of basic support from the state so that monies intended as supplementary can be
used that way without the dual effects of cutting programs and segregating children.

Another irony is found in the difference in basic support between BIA schools on
the reservation (about 53,400 per child) and the public schools (about 81,100). With
inadequate resources expended For mainterianc,e and road construction, and with
obvious differences in physical facilities, the Indian-controlled public schools are at a
severe disadvantage.

Use of temporary facilities for educational purposes in reservation schools is at an
unconscionable level. Over 50% of children at Chit& are in temporary classrooms,
usually trailers, and 48% of existing classrooms in Fort Defiance are temporary units.
With school districts unable to build permanent facilities and districts .restricted from
entering into lease/purchase agreements, the schools must either buy or rent tempo-
raries, a process which leads to school facilities being provided at the lowest possible
cost regardles of quality or adequacy.

In evaluating educational neglect for Indian students in Arizona, the deplorable
conditions of the Yaquis in the Phoenix area and in Tucson deserve at least passing
mention. Actually political refugees from Mexico, the Yaquis have no status with BIA,
having never been recognized under federal legislation as being entitled to services
provided for other .Indians. Because Indian children born in the United States arc
entitled to recognition as citizens of the state as Well as the nation, special enabling
legislation should be passed to permit the extension of programs to meet their special
needs.

The number of taxpayers on Indian reservations is very low. There are only 20
taxpayers in the Window Rock district, the Task Force was told, and only 7 in the
Kayenta district. Indian citizens do not pay property taxes as a result of the special
status of the reservations, and they should not be required to do so. As the same time,
present tax levels, because of the inadequacy of state support, are high; and means
must be found to ensure equitable assessments in order to permit expansion of business
and industry on the reservations, thereby increasing,the numbers of jobs available for
Indian workers. Local taxes will not be sufficient to cover anticipated increases in
school costs in the hinnediate future, and existing businesses will be driven away or
made insolvent if planning does not begin now.

The Task Force learned of one unique situation on the Papago reservation. The
important tlechla mine is located in the northern part of the reservation in Pinal
County, which is part of the (non-Indian) Casa Grande school district. The district
receives property taxes from the mine rather than the Papago Tribe. Efforts to divert
the tax revenues to the tribe, where they belong, were reportedly met with threats by
Casa Grande officials that Papago students would be denied admission in the Casa
Grande schools if the taxes were taken by the tribe.

The Papagos, whose territory came under United States jurisdiction as a result of
the Gadsden Purchase of 1853, have the unique distinction of never having fought the
United States government. Consequently, they historically were not provided the same
benefits as those acquired by other tribes in treaty settlements, and for a long period of
time they were the only tribe which did not control the mineral resources on its
reservation. Whether the Casa Grande /Hechia situation is a result of that situation or
gerrymandering is not as important as seeing the Indian resources are controlled by
Indian people. Mostly desert, land,, the l'apago reservation yields relatively little in tax
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base in any case, and the Papagos arc entitled to teceive the income from property on
the reservation.

RECOMMEND/MONS

The Task Force recognizes that conditions of Indian education and the needs and
desires of local Indian communities vary from district to district, and that some
specific recommendations may not be 'appropriate for or desired by some Indian
groups at this time, At the same time, the Task Force urges that each recommendation
be carefully considered as among alternatives in achieving better and more adequate
educational programs for our nation's First Americans. The Task Force especially
recommends that priority be given to the following areas of special concern:

1. Increased Indian -participation and input in educational decision-making
affecting Indian students.

2. Increased assistance to Indian communities and to schools sewing Indian
students for improvement of instruction in Indian languages and in English
and for improved programs leading to greater cultural awareness among
Indian people.

3. Provision of adequate "financial support and assistance in meeting increased
financial needs of schools serving Indian children. .

With these priorities in mind, the Task Force submits the following general
recommendations as guidelines in developing programs and legislation to conquer the
educational neglect that has so tragically characterized Indian education in Arizona and
in the United States.

.GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Effective involvement of local Indian parents, students, and tribal lea.icrs is a
fundamental condition in the provision of educational opportunity for Indian
students. Every effort should be made to assist, train, and support such persons in
their efforts to improve the quality of education being made available to Indian
children and adults.

2. Tribal councils, parent advisory committees, Indian boards of education, and
other legally-established groups should have maximum authority fol making
decisions concerning educational policies, financing, and expenditures.

3. Non-instructional costs such as pupil transportation, teacher retirement, housing,
construction, and other special services not normally provided by school districts
in non-Indian communities should be supplemented by special appropriations by
the state and the federal government.

4. Schools should be developed as community education centers, both responsive to
and reflective of local input and needs, and curriculum should reflect local condi-
tions and locally-developed educational objectives.

5. Federal agencies with authority and responsibility for the allocation of funds for
Indian education and protection of civil rights, including the Justice Department,
HEW, and the BIA, should monitor, review, and take any necessary action with
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regard to e,tablishing accountability by state and Beal officials for misuse or
misallocation of funds designated to assist in the. education of Indian students.

6. Supplementary services to Indian young people should be provided in programs
operating both outside of and in cooperation with regular school chant to
ensure accommodation to special needs.

7. The Bill of Indian Student Rights, recently adopted by the BIA, should be
expanded and implemented in every sehool receiving funds for the education of
Indian Students.

8. Persons speaking local Indian languages should be emplpyed as teachers, school
administrators, counselors, teacher aides, home-school liaisons, and in other
positions, in the schools where peer and authority contact with Indian students
and parents can occur.

9. Construction and maintenance of roads on !ndian reservations should be *im-
proved and expanded.

10. School systems should be coterminous with Indian reservations, at the option of
local Indian groups, and decentralized so that schools will be available to separ4te
villages, chapters, districts, or pueblos-within the reservations.

11. BIA boarding and day school facilities should be turned over to local public
school districts controlled by Indian people, with maintenance of adequate
financial support and with construction of boarding facilities and dormitories on
or near school campuses so that reservation children can remain closer to home,

12. Special efforts must be made in training, recruiting, and up-grading Indian teach-
ers, teacher aides, and other persons so as to take over educational responsibilities
in schools serving Indian students.

13. Teachers should work with parents and tribal authorities to establish closer
home-school relations and to develop approaches that will be more responsive to
local conditions and needs.

14. Classes and workshops in Ir.dian languages, history, and culture should be avail-
able to both preservice and inservice teachers and should be mandatory for
permanent certification for teaching in districts serving substantial numbers of
Indian children.

15. Teaching conditions and benefits should be high enough and living conditions
should be adequate in schools serving Indian students to attract and keep the very
best educators.

16. Federal, state, and private support for training Indians as school administrators
should be expanded immediately tt, provide for needs in districts where Indian
citizens are exercising expanded influet. ce.

17. Priority should be established for support of locally-developed materials on Indian
languages and cultures.

18. Curriculum should reflect the needs of students for identity with local languages
and cultures and should be responsive both to students who do not speak Indian
language as well as those Indian students who do not come from English-speaking
backgrounds.
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IV. Basic institiction in Indian languages should be available at all levels of public
schools serving Indian students and for preserviee and inseivice teachers of Indian
students, with special assistance mailable for development of languages, including
alphabets and dictionaries.

20. Cultural awareness progranis should be available for Indians of all ages both in
regular school programs and in alternative programs.

Accreditation and certification requirements at local and regional levels should be
responsive to special Indian needs.

22. Career education opportunities and preparation for careers both on and off the
reservations should be stressed in Schools serving Indian students.

23. Allocations should be provided now to prepared for rising enrollments Of Indian
students in. public school systems on the reservations, including purchase of
materials, housing and school construction, .r,nd training programs.

24. Bilingual/bicultural education, English as a second language, and Indian as a
second language should be available. in Pit eleraentary schools serving Indian stu-
dents.

25. State restrictions on the use of and diversion of monies made available for supple.
mentary programs should be terminated, and state allocations for base support for
Indian students should be at least equivalent to any other districts in the state.

26. State base support for Indian schools should be sufficient so that funds intended
as stipplementary will not be needed for supplanting of either state or local funds
in providing education for Indian students.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

I. State and federal legislation should . require the addition of Indian school board
members in major impact and peripheral districts where Indians are not leleeted
through regular election processes.

2. Parent Advisory Committees in federal Title programs should have policy control
and veto power over expenditure of federal funds.

S. Assistance should be provided on request in establishing and training village
chapter, and community education committees.

4. Educational personnel, including especially teachers and school administrators,should seek every opportunity to attend meetings of parents under whatever
circumstances may be appropriate.

5. National organizations could individually or jointly sponsor conferences and
workshops to train parents for involvement...and in federal program development.

6. Ombudsmen should be appointed or elected to advocate for parent and student
rights in school matters.

. Parents should be invited to attend classes in school with their children (and
separately), and should be provided with free transportation, and food. Such
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classes could be provided in bask skills reading, writing) as well as adult education
and college preparatory classes. There could also be classes in new math, the
metric system, and new curriculum developments for parents.

8. Tribal means of selecting leaden, when different from non-Indian customs or
expectations, should be honored.

9. School leaders, must see to it that Indian parents understand the school is theirs,
not "The Little White Man's School." Parent representatives must be chosen from
the chapter or village level, not appointed.

10. Conferences and workshops, on parent and students rights are needed.

11. Special days for parents to attend school, with free lunch and transportation, can
be provided.

12. The HEW Office of Civil Rights, the Justice Department, and the_Bureau of
Indian Affairs should evaluate districts serving Indian students which have little
Indian involvement to determine compliance with voting rights legislation and
non-discrimination requirements in employment and treatment of students.

13. School programs could be offered on a year-round basis to provide speeial pro-
grams, courses, and activities not possible during the winter time and to offer
additional opportunities for both parents ar students for education.

14. Indian parents should be consulted at all times in planning educational objectives
and formulating long-range development and building programs.

15. Wherever possible, direct funding to tribal councils established as local education
agencies should be provided.

16. Decentralization of schools to the point of recognition of local district village,
chapter, authority should be encouraged.

THE STUDENTS

I: Programs such as Educational Talent Search should be fu-nded and expanded so as
to seek out interested youth and provide guidance and assistance in obtaining
vocational counseling and higher education opportunities.

2. Corporal pur,:shment should be abolished in all schools serving Indian students.

3. The Bill of Indian Student Rights should be expanded, under contract by the
BI, to all schools receiving Indian students.

4. Suspensions am'. expulsions of students for reasons other than safety in the
schools should be eliminated altogether, with the development of alternative pre-
gratis to meet special needs of students not fitting into regular school programs.

. Indian high school and college students should have available special services when
attending school, away from home, including counseling, equal opportunity pro-
grams, subsidized visits home, financial support, ombudsmen, and, of, course,,.
courses and subject matter related to their own cultures.

6. Teacher aides can be employed to ride school buses with young students to assist
with special needs and emergencies.
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7. Teachias, counselors, and aides, speaking local languages and dialects, should be
available to visit the homes of students and to provide liaison with the school.

8. There should be advance contact with the home, preferably through personal
visits, whenever student problems are developing.

9. Written communications with the home in certain comnumities, when neccssavy,
should always be written in both English and the local language, and should be
sent through some means other than the child. If the communication is impor-
tant, personal follow-up by appropriate staff should be made. .

10. Realistic career education programs, stressing job opportunities both on and off
the reservation, should be provided throughout the school experience.

11. Curriculum should always be modified to fit the needs of students. While specific
learning objectives should be identified, students should not be required to fit a
pre-determined mold as in the past.

12. Learning activities should be developed around group cooperation, not competi.
tion or individual aggressiveness.

13. Schools should be built nearer the students, and new roads with better main-
tenance should be provided so that they 'can get to school.

14. Older people should be brought into the school in both peer and authority roles,
to be utilized in teaching respect for the old ways, providing a link with the
cultural heritage through telling of stories and direct experience with the old
language.

15. Schools serving Indian children should provide Indian dancing and games for
recreation in addition to any other recreational activities.

16. Opportunities for training and upgrading should be systematically pro Jided for
non-certified employees.

17. Dormitories should be provided on or near school campuses to provide for
children living away from bus routes or whose transportation during bad weather
is inadequate. Such dormitories should be provided on an optional basis for
children from broken homes as well as for children who would otherwise be
served in BIA boarding schools.

18. The school must always show its respect for the values of the home and the tribal
culture.

19. Intergroup relations activities and ethnic studies programs should be provided in
all schools, with special emphasis in those schools where conflict (white/Indian or
Indian/Indian) is now occurring.

20. Cultural awareness centers should be provided in each district sewing Indian
children, separately funded but working closely with the schools.

21. Cultural awareness classes should be systematically provided for all Indian stu-
dents and for other students on an optional basis, subject to the wishes of local
tribal officials.
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22. School systems should lie decentralized so that schools can be built to serve
separate villages, chapters, or pueblos as desired by local communities, especially
in the ease of the Hopis.

TEACHERS

1. Pro0ains should be developed in cooperation with local teacher associations to
work with teachers on communications and personal growth and to expand
existing programs for inservice education.

2. Teachers should make every effort to visit homes and family members, to attend
Chapter or village meetings when invited, and to get to know the life styles and
values of their students and their families.

3. A consortium of school boards, tribal councils and/or tribal education com-
mittees, and universities could assist in providing inservice education and graduate
programs to teachers in isolated areas, preferably in cooperation with such
Indian-controlled institutions as the Navajo Community College.

4. A national effort should be sponsored to locate, train, and recruit Indian rs
and other professionals, with upgrading and career ladders programs for teach 'r
aides. Supplements could be provided to exemplary college programs- eeti tg
specified standards on Indian-related curriculum and training activities.

5. Parents should be invited to visit classes, even to sit in on .a regular basis in basic
courses. Teacher associations could sponsor special activities designed to help..
explain programs to parents and to improve parent-teacher understanding.

6. Orientation programs for new teachers should be consistent, wellplanned. and
have specific objectives, preferably conducted in adequate time periods (summer)
prior to contact with Indian children as well as throughout the teaching year.

7. State universities could work in cooperation with tribal officials to develop;
courses in- Indian language, history; culture, and teacher preparation programs
designed to create understanding of specific local cultures as well as national
Indian problems. i.

8. Increased numbers of internships and fellowships are needed to prepare teachers
of Indian students for practical experience with specific tribes and specific local
communities.

9. Increased efforts to develop curriculum and methodology for teacijing Indian
students should be supported.

10. Courses in intergroup relations and understanding of Indidn history, language, and
culture should be mandatory for certification in Arizona teacher education pro-
grams.

11. Summer workshops and extended internship programs in educational method-
ology and practice are needed for teacher aides.

12. Teacher salaries and benefits on Indian reservations should be high enough both
to proVide_attractive bvirrs- -standardr-and -to attract --andretain--the very _hest _

teachers to work with Indian children. Salary supplements provided by the state
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or federal government might be one answer, but in any case, good tettilters
desiring to work with Indian children should not be penalized for their gom-
mitment. Pay and other benefits should be at least equal to the best districtt hi
the state.

13. If school districts have policies with discriminatory consequences such as thbse
requiring residence within the district, these should be removed or appropriate
legal action taken.

14. Sabbatical programs are desirable for all teachers, but should be mandatory in
order to provide opportunities for renewal and upgrading of resersation teachers.

11. The AEA or the State Department of Education could sponsor teacher exchanges
between districts on a voluntary basis.

Mi. Salary supplements could be offered to teachers with special experiences or with
the ability to speak in both English and the local language.

17. Parent-teacher conferences should be periodic and regular but with provision for
teachers to navel to homes and isolated areas to meet with parents. Transporta-
tion costs and release time could be for such purposes and for attending Chapter
meetings, etc.

I . Teachers should be encouraged to bring classes to the students, through meeting
elsewuete than the school campus, in different areas of the diStrict, for example,
or at cortanuniq centers closer to children's residences.

19. Classes could i.e offered both for children and adults at sites other. than in the
school building.

20. Teachers' must set realistic goals for Indian students based on their individual
needs, abilities, and aspirations, and teach to those goals.

COUNSELING

1. Additional programs are needed to train and upgrade professional counselors,
especially Indian counselors for schools-serving Indian students.

2. Additional counseling programs and psychological services are needed especially
through alternative programs operating separately but iii cooperation with the
school system. Examples are the Educational Talent Search program, the Gila
River Native American Program, and Californil's Equal Opportunity Program,
which provides minority young people to work with minority students in alterna-
tive counseling programs on state university campuses.

Additional job-training work-study, and apprenticeship opportunities need to be
chatfncled through school p .Nrams..

There is a need for training conferences and workshops to bring together teachers,
=counseliirs, students, and parents to achieve greater understanding and response to7
Indian -Cultural needs; work opportunities, and 4ocial problems..

5. Family planning, social living, and other courses and services should be available
in schools at the option of tribal councils and/or tribal education committees.
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I. There is an immediate need for expanding federal and foundation support for
training Indians as school administrators through internship and fellowship
programs, in non-Indian districts as well as those serving large Indian population's.

2. Non-Indian school administrators in districts serving Indian children should have
extensive grounding, as should otter professional staff, in Indian culture, history,
language, and social organization.

3. The BIA and civil tights enforcement agencies should-review educational practices
and services to Indian students in public and non-public schools, both in terms of
overtly discriminatory actions, as well as for the consequences of omission or
commission in actions which may be otherwise well-intentioned or consistent
with legal requirements.

4. University programs serving administrators in districts serving Indian students
should offer continuing courses in program development, funding, and imple-
mentation under Indian - related legislation.

5. Superintendents in districts serving \Indity students should have available com-
petent assistance and consultant help in business affairs aid federal programs so
that they may be freed to work on educational problems in their school districts.

6. Superintendents and other professional staff should have adequate preparation,
through workshops or educational courses, in working with community and tribal

i 'education committees and parent advisory councils in Indian/communities.

7. In the absence of an enforceable code of ethics among school administrators, a
system to enforCe individual liability and accountability must be established
where individuals knowingly partiepate in the misuse of Indian funds or in dis-

, crimination against. Indian children.

8. Administrators in all school districts and especially in Indian school conumnities
must be prepared to met with local people and leaders and should encourage
teachers and Other staff to do likewise.

CURRICULUM

I. State and; federal enforcement agencies must monitor the impact of new special
education programs on segregation and tracking of Indian students.

2. Ombudsmen should be available to assist in getting help for Indian students and
parents in their dealings with t -edticational systems and the colleges.

.3. Information on special education programs and special services should be pub-
lished in bilingual pamphlets and other publications and made widely available to
Indian parents.

4. The Arizona Department of Education should arrange for and reflect Indian input
in adoption and approval of textbooks and learning materials used in Arizona
schools. Officials should review, in cooperation with Indian parents and tribal
-officials, all educational materials now in use for cultural accuracy. and relevance.
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5. Courses and activities should be developed to teach Indian arts and crafts, weav-

ing, silverwork, leatherwork, home economics, carpentry, nursing, and agriculture
in addition to traditional courses.

6. Older Indians should be brought into the schools whenever possible to work with
Both elementary and high school students.

7. Curriculum content, philosophy, and courses of stud should reflect Indian input,
philosophy, and needs.

6. Bicultural and bilingual experiences should be available in all classes in major
impact districts.

9. Cut riculuni must be revised to meet the individual needs of students who speak an
Indian language as well as those who have little or no experience with the local
Indian -language.

10. Materials in appropriate Indian languages and responsive to varying Indian
cultures should be prepared and disseminated tor 'use both in the schools and in
the homes.

11. Alternatives to traditional certification must be developed to enable the expan-
sion of community-based educati6n relevant to the circumstances in local Indian
communities.

12. Confetences and workshops should be provided on request to assist Indian groups
in developing their own curriculums, educational philosophies, and priorities.

13. Control of Indian education, to the degree possible, should be transferred to
Tribal authorities and removed from the state; including the diversion of funds
through state channels.

14. Non-Indian public and educational officials must recognize that Indians are not
only capable of, but have the right to set, their own educational goals.

15. Teachers and school administrators should cooperate in reaching out to local
chapters, villages, districts, and isolated communities in attending meetings, pro-
viding special classes, and establishing better communications with both students
and parents.

16. In order to help parents understand that school is important, they should be
invited to join reading, language, and mathematics classes With their children.

17. C uses in Indian philosophy may be as important as courses in Indian language
I histot y, when taught. by Indian teachers and with the support of local Indian

18. Indian consultants should be retained to assist in removing Indian sterotypes and
inaccurate information from learning materials, and to bring about factual,
realistic in:,.arrnation on Indian history,. contributions, and problems.

19. Utilizaaon of standardized tests with Indian students should be tightly regulated
and should never lead to differentiation of learning opportunities.

20. Programs for pre-school Indian children should be available by age three.
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LANGUAGE

I. Instruction in native American languages should be available in xtll preservice
education programs, on an optional basis with credit toward tempOrary certifica-
tion and should be mandatory for permanent certification of teaChers employed
in major impact schools.

2. Teachers of Indian students should have the ability to c011VerSe in, as well as read
and write, the local language.

3. The schools should respect the right of every student toispeak any language used
at home without being punished, ridiculed, or discouraged.

4. Experience in Indian as a second language should be Provided in elementary
grades together with .extensive bilingual instruction for those Indian students who
do not speak a native language.

5. Special financial assistance should be made available to tribagnruffrand others
for use in linguistic development of alphabet systems-fdriiidian lariguages-and for
publication of materials in Indian languages.

6. Assistance should be provided for development of dictionaries so that the tribal
languages can he standardized and retained.

7. Instruction in Indiiin language should recognize the differences between the tradi-
tional languages and slang versions.

b. Optional courses in Indian langu'ages should be available both during and after
school hours for both adults and children.

9. If any tribal groups do not choose to have their language taught in the schools this
should be re-cognized and honored.

10. Classes ire areas besides language should seek to make use of Indian literature,
poetry, stings, and history, and students should be encouraged to write their own
stories, songs, and poems in traditional languages.

I I. Parents and school officials should insist that language instruction center on
"proper" English. or "proper" Indian as the case May be, so that language skills
can be consistently developed for use both on and off the reservation.

12. Students in wedominantly or all-Indian schools should have planned experiences
in .speaking English with non-Indians as one means of reducing accents and rein-
forcing learning. Likewise, students should have consistent exposure to and
opportunity to converse in traditional Indian languages.

Hiring of. old people as -teacher aides rind instructors in language classes can be
significant means of transmitting the traditional languages. .

14." Experiments m;ght he conducted with simultaneous translation equipment in
classri toms to determine practicality and replicabilit y of such instruction.
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CULTURE BES1
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I. Classes in Indian arts and crafts, skills, and vocational opportunities should be
offered at all levels.

2. Indian cultural values and experiences should be interwoven in learning activities
in all classes. Curriculum should be integrated, not "white" with a little "Indian"
added.

3. Schools should recognize and adhere to differences in cultural values. Eye con-
tact, for example, can be extremely threatening to some children, as can aggres.
sive, competitive, individualized activities in many so-called traditional classes.

4. Schools should teach comparative values of Indian and non-Indian culture, being
careful not to become agents of indoctrination to any degree that absolute! y
cannot sic avoided.

5. Separately funded cultural awareness and materials development programs should
be maintained on Indian reservatiuut and in major impact districts, with regional
centers and universities at most providing support, consultation, and dissemina-
tion.

Regional materials development centers may serve the needs of some small groups
unable to maintain their own programs, but programs should be decentralized as
much as possible so that development will not be impaired in existing and
potentially self-sustaining programs in local schools and communities.

7. Student accomplishment in school should be encouraged, as much as possible,
through group activity and support rather than through individual rewards and
punishments.

8. There is a continuing and great need for more textbooks, films, and other learning
materials on Indians in both English and in specific Indian languages and
alphabets. At the option of the tribe, assistance should be given in developing
materials (and alphabets, whew none presently exist).

9. Cultural awareness courses for teachers of Indian students art,-,e necessary and
should be mandatory for permanent certification in Arizona, if not prerequisites
for initial certification.

10. It is extremely important that non-Indian teachers and school officials be careful
that the school does not corrupt, distort, or co-ont Indian cultural and religious
values. To the degree possible, cultural programs in the "white man's school"
should be accountable to tribal authority.

11. Cultural awareness programs should teach both the values and hisory of specific
local tribes as well as understanding of other Indian cultures and the interrela-
tionships of Indian value systems, as in Najavo Community College's excellent
Navajo and Indian Studies Department.

12. A fundamental purpose of schools on the reservation should be to transmit
knowledge and skills which will enable students to survive in contemporary
society outside the reservation, as well as in traditional Indian societies.
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I. Alternatives in accreditation of educational institutions and teacher certification
must be explored in order that schools serving Indian students can be more
relevant to Indian educational needs. Among steps which could be taken now are:

a. Adoption of state legislation similar to California's Exemplary Certificate
Law, which permits certification for special purposes of persons with special
qualifications ot, .1. than traditional educational preparation.

b. Knowledge of local Indian languages might be a substitute for some parts of
normal teacher training requirements, possibly with credit toward regular
certification granted for successful teaching experience or completion of
special training prognans.

c. Subsidies to universities or educational consortiums for preparing and up-
grading teachers of Indians and Indian teachers.

d. Improved teacher training programs relevant to Indian educational require-
ments in colleges of teacher education.

e. Workshops and seminars at reservation schools offering college credit for
participating teacher aides and others.

2. Teacher exchange programs could be worked out between school districts in
Arizona, with nor-Indian teachers gaining valuable experience by having super-
vised experiences in reservation schools and reservation teachers and teacher aides
having the opportunity to broaden horizons through experiences in other parts of
the state. Teachers,in existing year-round schools in Arizona could easily use time
between terms for such purposes.

3. When the nation faced Russian challenges in space and technology in the 1950's
and 1960's, the National Defense Education Act provided crash assistance in
upgrading teachers in resident and non-resident programs with subsidies for educa-
tional expenses and living costs. Such programs could be reinstated and expanded
to develop qualified teachers and administrators for Indian schools.

4. Standards for certification of substitutes should be flexible enough to recognize
local needs on reservations, although courses and programs provided in such areas
should also be provided in order to transmit to such persons basic grounding in
educational methods and philosophy.

5. Tribal sovereignty should be recognized at least to the point that; requirements
could be negotiated between state and tribal officials so that qualified persons can
be employed in the schools.

HIGHER EDUCATION .

. Joint programs, at the option of Navajo Community College and tribal officials,
should be encouraged between NCC and state universities, for such purposes as
improvement and standardization of curriculum in both types of institutions,
interchange and updating of information and development of cooperative efforts
to support education of Indian students.

CC 70"
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2. Open admissions for Indian students should be established as policy in all state
and public-supported pavan: universities, with tuition and personal expenses, if
necessary, subsidized by the state or the B1A.

3. Program affiliation I twwi NCiC and state universities might be an avenue to
achieve accreditation of Indianocontiolled education in reservation communities
such as Tuba City and Kayenta, particularly through establishment of "outreach"
programs in such communities and on the NCC campus.

4. Means must be found to utilize and obtain official sanction of Indian persons
without diplomas or degrees as instructors in programs related to Indian needs.

5. State legislation could alter current accreditation requirements restricting the use
of non-certifid teachers in Indian-related programs, with the understanding that
there should be no diminution of quality of instruction but rather that new -means
be tound to accredit persons with special skills.

6. Greater involvement should be sought for Indian educators as advisors, consul-
tants, and participants in university pre-service and extension programs.

7. Additional supplementary and compensatory programs should be available to
Indian students on college campuses in Arizona, examples of which might include
such alternative counseling programs as the Educational Opportunity Program in
California, where young minority persons are employed by the state to work
outside the college hierarchy to assist minority students of various groups.

8. Efforts toward equalisation of Indian opportunity in higher education should be
designed and implemented toward the objective of bringing about parity of
college entrance and graduation of Indian students at the same level as the
national average for all students in the next five years.

9. A graduate institute of Indian languages, history, and culture' should be establish-
ed in Arizona.

1

CAREER EDUCATION

. There should be career education programs beginning at the earliest grades,
through high school and college, related to reservation life, including dry farming,
agriculture, home economics, construction, electronics, weaving, arts and crafts
and nursing.

Career education programs should help to develop saleable skills to assist in transi-.
tion to life off the reservation at the option of the young person.

3. Basic adult education programs are needed in local areas, including reading,
English, Indian as a second language, mathematics, home economics, manual arts,
and other areas. Parents should have the opportunity to attend classes with theirchildren on a voluntary basis with separate supplements to the public school.district to . . cover any necessary additional exp :aases, including transportation,
food, and instructional materials. Indian tribes and universities could establish
jointly coordinated projects if tribes were funded to write contracts. for. such
purposes.

A
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4. Students should have the opportunity through field experiences to observe cm-
ployment situations in a variety of-occupations both on and off the reservation.
Student exchange programs and college visitations would also be appropriate.

5. Alcohol and drug programs which reach all corners of the reservation, not just the
population centers, are needed, and should stress employment preparation,
counseling, and referral.

6. Increased vocational offerings through Indian-controlled institutions such as
Navajo Community College and Rough Rock Demonstration School should be
separately funded.

7. 13IA and Indian-controlled public schools could be used on a dual basis as adult
education centers.

PUPIL TRANSPORTATION

1. Efforts should be made to decentralize systems where possible and to build
schools closer to Indian students.

2. Legislation is needed to require more and better roads on reservations and better
maintenance.

3. Year-round schools would alleviate some of the transportation problems due to
bad weather.

4. Construction of boarding facilities on or near public school campuses would allow.
continuation of needed services to students living in isolated areas while per-
mitting them to live closer to home under potentially more amenable conditions.

5. Federal supplements under federal impact laws for pupil transportation might be
appropriate because of the relatively higher costs of service on Indian reservations.

THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

1. Tribes should have the authority to select their own system of management to
operate their schools.

2. Allocations should begin now to prepare for the chaigeover from BIA to public
schools, including new housing, school construction, and equipment and textbook
purchase.

3. Education functions could be totally removed from BIA and placed with Indian-
controlled public schools, preferably with the BIA providing assistance to ensure

-adequate educatio9a1 facilities and teachers, boarding facilities, housing for teach-
ers, etc.

As a minimum, parent advisory committees should be established in all BIA
schools as a preliminary step to phasing in Iridian-controlled boards of education.

The BIA should assist in building schools closer to Indian populations rather than
huge edifices as in Tuba City.

6. The Indian Preference Act should be extended to schools contracting with BIA
for services to Indian students until affirmative action goals are reached.

0 C 7 3
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.7. Bilingual/bicultural education, English as a second language, and Indian as a
second language classes should be mandatory in all BIA schools and in schools
contracting with BIA.

8. Road systems and maintenance must be expanded immediately.

9. As is the policy for overseas schools operated by the Department of Defense, BIA
and Indian schools should be at least equal to those in the rest of the nation, even
it' additional supplements by BIA to ensure equality of educational opportunity
are necessary.

10. 'I he BIA shoold begin to cover noninstructional costs of public school systems on
Indian reservatkns, including:

a. Salary supplements to attract qualified teachers.

b. Housing costs for teachers and other school employees.

c. Retirement costs of teachers.

d. Maintenance of present services in dormitories on or near public school
campuses.

e. Costs of new housing and other construction prior to closing BIA facilities or
contracts with peripheral schools.

f. Road construction and improvement and maintenance of school buses.

11. Employment rights of educational staff involved in transfer of BIA facilities to
public schools should be recognized and protected.

12. The BIA should, in any case, be removed from the Interior Department. 1.

LEGISLATION AND FUNDING

1. Building programs must begin now .to accommodate future increases in Indian
students to be served in reservation schools, and funds must be appropriated.
whether through release of current appropriations, new state and/or federal legis-
lation, or diversion of monies in other programs.

2. Indian children are entitled to services provided all other state citizens; it is
unconscionable that any supplementary funds supplied through federal or other
sources could be subtrvted from state support to school districts serving Indian
students. ,a

State support and revenue from other sources should be maintained at a level that
will permit JOM and 'title funds to be used. only as supplementary resources as .

intended in legislation.

4. Arizona's 7% limitation on increases in school .budgets must be removed im-
mediately on all school districts, and especially on districts serving Indian stu-
dents, loth to account for inflation and to permit services to. move to. the .schools. .

5. Under no circumstances should money to Indian schools from supplementary
programs be reduced or in any way impact the level of state support, either in
terms of state ADM payments or the 7% limitation.
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6. Allocations by the state for instructional purposes, including teacher salaries and
benefits, should be standardized prior to school district receipt of funds from
external sources.

7. Tax re;enues from property located on an Indian reservation should be solely
available to tribal governments, and diversions of taxes from counties or districts
off reservations should not be permitted to have an impact on services to Indian
students.

8. Regional materials centers funded under Title VII should be coordinated with
existing and future materials development centers run by tribal groups, which
should also receive adequate Title VII support to maintain indigenous, com-
munity-based development programs. In any case, existing programs should not
suffer because of 'any move toward regionalization, and Indian persons, with
governance input from tribal groups being served, should control any regional
centers involved in developing Indian materials.

9. Where tribal governments, tribal education committees, or other authorized
Indian groups desire, federal and state funding should go dire 31y to public school
districts serving Indian students rather than through county and/or st itt agencies.
The . existing superimposed administrative units at county, state, -1-fid regional
levels are inefficient, and the process of getting resources to 2tuden i::. must be
streamlined.

, .
10. Interest ear fed on monies allocated to School districts but retaintst ;:or airy period

of time by state agencies should be returned to the districts o stat g' should
underwrite any interest cost on monies borrowed by school distrieis,Crt, anticipa-
tion of release of previously allocaied funds;

11. State law should be amended to permit lease/purchase agreement 14 to
permit anticipated necessary building and housing expansion following ova..
by the Arizona Department of Education'.

12. Depending on the desires of Indian groups, boundaries fot local educati,,A
agencies should be coterminous with reservation boundaries regardless of county
or state boundaries. If such adjustment were to cause any change in student
attendance, districts previously receiving Indian students should be required to
accept students from the same areas for an indefinite period, at least until
adequate and satisfactory facilities have been provided under control of the
appropriate tribal groups. (The Navajo reservation, which extends into four states,
could reasonably be designated as a single school district under federal jurisdiction
and not within the jurisdiction of any state department of education or state
regulations, should the Navajos themselves desire.)

13. Non-Indian public schools and individual school administrators in those districts
should be held accountable for the provision of appropriate and equal educational
opportunity for and the protection of the rights of Indian students attending
those schools, esirecially where those schools receive JOM, Title I, or other funds
intended to provide compensatory or supplementary services for those students.

14. Workshops should be provided to train Indian parents, tribal officials, advisory
committee- members, and educators in major impact districts in prograin develop-
ment, content and intent of federal and state legislation, and procedures for
obtaining and maintaining effective community involvement. Such workshops
should be available at chapter, district, and village levels on larger reservations as
well as to each of the smaller reservations in Arizona.

C'j
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15 An Indian T.rust Council Authf.--Jity should be ostablished su as to provide
independent legal coonsel aud repasentation for the preservation and po,4eetion
of the natural resource rights of Indians. Although such a proposal has been
delayed in the Senate Interior C0111111iLiCe at the tederal level, a corresponding
authority could also reasonably be established in the state of Arizona.

16. The prevalence of temporary, outmoded, and inadequate. education facililAes in
many reservation sr 000ls is abhorrent to any person's sense of decency. Sufficient
funds should be provided and Maw(' nder P.I4. 815 or cautbling loi4i91atin passed
anti implemented immediately so thaL decent and adequate schoob compatable to
those in any district in the country can be construtatcd as quickly as nossiblo.
Funds for :Jett 'oonstruction should also he provided retroactively so as to moke
up or neglect in ;:fast years.

17. Funds to etanstru.:. hoarding i'acilitica and dormitories on or near public sohool
campuses slcould bo provided iroThediately so that construction can be-gin hi
anticipation of the el-; S..'12 a e eliminalion and/or reduction BIA.opekated board.
ing ?_ohools and redotion or ditnination of contracts for the:education- of Indian
sttniaitts with peripheral school districts.

18. Teacher housing ;-.1.nd othc nonAnsaructional costs of inajr &taus
should be supportica: throgh MA of state allocations not inAided.in dctertitinao.
don of school district gentoal budgets.

19. The systero of cateprical should be reviewed and modified a IICCOSitr
5:o1e of wants-roils-hip in obtaining -basic firtania-stapport.aod to

evaludal the -oiTect3, of categorical poYgrains. hi -segregating students and dlr.;
ferentiating Leak abilities on the basis of arbitrary and inappropriate standards,
including otandaitlized

20. Direct and timely a!location of appropriated funds should be povided directly to
districts without delay at state or county levels.

21. The BIA should contract directly with districts for supplcniento4 programs under
JOM.

22. As new JOM regulations are enforced, there should be a pliasecrut period to
permit adjustments to the new.ruics in major itapall districts, with funding based
on previous allocations so that drastic reductions in services and iconic can be
avoided.

23. JOM and other regulations should be consistently unforced B1.-1 district office
and among the states.

24. Allocations for teacher retirement should be covered through passage of special
state legislation that would remove such costs from the instructional budgets of
local school districts.

25. The Office of Indian Education in the Arizona Department of Education s!tould
be more adequately staffed and financed through state funds so .41; to be ab:la, to
serve all Indians in Arizona both on and off the reservation.

26. Special status under JONI and the BIA should be granted to the Yaquis in Phoenix
and Tucson, especially for children born in this country.

27. The "Band Analysis" system used in determining priority fundings in JOM alloca=
lions in major impact districts should be rescinded.

CO 3 1
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28. JOB I and other funding; including suite allocations, should in no circumstances be
condit4ined by the plesence of taxexempt land on the reservations.

2.). Under no circumstances should JONI funds be used or required to supplant funds
that should be ptovided under other state or federal programs.

30. Legislation should require that parent advisory committees established under the
various federal programs should have veto 'power over actions of local school*.
boards with respect to those programs.

sta ton oasts.
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NEGLECT IN THE EDUCATION OF MIGRANT CHILDREN

Is there any hope for the children of the road? Is it possible, after all, to harbor any
optimism about what will happen to them?

It would be easy to say no. The children of America's migrant farm workers are barn into
some of the worst poverty in this country. Their family income averages $1,400 a year
and many, of course, make far leis. slut that's only the beginning of the afflictions of the
children who live behind "the tarpaper curtain." They also suffer from illnesses such as
rickets, scurvy, pinworm, nutritional anemia, acute febrile tonsillitis, and a dangerous
protein deficiency known as kwashiorkor.'

There are over 500,000 migrant children in the United States and their lives are a
"cycle of uprootedness and frustration."2 For any child, the process of switching to a
new school has signifiCant effects. When this is compounded by four moves a year, the
deprivations of poverty, and an exceptionally high incidence d isease, it is not
surprising that over 60 percent of migrant students never complete hi h school.

Lack of continuity in the migrant child's education is a s 'tons problem. The
scant formal education a migrant child receives is sporadic. V iten the child enters
school after the commencement of the academic year and !Owes early to 'suit the
seasonal nature of his parent's employment, he is unable to djust to any one class-
room environment or to establish lasting relationships with eachers and classmates.
The child is socially ostracized and regarded as an outside ' and a disruptive factor.
When a child attends several schools a year and is unable t remain in one school long
enough to learn the subjects being taught, the result for the child is frustration and
failure; he becomes confused and ultimately disinterested in learning. Predictably,
migrant children perform well below average on standardized achievement tests and
rapidly fall behind grade level. It is not surprising to find several children from the
same family placed in the same classroom or gradealthough their ages may range from
six or seven, to twelve or thirteen. It is, in short, virtually impossible for the migrant
child to feel secure, to develop self-esteem or to have any self-confidence in a
constantly shifting school environment, where he is constantly regarded as an
"outsider."

The Barrier of Language

Usually they hardly know the language of the country they are passing through. The
Mexican American from the Rio Grande Valley is a foreigner in. Michigan. So is the
southern Negro in eastern Long Island.

Their minds and their spirits are the very personification of cultural isolation.3'

Approximately 75 percent of migrant children are Mexican Americans and do not
speak or understand any English. Obviously, this language barrier presents a handicap
when the school expects all of its students to function in English. Relatively few
teachers of migrant children have bilingual training; as a result of this situation, some
migrant children never learn anything in school. The failure of the schools to surmount
this barrier of language is revealed in a report of the first extensive investigation of the
conditions of migrant education, published in 1971, by the National Committee on the
Education of Migrant Children:

In one eteruentaty school, 90 children a day met in small groups for half-hour classes in
English as a second language. A nearby elementary school had its own FM radio 'station to
broadcast programs in Spanish and English to parents. However, neither of these schools
wa equipped for a modern hi-lingual approach to language instruction. In both, school
staff members -including the county director of migrant education- were' heard to
admonish children to "speak English" in school; a consultant reported that in one school
a Spanish-speaking teacher was prohibited from speaking Spanish with the children..

0033
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A joillor high school in the same county had a considerable number of _Spattish.spe*ing
students; an observer learned. that.some,_of them had been in the school for three years
without lemoing English. l'here was no program to teach them English or togive them a
foundation b -tht-_: Spanish hiugnagc and culture. A Spanish language class existed, but it
was not open to Spanish-speaking students:4

Schooling: A Process of kclentless Regression

....Thee average a 4th or 5th grade education and the only reason most of themgo that
far, is the. practice of "social advarieveritent,". which means, "Why hold them back? They
aren't going to IOW any thing. no matter what grade they're in."5

.
As school work becomes more abstract and reading becomes more important, the

migrant child falls farther behind, School becomes a constant source of embarrassment 7.-
and failure, and the 'child be .acs progressively more alienated. He usually responds
by 4,vithdrawing front school 'activities and dropping out of school as soon as possible. ,

`,4

insur-mountable ,:barrier to their getting an education. Of neeessity,..these....childr n .

For most migrant chikhen, the hardship of even getting to the school is an almost
,,.-..,.:-.?,,7,,,-

. ...:.4?

. i ,-,,,-i;4.i.,,_,,..--

develop a senseiof responsibility at an early age: It is not unusualfOr a. migratit-cliild to
stay home frcim school. in order to babysit with younger children whilejlt4tarenip are

,,,,=,-..-out working. In order to 'contribute to the family income, childrep-as
- ',A-:.',.--,

to work in the fields (after school or instead of 'school) where- they -are:exposed 'to ''' .\dangerous machinery and pesticides. There are few :child labor laws -foragricultural / -*
.

workers. The federal minimum age of 16 is in effect-Only. during .sehool hours. yore..
over, the federal law is frequently evaded OrAtitenforced for 'Migrant -children. 'The....
problem of migrant children's non.enroliment in school is revealed..in: the following
excerpts. front the report of the National Committee. on the Education of Migrant
Children: .,_....,_ .,

':., ..
. ..

.From interviews with migrants anti persons who work with migrants in the area, it . i
.appears that the school's estimate of 3,300 migrant children is much too. low. SoMe.

1 .-

interviews suggest that the school is probably serving less than 20 or 25% of the migrant \. .i.
children in the five-county- area! &hoot officials appeared to be unaware of the fact that
many migrant children reside in places other than the Migrant Family Centers. School bus
service did not reach such areas. From spot checking,. it appears that faniilies living-
Outside migrant family service centers are in greater need, but they had little contact with
services of the migrant education project:

(A summer visit to a
California fivecounty region)

When there is work, the I6 year -old soil must wo.rk. When work is good, the 12- and
13-year-old daughters must go to work also to make money for next year. However, when
*there is no work, all three go to the summer school and get the benefit of the meals. The
girls say that all they do at this summer school is throw paint and color pictures.

(A migrant family with fiye children)

. ...the county coordinator of migrant education said the compulsory attendance laws
was not rigidly enforced with.migrants. As coordinator be tries to maintain a liberal view -.
on this and asks his people not'to' be too "hard nosed" about its ."If there is sufficient
evidence that the children really. needed help to earn enough money to support the
family," he said, "we sort of let them slid;. ". After all we want to encourage people to
assume more responsibility for themselves and members of their families, rather than
having them sit around waiting for a handout."16

(A school-year visit to a Florida school).
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The Migrant Parta-tt: Uninvolved and Unconsulted by the Schools

...hostility is nothing new to the migrant. Ile jta<bcen dulled a lifetime of losing jobs
and Helier being 8.1.11e about getting the next -one. The American virtues of success and
ambition' Mean nothing to Inin because-di-ere is little chance they will do him any good.?

Many migrant parents have had only negative experielfces in their owitpublic
school -edueatioic,' and the very hardship of their own lives is painful evidence thatt he
schools gave them little of value. Understandably, migrant parents often have little
knowled-ge about the schools their children attend; inevitably, they are heitant and
inhibi.,ed in attempting to make any contact with-the school. And even if they. attempt
to overcome their inhibitions and visit the schools or Consult-with the teacherst there is
no lime: all of their daylight hours are devoted to work in order to survive.

Sios of Iloyie for the Future

. There are no quick answers to migrant education, but migrant children all. over the
country arc benefiting from further consolidation ofthe nations' effort. .

'Bete is evidence that the nation and some of its communities are beginning to
recognize. and meet the challenge of migrant education. The NM Project Neglect
oir.site study in Arizonaone state that has done more than many others to meet this
challengeprovided such evidence, The achievements of the school districts visited in
Arizona could not have taken place, however, without the assistance of the fetletal
government through such programs as those described below.

The Migrant Student Record. Transfer System The establishment of the Uniform
Student Record Transfer Sta,,!.elii was a major step toward a coordinated approach to
the education of migrant ei-aa:ren. This system is a computerized communications net-
work that provides a schooi with vital information on new migrant students in a few
hours. In 1970 this central data batik in Little Rock, Arkansas, was established to coin-
pile the records of migrant children, and by July 1971, all 48 mainland states
were participating in the system. This system can provide a complete academic and
medical history of any migrant child in four hours.

Basically the system works as follow %; When a migrant child enters a school for
the first time, his/her name, sex, birth date, and birthplace are fed into the central
computer via special phonelines and teletype machines at one of 3e0 terminals
throug "out the country. The computer returns basic data about the student, including
his scores on standardized readhu and mathematics tests, pertinent. medical facts, and
an individual student identification. number. Once time school receives this identifica-
tion number, it .can request a full record of the child's entire school career, consisting
of academic characteristics and basic background information.9 To date, this system is
one of the greatest contributions to the education of migrants. It facilitates continuity
in a migrant child's education by informing the school of the student's previous educz-
.tiorial background,_ and thta:asaists the school in placing the

. child at the appropriate
level

Recently .four federal programs have-been enacted in an attempt tcyalleviate some
of the other educational problems that migrant children encounter.

Migrant Title I The purpose of the Migrant Titlel program is "to identify and
meet the specific educational needs of migrant children through: remedial instruction;
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health, nutritional and psychological services; cultural devclhprnent; and pre-vocational
training and counseling. SpeCial attention in instructional programs is given to the
development of the language arts, inchiding reading, speaking, and writing in both
English and Spanish."/ '

Bilingual Education Act The Bilingual Education Act is the result of a federal
effort to deal with the language problem of non-English speaking students. Funds are
provided to school distrias "to develop and carry out new and imaginative elementary
and secondary school programs designed to meet the needs of large groups of people
with Ihniied English speaking ability." Although there is no specific provision in the
Act for migrant children, money is appropriated where there e sts a high concentra-
tion of non-English peaking children in a school district.

Day Care and Head Start The Migrant Division of the Department of Labor
currently allocates $1.8 million to Day Care programs for migrant children. These
programs provide care for infants and young children of agricultural workiers who must
work long hours each day.

The Office of Child Development administers Head Start Programs. Three million
dollars were allocated for Head Start programs f..ar Indian and Migrant children in 1973.
These programs are designed to enroll only those children between the ages of four and
five with one exception: in the absence of day Care programs for younger children,

'Head Start facilities must include younger siblings of enrolled children. In 1973,
approximately 7,000 migrant children were enrolled in Head Start programs, Many
centers use a specially developed bilingual/bicultural preschool curriculum to moat the
unique needs of migrant chMen.

The key 4a breaking out of the cycle of migrancy is the acquisition of a good
education. These programs, designed to eliminate some of the tiducational problems of
migrant children are relatively new; the ultimate effectiveness cannot be ascertained at
this time. However, expansion of these programs to include larger numbers of migrant
children would seem necessary to meet the avowed purposes of these programs.

The On-Site investigaZion

The recent on-site investigation of migrant education in Arizona, conducted with
the assistance of the Arizona Education Association, focused on three schools that hark,
been selected fo-. visitation.

A Demonstration Project

In 190, the state of Arizona received limited fUnds (under Title I of the
.Elementary and Secondary Education Act) specifically for migrant education,_and the
Dysart Elementary School of Peoria; Arizona, was selected as a deMonstration project,.
Dysart, one of the schools visited,- had a highly. sophisticated migrant. education
prograth.- For: a- migrant educat ion director :was. employed. The director
played an important part in coordinating all the various aspects of the program.
Administrators, teachers, and .people in. the community participated in planning and
implementing -the program., Although Artier-vice training programi for teachers of
migrant children were not mandatory, those teachers who did participate were found
t, have gained a greater insight and sensitivity with regard to migrant children, and
consewiently were able to more effectively implement programs that mrt the special
mud, 1 ntigrant children. The utilization of teacher aides who had bilingual/bicultural
back n.al was particularly 11..neficial.

(\L,t), L.
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plograms'are in the initial stage at Dysart elementat y school. In the past,
English as a Second Language (ESL) progiams were used exclusively. Recently the
state has allocated funds for bilingual projects, and it is hoped that these necessary
bilingual programs will be implemented on a larger scale.

At Dysart, provisions are made for the migrant child's physical and mental well.
being by including dental, medical, nutritional (free breakfast and lunch programs to
children who qualify), and psychological services which help the child reaelt.his/her
potential. Educational facilities and materials at Dysart ate excellent, and physical
education, art, and music programs are offered.

Dysart has used the Migrant Student Record Transfer System extensively. The
system has not only been effective in placing migrant children, but has also been
invaluable in furnishing important information regarding the child's complete medical
history and records of innoculations.

Yuma County Schools

The other two. schools that were visited have not yet reached the same -level of
achievement as Dysart. Fourth Avenue .jtutior Iligh School of Yama,. Arizona, has
recently begun to address itself to the educational problems that migaut children
experience and they are in the initial and planning stages in developing programs.
Wellton Elementary School of Yuma County, Arizona, has pasSed through this initial
stage, but has not yet reached the level of progress which Dysart has attained.

Dysart, Wellton, and rout th Avenue junior ,High taw: identified problems that
need to be ameliorated in order for migrant children to receive a quality education.
While progress has been made in improving educational programs for migrant children
in each cif the three schools, Perez and Gonbalez found limitations in several areas:

1. Frequently ingrain children have been misclassified as tetaided. in most
cases this Mistake could have been avoided if the children had been given
bilingual/bicultural tests. It is essential for legislation to be enacted to insure
that migrant children will be given these tests, administered by bilingual
psychologists, teacherst ot aides.

2. English as a Second Language (ESL) programs should be replaced with
bilingual programs.

3. Teacher training programs must be expanded either though cooperation
with colleges and universities or through mandatory inseivice training
programs. The utilization of teacher aides should be continued and. expanded
with. major emphasis on recruiting migrants.

Arizona is -a :state- that has :decided to focus on migrant education;:giVig if
ont.reaSon that. the ArizOna committee in migranteducationvormated

the Project ..Neglect- Tearn to- lOok at their. present -program and .evaluate.its strengths...
and weaknesses. "This gruit? will play. a major role NEA!s 'commit ment to
eliminate neglect in the education of migrant children.

f

The NEA Program Plan,for Migrant Workers

following action on migrant workers was taken by the Representative
Assembly of the NatiOnal Education Association- (NF.A) at their Philadelphia
Convent in 1969.
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-write National Education Association conceit's itself with the plight of our nation's 2
migrant workers involved in a difficult shuttle for itutatm dignity and self-respect.

The AsJociatiort is espacially conceit-teal about the education< of the children ofjnigrant
parents who are literally being forced to drop out of school to work in the fielrisin order
to help support their families,

The MA, cognizant of the need for negotiatiqn as a vehicle to better economic security
and working' conditions and ever mindful of the deplorable effect upon children who
deserve equal educational opportunity. such as is afforded the more affluent children of
Amu-lean societycommits itself to support the attempts of the migrant workers of
America to attain negotiation agreements with their employtrs.

"The NIA calls upon its local, state, and regional affiliates to fully support the migrant
workers' struggle or equal treatment."

New Business Item 11
Philadelphia Convention

The Program Plan for Migrant Workers was adopted by the NITA Board of MCC-
tors in May of 1914. The goal of the NEA program plat for migrant workers is

to cooperate and coordinate with, and to provide support to, national, state and local
efforts for improving the educational and economic opportunities of Litigant workers.

Quite obvioasly, attempting to till adequately the many needs of migrants would
consume many times the annual revenue of the combined United Teaching Profession,
let alone the NEA itself. It therefore becomes necessary to focus it as shatply as
possible upon the most effective and efficient ways ict which the NEA and its affiliates
may aid the cause of migrant families.

Summary

Association activities to achieve the project goal will encompass, legislative and
non-legislative means at national, state, and local levels. Both types Of approaches--

legislative and non-legislativewill be directed toward increasing educational oppor-
tunity as well as toward achieving negotiation agreernynts.

/.
The basic plan to achieve the objectives %Ain the capabi.ty of the National

Education Association, entails several strategies in which the association might engage:

The NEA will lead in performing such activities that it alone can carry out
best.

The NEA will stimulate and coordinate efforts among national, state, and
local components of the United 'reviling Profession.

The NEA will motivate, join with, and support appropriate .activities.3f other
agenCies and organizations at the national level -and encourage its state and
local affiliates to do likewise.:

The NE-A will coordinate fund raising efforts among its-affiliates and allocate
such funds ini a manner designed to achiot maximum posfihle results.
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Within the buena stoiccurc of N rsA watcy, if nut all, program and support
components of the association will be called upon to conduct activities designed to
accomplish the project goal.
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The juvenile justice system in the United States processes. the cases oUptwoxi-
mutely 1,000,000 -children each year. Of those, about 100,000 children are in-
carcerated in juvenile in-titutiont:. About half of these incarcerated children are institu-
tionalized on the basis of "status offenses." Status:offenses include. truancy, minting
away from home, Lawn ernabilit y, and being in need of supervision. Children deter-
mined to be in need a!' supervision are often those who have no suitable Ronne and who
reach the juvenile justice system simply because they are neglected.

juveniles account for almost half of the wrests for serious crime in the United
States today. Ctimc by young of fenders.has increased tremendously during the past 10
years. Violent crimes by persons under 18 has risen' 167 percent, Over the same period,
property crimes, such as burglary, larceny, and auto thefl by youths under 18 has
increased by 89 percent. People under 25 years of age account for 59 percent 1-,!1: all
crimes of violence and 81 percent of all property crimes./

The cost of maintaining the juvenile justiCe system is approximately one billion'
dollars a year, and is increasing at a rate of $50 million a year.2 The most expensive
zut.1-1 wasteful p. ct of the system is the institution where juveniles are placed. The
average time spent in an institution is 10 months. The average operating expenditure is
nearly $6,000 yet person, as compared with halfway houses which cost $1,500 per
youth, or probation services which cost $500 per youth.3

Most juvenile institutions do not differentiate among offenders. Murderers,
rapists, drug abusers, truants, and runaways are placed together in the same institution.
young offenders often learn from the more experienced. Thus, a 14-year-old boy
incarcerated for possession of marijuana May leave six months later with a new wealth
of knowledge, e.g., how to steal a car or rob a bank. Ttiis learning process, which is
indigenous to all large institutions, results in an institution being known as a "college
of crime."

The destructive process of incarcerating runaways is disproportionate to their
offense. In the detention center they come into contact with homosexual attacks,.
brutal beatings, and other deplorable situations. Moreover, when they are released, the
family and personal problems which precipitated their running away have not been
remedied, and their experience has made them more ::usceptible to criminal activity.

Institutions for ,:hildren have many names; training schools, detention centers,
reformatories, and guidance cent: rs. Regardless of the name, they are large, isolated,
obsolete security-oriented facilities without meaningful programs. Children are :otked
away in severely overcrowded prisons (40 percent of the country's institutions arc
overcrowded).4

In 1973, the Seri tt c Subcommittee to Investigate j Delin-mency5 learned
of the rampant homosexuality and brutality that exist in juvenile institutions. Some
ye tut hs protesting again.a _prison Jowl itioqs_engaged in severe sell.mett ilation. Incidents
ttt demonstrat tug innt:ncv guards- were also repined.. \Lily:. juveniles- are
physi( ally and sexuall% mistreated 1101 only by ,1 hut bill also hy incompvtent
mploee, ttl t lust ut tun I hen .2re. de fte:Inelt s ill the competent v ;Ind Lornhci eft

slat t 1t1 ill% elik In t cn; yrs, 1 he r,te. it, entinsolor,,, and psych( dmzi.,h,
k It 1, 114 )()E; the piote.sinals v,ho au.t then I t0;.' 4 .11,-

.1tOt ite ht' sti itt it An\ N s

k 414:1
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Every -s'ear that a juvenile is kept in an institution ANitil OM adequate training,.
adequate educ;]ticn, and rehabllitariolt increases the likelihood that upon release
1101:411P yill h a liability- zrod.a danger to soviet''. The recidivism arrtoro?, juveniles is, - - - (more. widespv,rd amori; .daft. othuiticrs. r,ctviAlint Ito tib, 43stmoied at
.:16-70 percent; recividism for youths is estimated at 74-Kt. percent.

No matter how much the imtit talons. vary, theSe generalizations can he applied,to
almost all of therm:

1. Reform schools arc expensive, "It has been shown that it costs as much to
keep one iuveuile in an institution Im- one year as it would cost to send him
to the most prestigious iirep school with enough left over for a $100 a
month allowance, psychiatric and medical care, and a summer trip to
Europe."'

Reform sclools are populated by children of the poor; generally Blacks,
Puerto RiCaltS, and Chicanos. A Massachusetts survey taken before the state
abolished all reform schools indicates that 90 percent of the youths came
from homes which received or were eligible to receive public assistance.

3. These institutions are not providing good educational programs. The soe
called industrial and training schools teach obsolete skills or skills that will
keep the youths at the bottom of the financial and social scale.

2.

4. Professional personnel are generally of a low caliber, When private practice is
more remunerative, it is difficult to attract high.caliber doctors, psychol-
ogists,.and psychiatitsts to jirenile centers. The same can be said for teachers
and guards employed in the institutions.

5. Studies show that the recidivism rate among youth is directly proportionate
to the amount of time they spend in the institution. If a youth spends six
months or less, he has a chance to lead a productive life once releascel.
However., if he spends .several years or more, it is likely that most of his life
will be spent in Jail.'

The existence of these problems led the state of Massachusetts to investigate its
reform schools. This 1969 study showed a recidivism rate of over 80 percent, and
uncovered many horror stories too similar to be the result of vivid imaginations.
Moreover, there was a high rate of attempted escapes, and a finding of excessive
brutality among guards and other pers-mnel. The annual cost of institutionalizing one
child ran as high as $11,500. In one New York training school the cost exceeded
$17,000.9 Most of this money was used for maintaining the .physical plant and for
salaries of the staff, many of Whom Were tuntprofessional. As a remit' of this investiga-
tion, Massachusetts becatoe the first (and, as of this Will' tl only) slat' abolish
reform schools. The reform-school concept has been eplaced by a sys;em wlcre
children are returned to hit al communities and placed in treat mem programs to meet
their personal needs. While thb system has not proven to he a panacea, it is a signif-
icant ahievement.

In 1824 Nrw York authorize(' the first .entle detention 1,44-iitty, itatne41 the
!louse 411 Refuge...J.) These and, other facilities dvloped tt, treat ellililren Js,%.<4\...h.4)nt

:adult .1)risoll, 11.1Ve been ealled ph, es 4,1 rebabilit.ttiyn and treatment. In _tact. the
legislatiOn t 'and states that tlis inst Hu.
littit %yin 1 }t<,\ atitiet,t. and edu..ation trrl 1115 (.164114-0

.. t d theleiti. I fat, pap et %%111 \anwte the ;leaf tue.,11 :' k%ho .or
iii ,mil, r rt tin ,se
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Although this paper is dcsigtittl RY examine eilttonional neOeet, noiNalttation of
the t-Atitelttipti_ of incarterated children NV011id be complete without_ attention. to tift.:!
living ,conditions institutions in which the edtication takes place: It is in fact,.
ticsubtliti that eclat:a:1.ton can t.akt.; pti.te-C tAndet the oppressive Mkt ttehii tilanitittg.eondi.
tibns described in this reportand theNe conditions are nor unusual; they exist in in any
of the nation's institutions for the young.

A Day in the Life of a Juvenile Institution

As d beginning point, a. description of the daily routine for institutionalized
persons may s'a.e some feeling of what it is like to be incarcerated.

1'

t. At Louise the chadeen are warned, by the ringing of a bell, to rise from their
La04 eititti makes his own bed and steps fottlt, on a signal, into the Hall,

hey then proceed, in perfect order, to the Wash Room. Thence they are
rot 11:-A to para.& ht the Yard anti undergo an examination as to their dress

aud cleariAtiess; after which they attend morning prayer. The morning school
Own eonatiWiteCS where they are occupied in summer until 7 o'clock. A short
Aterinission is allOwed, when the bell rings for breakfast; after which they
potted to then- respective workshops where they labour until twelve o'clock
when they are called ftom work aal one hour is allowed them for washing
and eating their dinner, At one, they again commence work and continue at it
.mtil fit in the jafterttoon when the labours of the day terminate. Half an
hour is allowed for washing and eating their supper, and at half past five they
ate conducted tea the sehnol room where they continue at their studies until S
o'clock, Evening prayer is iterformed by the Superintendent after which the
childreteare. conducted to their dormitories which they enter and are locked
up for the night when perfect silence reigns throughout the establishment.
The foregoing is the history of a single day and will answer for every day in
the year except Sundays with slight variations during stormy weather and the
short days in Winter.

2. A raucous blast, the cell-house alarm clock, jars you awake at 6 A.M. Twenty
Iiiii1UtCS till the head count. You wash up at the cold-water tap, comb your
hair, brush your teeth. Of sensitive, you might vary the routine by brushing
your teeth first, or putting on your right shoe first, but as you wear into the
set ways of an automaton you skip these small variations.)

You get into the gray shirt, the gray trousers, the sturdy shoes. Yon make
your bed, tidy up your cubicle, then take your position at the bars of your
cell front. After the stand-up count, you hear the lieutenant call: "Ring in
outside 131" A dozen cell doors. slide open. You step out, march 'long the tier
gallery, descend the circular steel stairway. As you approach the mess hall
you remember and quickly button your collar. (This becomes automatic;
an Open collar at sues lands you in solitary.) You- file past the table
with a compartmented tray, picking up your breakfastrolls, dry. cereal and
milk, coffee, and you know the e. is Tuesday: menus are your calendar.

Twenty minutes to eat. A whistle, you stand up; a whistle, you turn; a
whistle, you rhec'c in your flatware and march out, up the winding stairway,
along the tier, into -your cell. Another count, then the command: "Ring out
li!" Cells open, you march along the tier, down the circular stairs, through a
metal detector into the yard. You stand on a a. :low line until all convict
workers come out. Then, "Brush shop!" You are checked off as you go
through a gate, down a flight of steps in the cliftside to a landing, through
another tinitt h Box, down another flight, along a road to the shops.

At 11 20, vnu some back up- the road, (lark up the flights,,back.through_the
N'ard. the stud stairway, hack along the tier, baCk into yonr cell.

head t 4Itftlt, the lieutenant's 't ornmand. You go along. the tier, down the
stmts, into the Ines% hall. eat. stand, turn. mars h back to v4nir tell. 11w door
low. \hot . shut lot thirteen hours. At 9: your t vit fight winks out.



1 Q. What. is int averago day like? Tell me what you do fnnti %viten you wake
up?

, Wu il, tort wakes rip At he in tk inoutiog,Anacter eft five...uontedOwn,
stairs, half of tts go to the bathroom. Inush our teeth, then the other
half goes. Then .it down *and wateit TV. dcrirt eat a eight

nett SCh001 from eightttlicrty. to Wei/v.11.0th fy, 41041 wt!.go eat,
From one ()Moil -tO font tt*eltiek!tve stay in suhocil. Then titaYbe watch

littler TV. Salton-tante they makU you get Out iti the *son and Marci
like you're in the army or sum:thin%

4. "Up at 6:30 Clean
Bathe School
Clean rooms Bathe.
BreAkfteo
Clean Clok
School F,leetri"
Lunch

The first description is of the New York House of Refuge in 1835.11 The second
is a ,description of a day at Alcatraz./2 The third/3 and fourth /4 examples are front
juvenile institutions in 1969.

Morales v. Turman

On September, 3, 1974, the United States District Court for the Eastern District
of Texas filed a memorandum decision and order in the case of Morales v. Turman."
This case invokes conditions at juvenile facilities of the Texas Youth Connell (TYC).

Although on-site investigations were conducted in .other areas of educational
neglect, the court's opinion in the Morales v. Turman case includes more information
about the realities of juvenile detention than could be developed by an on-site investi-
gation. That opinion, which is 204 pages long, is extracted for purposes of this report.

The appalling conditions of juvenile detention, as revealed in the court's findings,
were not discovered as .a result of parental complaints, staff complaints, or even be-
cause of public outrage at the reports front an ex-inmate. The court states:

The genesis of this civil action was hardly dramatic. More than three years ago, this court
granted a preliminary injunction sought by two young atte-neys who were attempting to
confer privately with their clients and communicate with them by uncensored mail. The
extensive litigation outiLied in this memorandum opinion has been the otagrowth,16

'1 he absence of reports or complaints about juvenile institutions does not indicate
that the same kinds of practices do not exist elsewhere, or that they are not efficiently
hidden from any official investigators. The opinion describes the routine in the life of a
child in these institutions.

The most striking characteristic of daity life in most INC institutions is overwhelming
monotony and regimentation. At Gainesville the rooms are like cells: each is furnished
only with a bed, a dresser, and a small cubicle for clothes. The doors have locks, as well as
safety chains on the outs:.le, that permit them to be opened about four inches when
latched. The light switches are cutside in the corridor. Girl may not use the restroum at
night, but must relieve themrelves in chamber pots.

Some girls at Crockett have private_ rooms similar to those at Gainesville. In both institu-
tions, girls with separate rooms are locked or latrhed in their rooms a greater part of the
time before and after school and ,t' night-. During the time they are locked in, they must
call out if they are sitk or in need of assistance. Whether a girl is latched into her mum
often depends solely on the convenience of her housemother. At Brownwood; girls-have
keys to their own rooms, but can be locked in their rooms from thePttfsidr.

3



Girls who go from the relatively open physical s:-.1.tin at. BroWnWoial tic flit! latched doors
o Crot,kett and CL-ilnr:wille arenot 11H41' ittrine of any reosop V01 MI* behlg StiliteCtea 10
more Vnahleutellta :,gilt lln; result :that iturn aqiulUtte that their hehavioi-
only marginally- r-4:3.IFtt d te.3 the Con di tiorri tat tits* coil-Nu:301M ty.

The juMitication given, by the Caine:Mho staff piyiihologist for latelaing girls" doors v,:as
the haPossibilitY 01 tiraking individual decisions abOut who should Or should not be
latched iii. Ile conceded that not all girls require such close confinement; his estimate was
that twenty to fifty per cent of the girls need to be latched in.

Psychologists gave evidence that an across-thetmardpoliey of locking girls in their rooms
at specified tittles of the day is couitterrelfabilitative; that it leaves the girls with 'the
feeling that they are evil and untrustworthy, and incapable of planning and directing their
own activities.

93

Meals are regimented at Crockett and Gainesville. Girls are ushered into the dining room
to the calls of "East side," "West side," "let 'ern out," "Put 'Ctrl up." The dishes are
plastic. Meals are eaten quickly, and it is obligatory that conversations be (inlet. Even the
cook can order silence. At the end of the ineal,,the staff members demand that the girls
sit with their hands in their laps.while file sihelli collected and counted,

Cottages contain a day room where the girls eat and seek recreation at specified times,
usually for a twohow period each evening and On weekends.. Girls cannot leave their
rooms .except, during specified periods of dining, recreation, or school, awl calmot visit in
each other's rooms. A certain amount of time each day is designated as "unsupervised
recreation," but various restrictions imposed by institutional rules and houseparcnts make
television, board games, and smoking the only real recreation possibilities. Dancing and
other fprms of physical expression are discouraged. In summary, cottage life makes the
girls dependent on others for directiod'and discourages them horn taking any initiative,
structuring their own time, acting independently, or exercising imagination.

Life at the boys' instittl!lons is even more regimented than at the .girls' school. At
Gatesvillc, it is mandatory that boys arise at a certain tinni they then sit idly until
breakfast. Often, some fall asleep white lying on tables and Waiting for the signal to go to
breakfast. They walk ht loose formation to the dining room and school. Some correc-
tional officers require silence on these walks. .

Boys spimd time in the dormitories lined up in chairs watching television programs. Ott
one occasion, an expert witness observed nearly. an entire dormitory of boys sitting
torpidly before a broken television set. Several witnesses described the appearance and
climate of the Gatesville dormitories as a "prisort,'' a "psychologically destructive brutal
setting." Mountain %/iew was graphically described as 'an "evil place," and compared
unfavorably with the notorious Angola Prison in Louisiana.

InsiituLionai indignities

According to expert witnesses, the program at Gainesville violates ..he self-respect in
many ways. The chamber pots in the girls' bedrooms are hutrOliating to them and violate
such self-respect as they have managed to acquire. Girls are not allowed to walk around
outside their rooms without permission, When the need arises, they are required to call,
"Mama, can I go_ to the toilet?" No doors arc .placed on the toilets at Gainesville. Charts
showing the menstrual period of each girl are posted in the housemother's office at
Gainesville .and on the cottage door at Crockett. Girls are subjected to "strip searches" of
their bodies prior to family visits, and their rooms are torn up in unannoun.ed searches.

there was uncontradit test testimony from one girl that she was called a "nigger"
"dog" by her houseparent at Gainesville every ill). and heard the school principal ..01
other girls by similar names. 'this girl also alleged that she was t,clled "nigger" by her
teacher in front of the whole Class. When the girl reported the Mt Went to the scho.n
print ipal, her homihat it m was compounded when he told her thatnhe teat hers could t all
her whatever chi's :wan tett. t is also ion oniratht tett in the evident e that It girls at
GanistAlt .44e Ito lotic1411 to sit together .n a meal I thle,on peoah a (Its( ipluir rptirt

In one int idcnt, 4 yr t ttn girls Gainesville were questioned and har.isst'd t, st.etf men,
het. tin eight h.41, tiot alleged mattmana possessitin.
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floys at fiatsvilic are deprived of privacy,.Ihry way go to the toilet only at certai:2
thirs, they tail to make their beds In a prime-tilted way, they are assrtssed demerit ;. if
they do not get up fast mouth in the morning, their beds arc. dttinpm civet them, On

fita73" jt.IV:ty WilitPtilif%fatAire kvah the
bc.iy's appearance. floys y;A:Clatesvitte way liiive 34.4.7:es to their books or personal
Orr-sses&ion-, grit}', Aftfi Uteri whit -pertubsion: their .possessions- Ate of tell
4114-1111:1Vd through by correctional offlef' Wiff1011t their knowledge or enusetu./

Its the report of the Tabk Force 'on juvenile Delitiquonc:y of the President's
Commission on LAA, ErofCealt-1111 and Administration or justice,18 a well informed:-
penologist is quoted as saying:

There are thitigs going on, methods of discipline being used in the State training schools
of this country that would cause a wartlep of Alcatraz, to lose hisjob if he used them on
his prioners. There are practices that arc a daily occurrence in sonic actor State training-
s'ehools that are not petit-lilted in the prisons or penitentiaries of the sante States. There
are many States in which this discipline is more humane, wore reasonable in the priSmt
than it is hi the State training school.f9

AN you compore the legimentatic ti of Alcatraz tvith that of the institutions for
children, consider the fact that Alcatraz was designed to deal with the most difficult of
adult male prisoners. It is now closed as a prison. And to noi forget as you read that
about half of the children in juvenile detention facilities are there its status offenders,
children whose actions constitute no offense under criminal statute, and actions lot
which no adult could be incarcerated,

'l he opinion of the court in the Pqraks case describes the plfvsical cruelty and
disciplinary practices in the Teas facilities, prior to the court orders re-
stricting actions against children.

Maximum Security Confinement:
MiJuntain View State School for Boys

The Mountain View State School for Boys is. the maximum security facility operated by
the TYC. It is surrounded by two fences, both of which are topped with barbed wire.
Prior to entry of this court's emergency interim relief order, a juvenile could be initially
assigned to Mountain View on the basis that he had been adjudicated delinquent for a
serious offense or he could be transferred there from one of the other TYC institutions
for boys, usually Gatesville, as a result of a decision that his conduct was unsatisfactory.
Thus, there were at least some boys incarcerated at Mountain View whose delinquent
behavior consisted of such "status" offenses as truancy, incorrigibility, or running away
from home.

Mountain View's history, well known to the inmates of both Mountain View and Caws-
vine, has li:n one of brutality and repression. New boys placed at 'Mountain View are
called "flesh fish," and are "tested" by various forms of physical abase. applied by stall
e.r other boys with the encouragement of staff. For example, one entering hos.. identP,ed
as C.W., was initially beaten by the other hoc s in his t oft age with the tat it approval Of
CMTVc tional Officer Flores. I ater that das , the boys who administered the beating were,
in turn,,"racked" by Flores that is, lor't ed to line tip against the wall with their hands in
their Out kits while the iorrectiona1 offiter punt heti each one in the stomach. ()n the
t011,v:ing day, while Corry lima! Offit rr Slot Ai watt bed. %%as hit and kicked
se% en or right boys in the tomer of tin' t ott.igt ti.tt to tin for more th.in an hour. After
C.W. had been knot Led tint oust ions, Sto.all stopped hut lwr abuse. annomu ng that he
did not want any "dead fish" in his hand,-

slat I brutality at Mountain View is not ignored, but li pret vitt and eample
nit ()waged. b those in altthttritt. it Nati tit title nt e. for instance; that .ssisiant Supet,
it:tendert, Mortis slapped one_ bos in the tat c_.'.or talking qie superintrodeitt.
tilt it r: I 11, itit iii r .vas akf, tint ont lath( tell that the si hool print tpalslapped anoint.'
Ito% tit iii la( e, bat k, and head tor Npr.tkitig Spanish the Suprn ("Aare( 110.11.0
(tltocr., It r .1 ia31 C1.1-00, , 1%.111111/11t)11.1 f his -MUM'. In Int Idt- , .t..1%0. tailed Corte,
tional (MLitt-I I osiet nit the Ithtst/t mutt! r 4 It'll hint It, Sr MI (3',NII .1 1),, 1iauN ti "'Nita"

s
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OCA,). boy went to asst;:s office,' and re-turricd.shortli.- thf.?reaft,-a- witb.:,7volien
and j:4,t,),, bliordre$.; A.tsv, In another case, ,5_;ifu,-sy calli73 a boy out-of hi,. CPIASTge for not
rep4sa Ling on time. V.frcrt riter boy returned trona Sastt-y office, his was sv:iAlen
tirt-;er.f 3.NE2.1i-ET tlf) tE filf;jbetvssi?'54.1.-1...cf.

and 11.C.; he then "racked" Rj, for appiositioL.-1K tWArty minutes and f01' about
'four trulinne;:

The use of tear gas on boys during the. period preceding entry of this court's emergency
itit riot relief 'ordor-:-waswidespread....Many of the instances inyolvire,,; tear giis were the
subject of "incident reports," which are designed to record instances of The use of
physical force by both initiates and staff of TNT. One such incident report, dated Tann-
ary 13, 1971, and identified by Clarence Stephens, Casework Stipervisor Mountains
View, reported that one. threw down his pick and started running from a wt4.
detail. The boy was placed in the sTc, and, for shouting, Was afterward subjected to tear
gas in his cell- Stephens identified incident reports of April 19 and 20, 1973, reporting
that tear gas was used on one, h.L., with the permission of Assistant' Superintendent
Morris, when the boy refused to work and threatened to run. After being administered
tear gas, the boy was examined at the hospital and then returned to a work detail. The
next day, when. ILL, again tried to run away and was apprehended, Morris once more gave
assent to tear gas being used boy."

Dormitories (1w and Nine at Mountain View are designated as "punk" dormitories, and
are tegardeci by inmates and staff as the homosexual dormitories. Dormitory One has
"homosexual" Black students; Dormitory Nine has only Anglo and Mexican American
"homosexual" students. Prior to entry of this ..7ottrt's'entergency order, boys were placed
in these dormitories for having "homosexual tendencies," because they were "pressured"
by other boy, or "didn't get along in the other d9rins." The correctional,officers, who
are the least qualified and least educated of the staff and who have no special training in
this regard, made. these placement 'decisions. The Gatesville school psychiatrist, Dr.
Charles Smith, never criticized such segregation to his 'superiors. The Mountain View
Casework Supeivisor, Clarence Stephens, although not critical of the practice, conceded
that it "Wright be detrimental and not therapeutic."

Expert witnesses were uranimons in concluding, however, that such labeling is Map.
propriate, destructive, and often inaccurate., because some experimentation with the same
sex by adolescents is normal, Experts also.testified that such labeling and segrega.ion
strips a child of his individual identity, does much to force hint to homosexuality as a
permanent mode of sexual expression,.and is, therefore, extremely and-therapeutic.

Employment practices, including staff interviews and meetings, were not aimed at curbing
staff brutality. Standards for use of force were not presented to staff. Evidence indicated
that it was useless to report brutality to supervisors, and one former staff member was
reluctant to rer,Iort on renditions for fear of being "blacklisted" front other state jobs.

- Expert witnesses testified that it is very difficult, even with a conscientious stall, to
detect trutality in a large institution. Although the most reliable source for such charges
is inmate complaints, many inmates who first report brutality will often retract their
reports. NeW or eAotionally disturbed students, not knowledgeable in the ways of the
institution, someOrnes %%111\ "blurt out" instances of brutalise . Dr. Jerome Miller,
particularly well -q talifiedicixpert, contended that such allegations should be investigated,
even when the tudent 1,,iter disclaims the charge. Dr. Miller explained that' "most
allegations, not , l but certainly most, and virtually all of the serious allegations that
come to us from lung people, ultimately turn out to have some sound basis in fact and
in reality."

{ ;iris' institutions

Ahhoutth ()villainy in the girls' institutions did not appear to be as widespread as that in
the (Heys' at the time this court entered its emergency order, some instances of physic al
abuse were neverthch is present. Sotn incidents occurred in school, e:g., one Gainesville
girl was slapped hard by her teat her.alter site threw her honk on the desk: another was
strit k bv out ol the -4c Imo! principals. Some of the physical Aviv. Was adminiStei-rd by
bouseparents, relrted to sometimes as "papa" or "mama." A Crockett girl observed
"Papa" Watson grab .1- girl by her hair and throw her into a SIC cell, Nnother girt w is
similarly le, "Papa" 1,,Itson when she did not sit down quit kly ; oil font
oc asions, this same earl was injured when strut k with an rightren inch key chain by
"Mama" Watson.

E 1,
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What; t114':! tfealillent 01 childien in the Texas institutions demonstrates. what" can
happial to iticare.taaii.cd childten, Anany institutions deal vvith children its a.. 141.01-V

iti.litia is faAtion. 1'l ON1,00.=i 4.10, 114:41 thaf this is iktit.t;tildics in tin ifistitution
101 Or;y 114 0410-tafti,# 111:190- include ri:tinoving i;evofitetli ptrk (loafing iff
the pieWrit . of la ni,141.1it.PiL1.11re Matt. hituilcuffing her =,,vrists behind ht bai.:k itii
Which her -feet were tied to the handcuffs and she 'Was lei in this psitinit fin. four or
five itotirsi21 Other inStanees of met treatment' of children have been doi'Aimented hi
New York,22 14.Juisiana,23 California," :aid Illittois.21I

Beyond the briatalio,' pro ious4 cited, children in juvenile detention facilities arc
often subjected to the use of drugs whicti cause-Modification of behavior,- sometime
administered and prcsi-iilml 1.1 persons who are unqualif-ied to do so and who cue
equally unqualified to deal with the side effects and other problems associated with the
administration of such medicines:26

Many institutions have grossly inadequate psychological services and those who
pet Iona uci,tl work aL generally overburdened by huge caseloads.27 Compounding
the problem is the fact that social workers, psychiatrists, psychologists, housemothers,
housefathers, teachers, nurses and physicians do not necessarily discuss or even have
knowledge of each others' plans for or treatment of individual childrett.,,Z§ Children's
physical condition is often made worse by poor diet and lack of recreation.29

Academic Education

What kind of ethicationteaching or Lle atiting,-;-can go on in these conditionS of
incarceration? Almost-none, as evidenced by the court's findings.

The expert witnesses opined that only four and six-tenths percent of all juveniles
incarcerated by the TYC were at their proper educational grade level, and that the
average reading level was approximately five years below the norm. The court stated:

Although each TYC institution has been accorded the status of an independent school
dbtrict by the Texas Education Agency, and each has been accredited by that agency, the
quality of INC education, particularly at Gatesville and Gainesville, compares un-
favorably with the quality of general public school education in Texas, and reflects a
dramatic lack of waterless of the special and varied needs of TYC students.

All school facilities are operated eleven months of the year except Mountain View, which
is operated on a twelve-month basis. Students at Galesville are placed in academie grade
assignments according to the results of their achievement tests: Grades are labeled one
through twelve, and a student is often assigned to a grade lower than the one at which he
may have been functioning in his home cominunity. At Hrownwood, in contrast, students
below the ninth grade in achievement level are placed in non-graded classes, according to
age, and receive individual instruction.

No teacher at Gate!.vile or Gainesville is certified by the Texas Education Agency as
qualified in the field of special education. Mountain View and Crockett each has one
teacher certified for special education, and Brownwood has two. A statistical survey
indicates, however, that 5 significant number of juveniles are in steed of some form of
special education. 'the following numbers of children at TYC iestittitions were diagnosed
as being seriously emotionally disturbed as of May 1, 1973:

Giddings
Gatesville I I 7
Mountain iew 1.518

13rownworx1 .1'3

Crockett 3r
Gainesville

jc
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The c.,ttegory delbied cis atetioitsly emotionally disturbed" excludes sociopathi, . and
pss,"eirowiliic cliiidien, In addition, as of Nlay I, 1973, the fialowing minarets of chi/Limn
in IN e institutions love intelligence quotients recorded as loOr than SeifOnty I

ItTOWIIWOOE1 17

CrOckett 38
11

5
Gates-vale .102
Mountain .View

The Language Trftining Center At Gatesyille, tor students with learning disabilities, cur-
rently serves those students whose diagnostic tests indicate this 'migrant to he appropriate
for their needs; however, only students with intelligence quOiiCri6 over ninety and who
test two years below their grade lekei may participate ht theirrogrant..MoreoveOests are
not routinely given fOr minimal brain dysfunction or dyslexia at the classifie0fon center.

./
No bilingual programs for Spanislpspeaking youths exist In any 'of the 'NC institutions.
Two applications for federal assistamie to 0;12,0 se:.!! plfigrItil 11att ). been denied, and
no state funds have been appropriated to ittstirtite the pi.L.A.0ain. 'Pest -rat Spanish - speaking
boys for intelligence quotients and wading at Ifievetnent it..e not conkIncted in Spanish. At
(' atesville, eighty-eight of a total of Iran teacl=s are AfIgin. Questionably, as nianY as ten
Gatesville teachers speak Spanish, al thottgit only two ate Nlexipn Americans. Ottite -more
than 1,000 students. at. Gareskille, approximately sme-thirdple Angin,nver oue.-third are
Black,: and the remainder are Mexican "AltlefiCitil. lu ;April 1973, there were thirty
Mexican "Nationals at Gatcsville, awaiting return to Mexieili by immigration authorities.

'1'he educational testing procedures are generally inaclOpiate, and since decisions regarding
placement of students in educational. programs at/Gatesville are made primarily on the

.0 basis of the test scores, this is a significant defiCiency.. Irrespective of the reason, any
Gatesville boy who cannot read is placed in the same remedial reading class. Thus,
Spanish-speaking boys, retarded childretr,-and ,those'who are unable to read because of
emotional causes or past truancy are placed ityihe same class. As mentioned earlier, these
classes are not taught by perscins certified as qualified in the field of special education.
Moreover, tests for Spanish speaking boys who may have learning disabilifies-,,..and thus
may be eligible for the class for dyslexic children -are not given in Spanish.

Conclusions

On the basis of the evie!..m..,e produced by experts with respect to academic education
testing, it is concluded that a juvenile's rig..t to treatment requires the maintenance of the
following minimal professional standards:

) The Wesdder IQ lest, rather-than the Lorge-Thurndike IQ Test, must be used
for testing generally.

2) Neither the I.orge-Thorndike IQ Test nor the Gray-Votew Rogers Achieve-
ment Test. which is inappropriate for testing Mexican Americans and Blacks
on many subjects, should be used for testing for dyslexia.

Using as a foundation the evidence or expert witnesses, it is concluded that, for the
purpose of detecting mental retardation in juveniles and prOviding them-with the proper
special education, the juvenile's right to treatment requires the maintenance of the
following minimal professional standards:

I) Normal IQ and achievement tests (both verbal and non-verbal) must be
utilized, with special etnphasis on tests which arc appropriate for the stu-
dent's background.

2) Lxaminers who are familiar with the background of the student anti of his
ulture and Iniguagc must be a part or the staff.

. . . _

'if Information must be obtained about- the -Student's' family background and
emotional status. as well as obseryat iot.s relating to the student 's behavior.

.-
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:1) ill'SVO:iCS training by an outside consultant, twist be provided for spexial
education teachers at !cast %,inue 0.41K:b consultants are a%-ailable lroin
he Texas Editcatiati y

3) A ininitnal teaclier,stittlent ratio for TYC Ratittili in the eNegorles above
specified is one special e,ducatiOn teacliet. for each elOit of ;inch students, plus
supporting personnel (latch ss erincation diagnosticians ..tild the like).

As to oilier supporting personnel, this wort allows the opinion of expert witnesses that a
juvenile's right to tIVillitlettt requires the maintermace of the following minimal profes
siunal standards:

1) Otte etitteational diagnostician is essential for each

2) A7iwf;simat Ly language pathologists, sometimes referred to as .speech
therapistN is an essential complement to any other professional asFqssments,
and such an assessment is necessary to diagnose the urine ilying learning-
difficulty that may be initially identified by a psychologist or teacher.

the basis =Jr evidence of expert witnesses, this court concludes that, since the state?.
removes Mexican American children from their friends, ethnic background and

irausporthig them hi most hutidieds
rural setting, thew plvenilos' right to treatment requires that the state establish a program
or bilingual education. The parties are direeted to propose such a piosfram in ,Accordance
with the provisions set out in Viziti d Shims v. Texas, 342' r,supp, 24 (Es), Tex, 1971),
afrd 466 F.2d 51S (1th Cir. l9''2), discussed in Project Report.: Dejure Segregation of
Chicanos in Texas Schools, 7 liarv. Civ. Rights Civ. 1.ib. L. Rev..307, 376-91 (1972).

VOCAVONAL EDUCATION

Findings

A vocational program is available to certain 'INC inmates, although the process of
selecting those eligible for the program is mit clear, Acre are no vocational counselors
available at Gatesville and no established testing procedines to determine which boys
should be enrolled. The vocational program consists of educational courses and so-ca-ed
"work experience." Boys are assigned to the educational courses on a spaceavailable
basis, with the overflow reporting for "work experience."

Work experience programs at Gatesville consist of such essentially institution-maintaining
endeavors as work in the laundry, maintenance division, warehouse, food service division,
dormitory clothing room, and other area.. ..Gatesville vocational students do not get
paid for such work Work experience supervisors at Galesville are not accredited
teachers, and the students receive no school credit for their work in the work experience
programs.

Some attempt is made to coordinate the vocational education and the academic educa-
tion courses at Gatesvillet but the work experience program is not coordinated with
academic educatim.

The work experience program altogether fails to provide any meaningful or realistic
vocational training. The vocational education courses, although potentially useful, are not
coordinated with .t practical and realistic attempt at job placement outside the Gatesville
institution. ,..lt is clear that there has been no employer or union input in fashionini= the
vocational education programs, for they have not been geared to meet actual employer
needs or union requirements.

t.JJ
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3, e-tdAprate on-the-job training, obtained through work release programs,
should be provided.

et. Adequate supptirt services, such as remedial ruin g and mathematics, should
be provided,

I Appropriate limitations insist be irlaced on the so-called "Work CNitCtiCtICo"
1.!01W.Silktg Of essentially institution-maintaining rvorki .s0 as 10 prevent such
work fro m dominating the daily activities of titudents,40

Disc ri in in a ;ion

in additon to the previously cited instances of discrimination in testing, educa-
tion, and treatment, in 'Alm? les the court found:

No active effort is made to rectith Black or Nlexican Americans, 'Because of the geo-
graphic location of its institutions, TVC would encounter difficulty recruiting Black and
Mexican American employees in any event. Thete are teii
parents in Brownwood, but none at Gainesville or Ovekett, The racial hnbalance on the
staff is particularly apparent when consideration is 14-iven.to the fact, that thirty-four and
One-tenth per cent of TNT: students ate Black; forty-one and nine-tenths per cent are
Mexican American. An analysis of the total INC staff shows that thirteen and seven-
tenths per cent are Black, eighty-three and five-tenths per cent are Anglo, and two and
-five-tenths per cent are Mexican American. Of the boys at Mountain View, sixty-eight and
seven-tenths per cent are Black or Mexican American, and eleven and four-tenths per cent
of the staff are non-Anglo. At Gatesville, sixty one per cent of the boys and fourteen and
three-tenths per cent of the staff are Black or Mexican American.

Among the subsehools at Gatesville, the proportions of the ethnic mix vary widely. At
Valley School forty-three per cent of the boys are Black and thirty-nine per cent Mexican
American, with a staff which is eighty-one per cent Anglo. At Sycamore (the elite school
with an accredited high school) seventy-nine per cent of the students and eighty-six per
cent of the staff are Anglo. At each of the girls' schools, the proportion of non-Anglo girls
is roughly the same about thirty-five, to forty-five per cent. The staff at Crockett (which
was once a segregated school for Black girls) is fifty-five and two-tenths per cent Black
and Mexican American. At Brownwood, the staff is twelve and six-tenths per cent non-
Anglo; and at Ciaintiville, it is only six and nine-tenths per cent minority. At Mountain
View there afe ninety-two Anglo custodial- staff, eleven Blacks, and three Mexican
Americans. At Gatesville, there are 212 Anglo, forty-eight Black, and six Mexican
Atnericans on the custodial staff. At Wormwood, there are eighty Anglo, twelve Black,
and five Mexican American houseparents.31

Discrimination In Other Areas

Evidence fa discrimination has been revealed in studies of institutions in other
u'eas of the .ountry. Blacks, Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans and girls are victims of
discriminatory treatment in the j,tvenile justice system.

In New York the treatment or juveniles by the family court system was reported
in I )72.32 The survey comniittee found that voluntary agencies tend to discrimin,tte
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(..1.1i CI work!' placed, Nithough Tore fen:tale persons in need of supervision (671.t.'3) were
phIrt!d i haj-t male ptn.s.ons ite wed of,'ts-apervitort of the children. inked delitr,
quern, 21. pemetn of the mate J.:Ink:keit were placed and none of the female, children. ln
ildilitiOn:the report states that they found disefiniimion by Vojuntiiry agrneies against.
children who lacked cooperative families, who had serious- QMOtional problems, who
kid low IQ levels, who bad I:w:reading levels, Will) had been seriously involved with
drugs or who were adolescelits-33' ThoNe who were not placed by social agencie!,; WM.;
placed in the ew York State Training Schools.

Nleda C1iesitey.1,ind notee, that. in, 196.5 more than bill of tk girls referred to the
juvenile courts were referred .CO11(1110 %VIM) Vi'lltiti criminal if committedby
adults, while only one fifth of the hogs were referred for these actions.`'' In her study
in Honolulu she found that 34 percent of the girls ,Ind 22 poreent of the boys had. been
arrested for juvenile offenses, as opposed to adult offenses, for the first time wer,..,
referred to the courts. She also stated that police were more likely to refer girls to the
court at the time of the first,offense than boys. In addition, in 1972, almost 70 percent,
of, all girls and only 31 percent 'of all boys referred to the courts were charged with
juvenile rather Halite .adult offenses. In the detention facilities, 43 percent of the
residents were girls, wink only 30 percent-of the juveniles arrested were girls. Forty-sis.
percent of the detained juveniles %yew those arrested. for.eit her running away or being
incorrigible, and most of these, were girls. Many girls arc referred to the juvenile
authorities for sexual behavior and refusal to abide by family imposed rules of behavior,
which are tolerated without such referral, m the case of boys. In-addition, girls are more
likely to be detained prior to tial an,, after trial, receive longer sentences..35

SUMMARY

Research indicates that incarceration of juveniles has little positive effect.36 Many
believe incarceration in juvenile facilities is much more likely to be harmful than
helpful. One expert has stated that only about 10% of the children detained in secure
1;icilities should be detained because. of any potential violent behavior.

..)ce

Many if not most of the children who are incarcerated in detention facilities have
been identified as "children with problems" by the schools prior to any involvement in
the court system. In fact, the school system often has a part, as do parents, in referring
children to the courts. The incapacity of schools to deal with the problems of children
at an early stage inevitably contributes to the development of those problems to the
level which requires the involvement of the courts. The labeling of children as
"problem children" or "disruptive children" and placement of the children in special
schOols or special classes isolated from other students initiates the process of -con-
vincing children that Qiey are unworthy human beings. Incarceration in juvenile
failitiet1 increases the development of a self image of unworthiness and incapability.
The fact that a child is likely to become so disruptive or truant or so incapable of
effecti,..cly participating in a regular classroom that his or her behavior will cause
removal of the child from the classroom at some future time is probably a matter that
can be reasonably predictable before the child's problems become extreme. If s°, some
helpful alternative school programs, coupled with the availability of psychiatric cunt

0
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It clear that ti-tc current ynitetti does 110t work. It remains to be seen whether
reallocation of funds:and personnel will ocette to develop a process of continug to terms
with the neglect of iltildren where it begins instead of where- it ends, and whether or
not current fiteilit. become humane itt.theh treatinent of children.
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NEGLECT IN THE EDUCATION OE cmt,DREN ON MILITARY BASES

There are three principal school systems sffking American depc-ndent:, overseas;

1. The Overseas Dependents School system, which is operated by tai! Depart-
ment of Defense

2. The American Sponsored Overseas Schools, which are sponsored and partially
funded by the Depart ment of State

3. The Panama Canal -Zone Schools, which are operated by the Canal Zone
Government,

The Overseas Dependents' School System:
History and Goals

;i1ce over 85 percent of overseas dependents are ser..ed by the Department of
Defense, this paper will focus on the Overseas Dependents' School System (ODSS).

The ODSS began in October 1946 in Germany when 38 elementary and five high
schools were opened to 2,000 American children and 120 teachers. "From this humble
beginning, the system expanded at a tremendous rate of growth during the next few
years as schools operated by the Army; Navy, and Air Fork were opened in various
countries and island groups all over the world."' Currently the ODSS enroilment is
estimated at 155,000 students, in 294 schools, in 27 countries and island groups.2

The avowed goal of the Department of Defense is to provide high-quality elemen-
tary and secondary education for children of military and civilian 1,ersonnel of the
Department of Defense residing overseas. A recurring general provision in the Depart-
ment of Defense Appropriations Act establishes dollar limitation on the amount of
funding for the ODSS, which for 1973 was $174,761,000.

Problems of Priority and 'Inequity

The construction and leasing of school facilities receives low priority in the ODSS.
Only 55 percent of ODSS classrooms in Europe are considered adequate.3 A significant
problem in obtaining improved school facilities is that the "host" military service must
fund the constriction of the school building. Proposals for school construction must
compete for priority with. proposals for the construction of barracks, warehouses,
maintenance shops, and other facilities directly relating to the military commanders
can act only in an advisory capacity and have no role in assigning priority to construe-
tion of schools. There are disparities between the levels of adequacy of school facilities
on Army, Navy, and Air Force installations. In the European area, schools oi..4rmy
base:, have the highest percentage of adequate classrooms, while in the Pacific a-kea,
Army schools have some of the poorest facilitie. Because the manner in which schbol

..,construction is planned and funded, more recognition is given to service priorities than
to the world-wide requirements for ODSS. facilities.` .

Teachers and Students:
Problems of Transience, Language, Rights

The caliber of teachers in the ODSS is relatively high. Generally, teachers have
had several years of teaching experience in the United States before going overseas.
However, one problem area concerns local 'teachers who are married to military
personnel. Many of the teachers do not meet the prescribed experience requirements,

rt
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but of greater importance is the fact that frequently their spouses are transferred
during die school year. The departure of the teacher causes disruption, loss of con-
tinuity, ,'t'd administrative pro Menus in attempting to quickly repla :e the teacher.
Thus, local hiring adds unnecessarily to the turbulence caused by teacher turnover
during the school year.5

Children military personnel have difficult adjustments to make. If a father is
transferred, he must often move immediately and it is several months before his family
is able to join him. Gousequently, the children are seise-rated from their father for an
:;Ntencicd period of time and this eieettes serious problems, not only for the child but
also for the wife. k This is reflected in the exceptionally high divorce rate among
military personnel.)

Apart from the adverse effect on the family situation, these constant moves have
a negative impact on the educational development of the children. It is difficult for the
children to adjust to a new environment and establish a relationship with teachers and
other children When frequent reiocations are inevitable.

An unusual problem found in the overseas schools is when English is a child's
second language. By way of illustration: If an American man is stationed in Italy and
marries an Italian woman, their child might learn Italian and pick up only a few words
of English. Before he enters kindergarten his father is transferred to Germany, and the
child enters school unablo to function in German or in English. Although this is not a
frequent ocerrence, it is an existing problem and is difficult to resolve.

More frequentand perhaps equally difficult for many studentsis the denial of
student rights in the overseas geboo:s. '.rh h"ritarian nature a ,ite military estan-
lishment and the high priority it places on tl:e enforcement of strict discipline are
carried over into many of these schools with the result :hat students-are subjected to
unduly rigid requirements of .behavior, dress, hair length, and similar areas of leglti-
mate student concern.

The Need for Vocational Education

Vocational education programs are inadequate in the ODSS. While the United
States has seen an increasing emphasis on vocational education in secondaryN hoois,
the ODSS cnrriculum traditionally has been oriented toward preparing its gradua es for
college. Increased costs and the lack of necessary facilities and equipment hay pre-
vented the implementation of vocational education programs in overseas chool Be-
cause almost half of the ODSS students do not plan to attend college, a owl g to
limited job opportunities available to them, strong vocational work/study pro ns are
desperately needed!' Recently the ODSS has begun to initiate vocational courses, yet
they have not kept pace with the re-eval talon and restructuring of the curriculum to
equip overseas students with the requisite training and skills to meet occupational
requirements.

Delays in Receiving Ediscaticnal Materials and Equipment

Overseas schools often experience lengthy delays in receiving textbooks, educa-
tional materials, and equipment. Although the supplies are ordered a year in advance,
the requests for materials must be routed through the Defense General Supply Center
and the General Services Administration, where deficiencies in packing, marking, and
transporting supplies and equipment prevail. Thus, some schools may obtain excessive
quantities of expensive audio-visual equipment and textbooks, while other schools have
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inadequate supplies. Moreover, pros,edures for identifying aid redistributing excess
textbooks are poorly implemented.

Funding Li nitatioh.;

The Congressional limitation on expenditures is too restrictive tot overseas
schools. ODSS does not receive supple'ncntal funds, such as those appropriated under
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. The Department of Defense
Appropriations Acz provides for a maximum dollar limitation for use on a dependent's
education. This budget is computed almost a year and. a half in advance of the
beginning of the school year. When the budget is being prepared it is difficult to
ecimate future needs and enrollments. The frequent revaluation of currency, and the
continued problem of wage-price increases, make it difficult to plan accurately this far
in advance. Because imposed limitations cannot be exceeded, programs am frequently
eliminated or changed, and these restriHons impair the education of overseas
dependent children.

Many problems of the ODSS are,inherent in an educational system tied to the
military establishment. However, this institutional framework does not preclude the
possibility of resolving such problem areas as the absence of quality standards, the
dollar limitation under the Department of Defense Appropriations Act, and the low
priority given to improving school facilities.

FOOTNOTES

1 Education of Dependents Overseas, a report by the Investigating Committee of the
General Subcommittee on Labor, October 1973 p. 7.
2Problems in Providing Education to Overseas Dependents of United States Personnel,
Comptroller General of U.S., 1974, p. 3.
3Ibid., p. 28.
4/bid., p. 28.

p. 21.
6Ibid., p. 54.
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There are currently seven million handicapped children in the United States; one
million are childrenof preschool age. Although handicapped children represent 10 per-
cent of all school-age..children, current information shows that less than 40 percent are
receiving an adequate education.

The handicapped are not a homogeneous group. There are different classifications
of handicapped children which include visually disabled, hearing impaired, physically
handicapped, mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed andjor socially maladjusted,
learning disabled, and speech handicapped. Many of the children have multiple handi-
caps.

Federal Role in Education of the Handicapped

The federal government initially provided support for the education of the handi-
capped one hundred years ago when it allocated funds to establish Gallaudet College
(liberal arts college for the deaf) and the American Printing House for the blind. Most
early programs were developed in private schools because handicapped children were
regarded as not being subject fo the application of the concept of equal educational
opportunity. It was the family's responsibility to provide an education for their handi-
capped child, since the children were discouraged or excluded from attending public
school. "As the concept of equality of educational opportunity increasingly came to be
viewed as regeiirtug that cverl, t,titu b:i.ct id be edueakd o: there
developed apace a recognition that the public school system should accept responsibili-
ty for providing educational programs for exceptional children."'

Until 1966, when the National Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children
was established, federal programs were-minimal, noncoordinated and given low priori-
ty. In 1967, the Congress established the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
(within the U.S. Office of Education) to direct a program of nonmatching formula

. grants to states. The Education of the Handicapped Act was passed in 1970, its pur-
pose being to codify all major legislation for the handicapped.

The federal government is trying to improve thz education of the handicapped by
providing substantial amounts of money to the states for initiating, expanding, and
improving education programs for all handicapped children. The money is used for
research, teacher training, instructional materials, and other services. About $300 mil-
lion was spent last year (as compared with $52 million in 1967) to improve educational
opportunities for the handicapped.

The Handicap of Exclusion from Educational Opportunity
I

Unfortunately, the programs reach only a minimal number of handicapped chil-
dren. Only -40 percent (about 21/2 million) are currently receiving an education to help
them reach their' tnaximum capacity.2 Approximately one million handicapped chil-
dren are totally denied a public-school education, in most cases because their handicaps
arc too serious for the school system to deal with. An estimated 125,000 handicapped
children live in state institutions where educational programs are poor or nonexistent.
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A handitipped child born in one state may be four times as likely to get special
education' services as one in an adjacent state.3 Families of handicapped children often
move to communities where there are adequate educational facilities for the children.
This places an undue burden upon tertain communities, penalizing them for providing
education for the handicapped, while rewarding other communities which are unwilling
to institute these programs. The migration of families., to gain special educational op-
portunities for their handicapped children has become.an accepted practice.

Because of the tremendous shortage of programs,.bandicapped children requiring
special education are put on long waiting lists. Sometimes handicapped children who
need comprehensive education are given "home instruc+;on," i.e., a visiting home in-
structor comes for three hours a week. It is not unusual fo, school districts to refer
parents of handicapped children to a variety of agencies which are unable to meet the
child's needs. Bureaucratic problems are constantly encountered by parents of handi-
capped children primarily because education, medical, social, rehabilitation, and wel-
fare agencies function as separate and sometimes disparate organizations.

Court Decisions: Legal Rights of Handicapped Children

In 1; 71, there were two landmark U.S.' District Court decisions relating to the
education of the handicapped. The first, in Pennsylvania, held that all mentally retard-
ed pildren in the state must be provided with an education at the expense of the
pt,ffilic. The District of Columbia was responsible fOr the second decision which extend-
.ill that to cover all handicapped children.`

Despite these important decisions, legal rights of handicapped children often con-
,
% tinue to be ignored. Atter frustration with the lack of eaucational programs for handi-

cappdchildren, parents and other advocates for these children have sought redress in
the cow' s.5 Currently there arc 36 lawsuits in 25 states which are trying to eliminate
policies vhich deprive handicapped children of their right to an equal education.

Identification and Diagnosis ()Need

The failure to identify handicapped children is a serious problem. Research has
shown that handicapped children can make significant progress if their handicaps are
identified and diagnosed as early as possible, and if they immediately begin to receive
special educational services. Handicapped children are less likely to develop secondary
emotional problems if they participate in early childhood education programs. Ideally

..this. gives the children a head start by enabling them to enter regular classrooms and
-ultimately attain self%sufficieney.6 The Handicapped Children's Early Education AsSis--
tance Act was enacted in 1968 to help improve identification, diagnosis, and educa-
tional services for handicapped children. Unfortunately, only 175,000 out of .one
million handicapped children participated in early childhood-education in 1973.

Teacher Undersupply: Retraining Needs

Unlike general education, education of the handicapped has an unmet personnel
need. A recent study indicated a shortage of 250.000 special education teachers at the
elementary-secondary level, and 60,000 at the preschool level. The Education of the
Handicapped Act has provided funds to retrain surplus teachers, and train teachers,
teacher educators, researchers, and specialists. An important and separate aspect of the
program specifically deals with training physical education and recreai.m teachers for
handicapped children. Approximately 400 colleges and universities offer training in
special educatit



Vocational Education:
to Imperative for Education of the handicapped

Vocational education for handicapped children is an important priority. In these
times of increasing unemployment, it is difficult to find work without appropriate
training. Vocational opportunities for handicapped children are Ihnited. The Vocation
al Education Act sets aside 10 percent of total funds specifically to provide special
vocational education services for handicapped students. The most recent available fig-
ures show that at least 220,000 handicapped persons received services under this pro-
gram.7 Dr. Edwin Martin, Jr., head.of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,
says that "experience tells us that 40 percent will be severely underemployed and
subsist at the poverty level, 10 percent will be partially dependent, and 30 percent to
tally dependent upon society for their existence, sometimes requiting institutional
care. .38
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The Ultimate Goal

The ultimate goal of education for handicapped children is to provide them with
the opportunity to become as independent as possible, thereby promoting tneir dewl
opment and reducing the likelihood of institutional care. To reach this goal, it is lie(
essary not only to make early assessments of the handicapped child, but also to con
tinue to teach and train the handicapped child throughout his or her development,
including career training programs. Only when this goal is reached can he said that
handicapped children are receiving an coital educational opportunity.

TABLE 1. PREVALENCE OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

I landiap
Percent of

tot al population
Number

of children*

2

Visually disabled (includes blind) 0.1 55,000
Deaf 0.1 55,00(1
I lard of hearing 0.5 275,000
Speech handicapped 3.5 1,925,00(1
Crippled and other health impaired -0.5 275,000 .

Emotionally. disturbed 2.0 1,100,000
Mentally retarded 2.5 1,375,000
I ,earning disabilities 2.0 -1,100,0.00

11.2 6,160,00(1

SOURCE: Gearheart, B. R. Organization and Administration of Educational Pro-
gram for Exceptional Children. Springfield, Ill. Charles C. Thomas, Publishers,
1974. p. 25..

*Based on 1975 population estimates for ages 5-18.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

The Critical Yearn for Intellectual Glowth

Early Childhood Folucation includes a wide range activities that focus on the
care and development of young children. These activities include nursery school, Head
Start, day care, and kindergarten. This paper will concentrate on the magnitude of
neglect and unmet needs in existing programs.

The beginning years of life are critical for a child's intellectual growth, and social,
emotional, and physical development. These years are the formative years when the
permanent foundations are laid for a child's feelings of self-worth, sense of self-respect,
motivation, and initiative. Educators and psychologists have found that a child's devel-
opment during these early years significantly affects his'ability Id le.arn and grow.

Magnitude of Educational Need
0

U.S. Bureau of the Census data give some indication of the extent of the need for
early childhood education programs. More than 6 million children under the age of six
have mothers who work full time. There are places in licensed child care facilities for
only seven hundred thousand of these children. hi 1973, 3.3 milliotvchildren under six
years of age lived in families .with incomes falling under the poverty line of $3,885 for

a family of four (U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity), and in addition, 2.2 million
children under the age of six lived in families with incomes under $6,960. Two and a
half million children in this age group live in families headed by a female.' The U.S.
Department of Labor has shown that most mothers work because of financial reasons,
and many have no choice but to leave their children in undesirable situations since
adequate care is unavailable.

Primary Components of Early Childhood Education

Child Care usually falls into two general categories:' (a) Comprehensive child de-
velopment programs, which embrace all the needs of a young child and his family.
These include educational, nutritional, and health care programs as well as parental
involvement through instruction in the fundamentals of child development. (b) Custo-
dial child Care programs, which ensure the supervision and physical safety of children,
while their mothers are at work. Supervisors have little or no training in early child-
hood education.

-`k

Deficiencies in Custodial Care

Most children receiving custodial care are looked after in family day care homes
(1-5 children) as opposed to group care (12 or more Children of various ages, although
usually not for infants). In 1974 there were approximately seven hundred thousand
children in licensed day care. Since most day care homes are not licensed, the esti-
mated number of children in unlicensed homes is approximately 2 million.2 The un-
even enforcement of state licensing laws and the casual arrangements typical of family
care account for the uncertainty of the number of children involved. While some
family day care homes provide excellent supervised care, many have been found to be
overcrowded unhealthy homes that do not provide even custodial care. A significant
number of women provide family day care as a last resort for earning money, and they
lack training, resources, facilities, and energy fur coping with young children.

0
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Sonic working women must make haphazard arrangements for the care of their
children. Often a mother will wOrk.:during. the day, and-the father will work at night
and sleep during the day. The children. iffe left virttrally alone all day and are instructed
to wake their father if they need hitn,:lt is not unusual to find older children home
from school taking care of younger brithers and sis,(i4s. Three,quarters of a million
children are eared' for by siblings. under 16 years of age.3 An alternative is for the child
to accompany the mother to her place of employment. Unfortunately a child playing
on the floor in a back room of a dry cleaning establishment has little opportunity to
grow develop. Almost twenty-thousand young children. are totally unsupervised
and locked itside their homes while their mothers are wtirking.4.1t has been well
documented that ;a child's experience in the early years eras profound and irreversible
of fects.

For many years nursery school and kindergarten were the only organized pro-
.grams to meet the 'need for educating young. children. Yet nursery schools, being
private, arc available only to meet the developing needs of children coming from
relatively affluent/families. Some states have offered kindergarten for many years,
while others are just initiating programs. Some state or locally supported kindergartens
are in every state., yet sOineJtzwe only very limited jrograms.

e .

Educational Programs: Duplications, Inequities, and Waste .

The first major venture of the federal government into preschool edueationwas in
1965, when. Head Start was introduced. This federally funded program was initiated
because educators were convinced that on the first day of kindergarten or first grade,
children from poor families were 'already far behind other children. This was. said to
result from limited learning opportunities at: home and limited experiences .of the
children. There have been extensive arguments regarding the advantages_ and disadvan-
tages of Head Start, especially thelong-term befiefits to children who have participated
in Head Start activities. However, Head Start has rekindled governinenk interest in
financing preschool education and it views child care in tl rms. of educational ai.op-
posed to custodial activities.5 Educational leaders are now :enlarging their concern' to
incorporate children from every socioeconomic level throughout the United States.

The federal government. has ever 60 different funding programs for child care and
child development. Each program has different goals, and information is rarely ex-
-changed among programs. Different categories of people are eligible for the various

:programs, separate agencies, different procedures and guidelines, and different
: graphic boundaries defining local communities. for planning and secure delivery.6 Thiso

poor coordination -'has resulted in duplication, overlapping, and waste. Consequently,
fewer services are reaching the children and families for whom they were designed.

In 1971, the Congress passed the Child Development Act, a comprehensive pro-
gram for child care services. This bill would have been a first step in dealing with the
massive.pr-oblem of child neglect. However, President Nixon vetoed the legislation On

. the .grounds that it would lead "to the sovietizatipn of our children.° Numerous other
bills have been introduced in an attempt to provide an acceptable child care program,
Out these_efforts have not yet resnIted in any nem/legislation. Currently pending is the
child and family services bill, proposed by Senatos$Walter.Mondale (1)- Minnesota) and
Representative John Brademas (D-Indiana). This bill would initially provide.$650 mil-
lion to expand developmental child care programs, and would reach $2 billion in
approximately one year. This money would be distributed to state and local govern-
ments which. would have 'the authority to allocate the funds aiming public and private
organizations, including schools, with the requirement that priority be given to dis-
advantaged children.8 Many advocates_ of child care legislation recommend that the. .

n 4 1:1
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public schools be the prime sponsors of early childhood programs. Given the exiting
facilities and organizatioqal ability of public school systems, this proposal has great
meta.

These efforts have not yet resulted in any new legislation, yet in light of the
Administration's recently enunciated policy regarding increased federal expenditures it
is questionable whether any new child care law will be forthcoming this year.

FOOTNOTES

Roby, Pamela. "Child CareWhat and Why?" Child Care--.Who Cares? (Edited by
Pamela Roby.) New York: Basic Boc's, 1973.`p. 3,
21bid., p. 4.

3National School Public Relations Association. Early Childhood Education: Current
Trends in School Policies and Programs. Arlington, Va.: the Association, 1973. p. 11.
4Guggenheimer, Elinor. "The Battle For Day CAre," Nation 216:596; May 7, 1973..
4Steinfels, Margaret O'Brien. Who's Minding the Children? New York; Simon and
Schuster, 1973. p. 85,
ORoby, Pamela. "Young Children: Priorities or Problems? Issues and Goals for the
Next Decade." Child CareWho Cares? (Edited by Pamela Roby.) New York: Basic
Books, 1973. 13 134.
?Michalak, Joseph. "Tug of War: Who'll Get Preschool Children?" New Yon': Times,
January 15, 1975. p. 73.
8 I bid.
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SUBURBAN EDUCATION
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While some suburban schools suffer from the absence ,of vocational programs,
preschool facilities, and programs for the handicapped, most suburban schools are
troubled by the problem of underachievement, runaways, drug abuse, and student
rights. For this reason, this background paper will focus on these last four areas.

Underachievement

An underachiever is a student who demonstrates well above average intellectual or
academic ability on intelligence and apitude tests, but is not fully using his intellectual
potential in .meeting the academic-demands of the school. lie "not only fails to reach
the academic excellence which his ability suggests he is able to attain, but also is often
found lagging behind the achievement level of students of average ability."'

There is a direct relationship between parental dominance at home and a child's
achievement at school. Undue pressure and demands to achieve have bee:1 shown to
affect the child adversely, contributing to rebellion, repressed hostility, and a low
achievement drive.2 The overinvolved parent who pressures the child damages his
child's sell-concept.- Approval and support are often lacking. When a child earns a high
mark, the parents tend to focus on the possibility of his doing better. "The over-
involved parent sees his own image at stake in his child's academic and social
accomplishments. He wears his child's successes on his sleeve and overpersonalizes his
child's defeats."3 The apathetic parent has an equally damaging effect on a child's
achievement in school.

Another explanation for underachievement is that the adolescent is bored with
the traditional curriculum and finds it irrelevant to his future. Thus, he rebels by not
doing required work and missing classes. Some schools have attempted to remedy this
problem with innovative curriculum offerings: psychology, sociology and anthropol-
ogy courses, a choice of history and English courses, independent study, work/study,
and the option of taking courses for credit. at nearby colleges. By affording the student
a broader curriculum from which to choose, and concurrently lessening the formal
requirements for graduation, suburban schools hope to make the courses more mean-
ingful for the student and to stimulate his efforts.

Runaways

There is no doubt that the problem of runaways is extremely serious, and that it
is increasing. While in 1955 there were approximately 200,000 runaways, by 1972 the
number had grown to an estimated one million. As the numbers have increased, the
average age of runaways has decreased from 17 to 15. Furthermore, there has been a
,ignificant increase in the number of very young runaways (11-14 years of age) and an
increase in the number of female runaways, who now constitute the majority of all
young people who run away from home,

For those who run away there may be serious. legal consequences since running
away is a juvenile status offense. Thus, a runaway who is younger than 18 (this age
may vary among states) is subject to arrest, detention in jail, and possible incarceration
in a juvenile institution.

More serious than the legal consequences are the dangers faced by young run-
aways on the street, Many runaways flee from their suburban family life and go to the
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city, where t hey are easy prey for the hustler and drug pusher. Since they are often
wit bout money and too young to find employment, many runaways have to sell drugs

-ae,d engage in prostitution to support themselves (or to support their acquired
drug habit ).

Recently, the Congress passed the Runaway Youth Act, This Act authorized $10
million (for 1973) to develop local facilities to deal with the immediate 'needs of
runaway youth in a manner outside the law enforcement structure and juvenile justice
system, l'he money is also allocated for temporary shelterlcare facilities, counseling
services (for youths and parents), and research on the adolescents who run away.

Drug Abuse

Of the 18 million students in the nation's public schools, an estimated 30 percent,
or 5.3 million are using illegal drugs. While most drug use in schools is limited to
marijuana, the number of young people taking amphetamines, barbiturates, cocaine,
and heroin has increased dramatically over the past six years.

Bescore 1968, the drug problem Was viewed as a problem of the urban ghetto and
was tied to racial, socioeconomic, and class structures. Since that date, however, it has
become apparent that the drug culture is not limited to any one location or to any
particular class of people. Suburban schools are now faced with a problem that parents
and educators believed "could not happen here." Compounding the problem is the fact
that drug use has not been limited to high-school students, but has become a problem
in the junior high schools and even the elementary schools.

There is no simple answer to the question of why drug use has become so
prevalent today. Some commentators place the blame on television advertisers who
spend millions annually to sell easy drug cures for almost every malady imaginable.
ot hers contend that the parents are responsible, arguing that the socially acceptable
cocktail party is no different than a "pot" party. Another factor is the ease with which
suburban youth may acquire drugs. Some argue that drug use is caused by a hostility to
authority and definanee of rules, or boredom, while still others point to the fact that
the transition from childhood to adulthood with the concurrent loosening of family
ties and increased responsibilities is the root of the problem. Vet whatever the cause,
there is no doubt that the drug problem exists, and the attention of educators and
parents has turned to the resolution of this problem.

One of the greatest difficulties faced by educators is the use of instructional
materials to inform students of the hazards of drug abuse. While these materials are
prepared with good intentions, they often- elnploy sensationalism or scare techniques,
and ,reflect the biases of the adult population. Many of these "overkill" programs
simply do not correspond to the actual experiences that students have when using,
drugs.

In formulating an effective drug abuse education. program-for the schools, the
initial task is to educate the educators. When the students recognize that they arc
better informed than their teachers, they tend to "tune out" any discussion of drugs. It
is important to provide students with accurate, unexaggerated facts about drugs. Dis-
torted facts usually cause students to lose respect for the teacher, and create an
atmosphere of suspicion and hypocrisy. The program should emphasize why people
take drugs, rather than moralizing about the terrible repercussions from drug use. At
the outset, then, it is necessary to train teachers in drug abuse education by inservice
training sessions and course offerings in teacher training institutions. Even when the

a : r
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teachers are adequately trained it is necessary for the school system to formulate a
relevant program that can be administered effectively.

No one suggests that the schools have the sole responsibility for alleviating drug
abuse. Parents play a part as well, and it is necessary to coot dinate the activities of all
participants to resolve the problem effectively. Yet educators do have a unique oppor-
tunity to take a central role, and relevant educational programs may go far toward
lessening and possibly eliminating the use cif illegal drugs by today's suburban youth.

Student Rights

It L uniformly recognized that the process of maturation is a gradual one re-
quiking the acquisition of experience, judgment, and confidence to make proper deci-
sions. It. is equally obvious that small children need to be protected and to have many
basic decisions made for them by responsible adults. To structure the school environ-
ment and to protect the students, most schools have enacted sets of standards which
define the relationships among students and between students and their teachers. Re-
cently, these standards have been -attacked as overly restrictive of personal freedoms
and individual predilections.

In' the past, student behavior codes were phrased in terms that reflected their
restrictive and negative nature, e.g., "Students may not leave the school grounds at
lunchtime without a pass." However, the emphasis has shifted from strict structural
guidelines toward today'S.Oncept of "student rights." These changes resulted not only
from a societal shift or.ernphasis, but also from court decisions that held that ". . .

neither the Fourteenth Amendment nor the Bill of Rights is for adults alone. "4

For conceptual as well as practical reasons, "student rights" may be classified into
two categories: the right to fair treatment and the right to have a voice in school
programs and policies. The boundaries of the right to fair treatment have been estab-
lished mainly by the courts, which have interpreted the constitutional guarantee of
"due pricess" and of "equal protection" so as to grant the right to be treated equally
without regard to race, age, national orgin, socioeconomic background, etc. Moreover,
the concept of due process has been held applicable to disciplinary procedures, re-
quiring a fair. hearing on the merits plus other procedural safeguards before a student
may be r uspended or expelled. And the students' rights to the freedoms of speech,
assembly, d the press have been found to apply to the school setting.

Aside ft m the right to fair treatment, the concept of student rights also includes
the right to p articipate to a degree in school planning and school policies. Students
now are activ in decisions involving curriculum offerings and, in some schools, teacher
evaluatie* e right to confidentiality of student records was clearly established in the
recent Family Rights and Privacy Act (P.L. 93-380). The intent of the Act is to prevent
loose dissemination of information relating to students and their records. NOW student
records are confidential and privacy rights are protected by law.

Recently, many states and local schools have amended their existing student
codes to reflect their concern for student rights. Some have even gone farther and
completely rewritten their codes so as to incorporate not only rules of conduct but
also guarantees of the confidentiality of student records, prohibitions of searches of
students and their lockers without probable cause and/or a search warrant, and affirma-
tive promises of freedom of speech, religion, and assembly, and the right to possess and
distribute literature. These codes also contain a statement of the students' right to an
equal education, and set forth the grounds for suspension and expulsion along with



procedural guarantees prior to such s.ction. Finally, most of the new codes adopt a
nonrestrictive approach to school attire, allowing an individual to wear any clothing
that does not intefe,.e with the educational process. T,'us, with a lead from the courts
and pressure from the students, twiny schools have adopted new or amended school
codes to reflect the changing times.

FOOTNOTES-SUBURBAN

Raph, Jane B.; Goldberg. Mirian Ih; and Passow, A. Harry. Bright Underachievers.
New York: Teachers College Pras, 1966. p. 1.

p. 57.

3Fine, Benjamin. Underachievers: How They Can Be Helped, New York: E. P. Dutton
and Co., 1967. p. 71-72.

4 Tinker v. Des Moines independent School District 393 U.S. 503 (1969).
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EDUCATION IN GEOGRAVIIICALIN ISOLMED AREAS
(Rural Education)
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Educational deficienc;.-s rival areas are of national importance, not only be-
cause they handicap a significant number of American citizens, but also because of
their indirect impact on the nation's urban regions. Sneater job opportunities in the
nation's cities lure many rural citizens to the mecca of the urban environment, where
their rural edtication proves inadequate. The resulting dependence upon already drain-
ed urban financial sources is immense. To remedy the situation, it is first necessary to
investigate what the rural citizen is ninn;ng from.

Poverty and Et v. Neglect: Historic Facts of Rural Life

In the past, rural adults and youth have frequently been short-changed by the
educational system. The extent to which rural people have been denied a quality
education is evident from the products of the educational system: and the isources
that go into the system.

Of the nation's 35 million poor, over 40 percent live in rural areas. While rural
poverty is most prevalent in the South,: it also exists throughout the nation. Rural
poverty is especially acute among the predominantly white population living in the
Ozarks and Appalachian areas, the Mexican-Americans and Indians living in the South-
west, and the blacks living in certain parts of the South. Agricultural migrants, sharer-::

croppers, farm workers, and rural industrial workers are. also affected.

Available statistics indicate that children from rural areas arc the most poorly
educated members of society. Few rural poor adults . have attained the general rural
average of 8.8 years of education, and the parents' low educational levels are reflected
in their children's performance./ Since many students believe that education is irrele-
vant to their future, there is little motivation to complete high school.

Teachers in rural areas are not afforded the opportunity to be exposed to educa-
tional innovations because of their geographical isolation. The lack of competitive pay
scales, adequate facilities, and teachinonaterials makes it difficult to attract and retain
good teachers. While there are dedicated and talented teachers in rural schools, they,
like their students, are handicapped by the inadequacy of instructional resources.

The Problems and Advantages of Small Schools

Small enrollments are an intrinsic feature of schciols in geographically isolated
areas. Owing to their limited tax base and deficient financial resourcesand to the fact
of small enrollments, requiring higher per pupil expenditures than are required in larger
schools for even a minimal educationthese rural schools are severely deficient in basic
operational funds. As compared to suburban and even urban school districts, rural
educational facilities, instructional materials, and curriculum offerings are grossly in-
adequate.

There are, however, advantages as well as disadvantages to small school size: The
small class size and small town nature of rural education should facilitate the develop-
ment of close relationships among teachers, parents, and children. Small schools also
have the advantage of making desired changes relatively easily, due to the inherent
flexibility of the administrative structure. Unfortunately, rural schools have tended to
emulate urban schools; and as a result, they have often failed to capitalize on their own
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strengths. Frequently, the system governs; the curriculum remains static, however out-
moded or unresponsive ti) the. needs of the students.

Nloreorci, very fact of geographic distance between the schools and the par,
en t'lisht'S 1 he of any effective relationship between school staff and
etimmir.p; he most part, rural parents and community groups participate very

.;1 the phaliz%; ;mplementation of their children's education. Many innova-
ztdms ne..(1 community approvalor sometimes, those limos ative programs will

not hr tnsIituted in the absence of community demand. There is also the problem of
parc1%d .ipothy and perhaps teacher apathy, as wellwhich is communicated to the
child '.n. with consequent damage to their own motivation to learn. OA must be noted
that 0111/4 probli not unique to rural education; it is a problem that exists in urban
and qui), rban area also.)

the Nee b.! for Curr:cular Alternatives

Some rural schools emphasize college preparatory courses even though relatively
few students plan to attend college. The learning environment is inflexible, and there is
a need to increas,: the, number of special programs and curriculum alternatives to
provide the students with the opportunity to pursue relevant goats. Athletic and extra-
curricular programs are very limited and this adds to the rigidity of the student's
education.

If vocational education programs are offered, they are usually oriented toward
home economics and agriculture. Since society is less oriented toward agricultural
servico, rural studetns have found their vocational background to be totally insuffici-
ent when looking for employment. When they move to the cities in search of employ-
ment. they are unprepared to compete for jobs in the urban areas because of their
inadequate education.

Consolidations and Innovations

Of Significant importance to rural education has been the reorganization and
consolidation of school districts, which has made it possible for many students to
attend high school. Regional schools operate more economically, and are able to offer
a more diversified curriculum and to purchase current instructional materials, library
resources and scientific equipment. The combined teaching staffs from several schools
can share ideas and develop more innovative programs which will be relevant to their
students' needs.

There are diversified, innovative programs which are currently operating on an
experimental basis in some rural schools. The following examples, described in the
publication, Rural Education in the United.States,. by Lewis Tamblyn shows the range
of these programs:

1. fAlihough many school systems consider the busing of students a time-consuming
task, the Gunnison Watershed School District (Colorado) has demonstrated that
the time spent by students on buses can be educationally profitable. This school
district covers approximately 3,200 square miles and enrolls some 1,500 students,
some of whom spend 40 hours or more per month traveling to and from schools.
One of the school buses has b: eat equipped with electronic equipMent, including a
seven channel audiotape deck and headsets. Each student has his own volume and
selector control. Three of the seven channels are reserved for differing student age-
levels. Another channel is restricted to AM radio programs. The remaining chan

.
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nels are reserved for special independent study tapes requested by individual
students. Weekly, the students receive a listening guide on the programs available
and select the channel that most closely meets their needs.

In addition to tapes used for supplementiry and enrichment work, tapes of appro-
priate special events at the school and community are broadcast. In this manner
the students have an opportunity to become involved in some of the activities
that they would otherwise miss.

2. The Appalachia Educational Laboratory has developed and field tested a home-
oriented design for preschool education of three, four- and five year olds. The
program is built around a daily television lesson which is broadcast on a commer-
cial station, and viewed by the chikl and his mother at home. On a weekly basis, a
pant-professional v:sits the child's home to counsel with the parents and to deliver
materials for further lessons. Once each week, group instruction is provided in);
mobile classroom located near the pupil's home. The cost of this program is only
one-half that of the conventional kindergartens,

3. Project Mid-Tennessee provides students with a children's museum by using a
large tractor - traitor labeled as a "yellow submarine." Children in tnid-Tennessee
are being exposed to various educational exhibits in science. Additionally, these
students have been enriched through visits by the Nashville Symphony Orchestra.
Prior to the visitation, pre-concert materials were provided' to the classroom teach-
ers; after the concert, informal conferences between musicians and students in the
school were held. Provisions were made to provide music clinics as a follow-Up
activity. These clinics, designed to generate local interest in continuing musical
programs, are conducted by orchestra members for interested musicians in rural
areas.
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4. In many school situations, the availability and use of resource people has not been
to their

One of the more unique uses of this innovation was an art class which originated
ized discussion personnel on a short time basis.

over -

lays and other projective materials to the participating schotols in advance of the

amplifier, on a telephone, groups of students are able to- 'sten to, and interact

bi-weekly scheduled class time. This was followed by lecture discussions with

One program in Colorado linked several Colorado s

students remained in the individual small schools. Lecture topics ranged from tkie
"Roaring Twenties" through the "Coldwar." Among the advantages were, instan-
taneous two-way communication, lack of extensive travel, and the use of special-
ized

Mesquite, Nevada. Instructors of "Art by Telephone" prepared and sent over-

with, a person located great distances away.

has neutralized this obstacle. By attaching a rathe inexpensive device, called an

American history. The instructor was located in his office at Gunnison, while the
265 miles, using the amplified telephone technique t4) stnit instruction in

amplified telephone

ols ran ;.ng as far apart as

initial exposure to art; without this approach they would not have had any formal
art training within the school system.

FOOTNOTE

Tamblyn, Lewis R. Rural Education in the United States. Washington, D.C.: Rural.
Education Association, a Department of the. National Education Association, 1971. p.
7.
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ADULT BASIC: El-WA:A.110N*

.the Statistics of Educational Negleyt

More' than 51 million adults in the United States hate not been graduated from
high school. The Office of Economic Opportunity estimates that 24 million adults are
"educationally disadvantaged," i.e., have less than eight years of schooling. These
undereducated people find themselyes relegated to second-class citizenship by their
inability to' function within the changing economic and social framework of today's
society. Their lack of education is a major cause of their unemployment and underem-
ployment.

Census Bureau statistics reveal that unemployment and illiteracy are highly inter-
related. Without basic skills the adult is severely limited in obtaining gainful employ-
ment. A high-school education has become a minimum requirement in most occupa-
tions, and the increased demand for higher skill levels has accelerated the need for
adult education. To supply this need, adult. basic education courses provide an oppor-
tunity for adults to return to school and pick up where they left off in their education-
al training.

The Federal Government Role in Adult Education

Adult education became a direct concern of the federal government early the
1960's. The Adult Basic Education Program was established by the Economic Oppor-
tunity Act of 1964 and funded in 1965 to combat poverty. The Adult Educatifin Act
of 1966 and subsequent amendments (including the Education Amendment of 1971)
have broadened and strengthened the Adult EduCation Program. The avowed purpose
of the program is to "enable all adults to continue their education to at least the level
of completion of high school and makeavailable the meaits to secure training that will
allow them to become more employable, productive and responsible citizens."/

On the federal level the program is administered by the Bureau of Occupational
and Adult Education through the Division .6f Adult Education. Upon approval by the
U.S. Commissioner of Education, the states receive funds to establish adult education
programs. Each state receives a basic grant plus an allotment based upon the number of
adults 16 years old and older who have not completed high school, and who are not
currently enrolled in school. The matching requirement is 15 percent state and/or local
funds.

Status of the Adult Student: Problems and Advantages

Adults who enroll in the basic education program are both advantaged and hinder-
ed by their adult status. They often collie back to school with negative attitudes caused
by their past failures. They have 4nxieties and,feelings of inferiority about their aca-.
demic capabilities and their ability to sueceed/This is especially true for those adultS
who dropped out or were expelled from school."Many adults find it very difficult to
adjust to the school environment after being away from the classrooncl for so long a
time. If a person who is enrolled in a basic adult education program has an outside job,
he/she is often tired, and afterlhavling worked all day, finds it extremely difficult to
concentrate.

*Another kind of adult education prog-ram is offered by many municipalities anti school $.ystems,
most frequently at the expense of the adult student. Courses offered include skills, arts, and knowl-
edge generally unrelated to the individual's vocation.

1.1 em
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Adult students are also helped by their adult status, Their presence indicates a de-

sue to te:srn anti to gain new informaLion and skills. They are motivated to learn not
merely by the desire gut 141',Itik's, to get into college, or to please parents, but to
get a job Or to improve their job status. Teachers of adult students have fewer disci-
plinay problems because of their students' voluntary participation in the program.
Thus teachers often are able to establish an informal relationship with their adult stu-
dents.

Evaluation is one of the neglected areas of adult education. \lost programs are
carefully planned and executed, yet the planners often fail to adequately re,iew them.

The goal of adult education is to create a well-balanced and diveis:-.4led program
which is responsive to adults' needs and geared to their abilities. Some progrnms have
not been successful because the adults did not have sufficient skills to beticbt from the
instruction. In this situation, the development of long-range.programs to improve basic
skills is vital for the success of the Adult Basic Education Program. Moreover, irhero are
many communities that do not have such programs. Greater efforts arc andel 1.1

fulfill the avowed goals of the adult basic education program.

FOOTNOTES'

1 U.S. Department Of Health, Education, and Welfare, Officeof Education. Adventure
in Human Development, Fact Sheet, 1974. p. 1.

2/bid., p. 2.
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National Education Association of the United States
1201 Sixteenth St., NAV., Washington, MC. 20036

R E SEARCII DIVISION

September 1972

ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAMS OFFERED BY PUBLIC SCHOOL, SYSTEMS, 1971

THE DATA in'the *table below are from a questionnaire sent by the NBA .Resea',ch Division in May 1971 to
a sample of public school. systems enrolling 300 or more pupils. The purpose of the questionnaire was to
collect information about selected programs and practices`of public schools-are they available to all pupils
or only to smite.

Highlights

Each of the adult education programs listed below is offered by fewer than
3 systems in 10.

Fewer systems provide an opphrtunity for adults to earn their high-school
diploma than provide any of *c other programs.

A greater percentage of the large- than medium-size and of tlfe medium- than
small-size systems offereach of the programs.

Adult education programs arc more likelv to be offered on Saturdays and
weekday evenings except in the large-size systems where day courses are
also likely to be offered. eio

Estimated
total, Percent of school systems ,

percent of b ' enrollment 4,,
Smallsystems . Large Medium z',

-,-:,

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
Not offered
Day courses only
Saturday and evenings only
Both

enrolling (25,000
300 or more or move

72.3
0.7

23.5
3.5

16.8
3.6

28.7
50.9

H1GH-SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY
Not offered 76.7 31.7
Day courses only 1.0 3.0
Saturday and evenings only 19.6 25.1
Both 2.7 40.1

HIGH-SCHOOL DIPLOMA
Not offered
hay courses only

aturday and evenings only
loth

87.4 26.9
1.0 0.6
9.6 40.7
2.0 .31.7

(3,000-

.,24,999 2,999

47.2
2.6

40.9
9.3

82.3

17.3
0.4

5.7.6 84.4
2.6 6.4

33.1 14.8
6.7 0.4

69.5- 95.1
2:6 0.4

21.9 4.5
5.9

.

..,-,

.:.:pk

10g
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Estimated
total, Percent of school systems

percent of by eurolimenuni2_
systems Latge Medium Small

enrolling (25,000 (3,000. (300.
300 or more -% or mot,.,...._r 4,999 ) 2,99)

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (e.g., BUSINESS,'
INDUSTRY

Not offered 70.2
Day courses only 1.7
Saturday and evenings only 24.6
Both 3.5

LEISURE TIME, PARENT EDUCATION. AND
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Not offered 71.8
Day courses only 0.5
Saturday and evenings only 25.3
Both 2.4

Number of Systems reporting 11,718

(

22.8 56.1 76.1
9.0 2.6 1.2

24.6 32.7 21.8
43.7 8.6 0.8

C

31.1 51.3 79.8
2.4 0.7 .. 0.4 . :

38.9 42.8 18.7
27.5 5.2 0.4

167 269 243

71"..),
. .

u
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NEGLECT IN TI1E EDUCATION 01' URBAN CHILDREN
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The educational system is generally failing to provide the urban student with an
educational experience which will afford him an equal fIrportunity to enter the (welt.
pational and cultural mainstream.

Billions of dollars have been spent on compensato4 education, thousands of
projects have been initiated, hundreds of studies have been completed, judicial deci-
sions and rulings have been entered, riots and disorders have occurred and generated
new agencies and educational institutions, and yet the nation's urban schools continue
to operate in a vortex of segregation, alienation, and declining achievement.

Deficiencies in Educational Resource

In comparison with other schools, urban schools g,-terally have a greater number
of pupils per teacher; a smaller amount of money to sp( !id per r;upil, !ewer textbooks
and other instructional materials per pupil, a greater proportion of teachers with fewer
years of experience, teachers who are not fully certified and older school buildings.
These schools have more dropouts and more students who read below' 1.iratie level;
graduates, as well as dropouts, from urban schools are swelling the unemployment roles
of the nation. The problems of urban education are intensified by the upsurge of drug
use, student unrest, school violence, and the use of weapons.

The facilities of many urban schools are deficient. The school buildings are old
and sometimes physically hazardous. In 16 of our nation's largest cities, approximately
1,300 elementary schools, and more than 210 secondary schools built before 1920 are
still in operation today. The schools are overcrowded, poOrly heated and ventilated,
the classrooms are dark and have a gloomy atmosphere. These outmoded and dilapidat-
ed schools operate in a state of continuing deterioration. Many schools lack such basic
items as adequate classrooms, textbooks, supplies, desks, chairs, and blackboards. Un-
repaired broken windows, and inadequate toilet facilities also exist. Hallways are adapt-.
ed for classroom instruction when there arc not enough classrooms available. Modern
auxiliary facilities, such as libraries, gymnasiums, and cafeterias, are also lacking.

The existing failure to teach effectively is due not only to poor instructional
materials 9r an irrelevant curriculum, but also to some teachers' low expectations for
the student's ability to learn and achieve. Teachers in urban schools have poor working
conditions, and one outcome is a high attrition rate. Teacher experience is lowest and
teacher turnover is highest in #il3an schools where soul(' teachers seem to use the urban
schools as training grounds ffs, t positions in suburban schools.

Schools cannot suciceed in their efforts without the support of the parents. The
student's home and family. etivironment play-a very important role in his education:
But in urban schools priculirly, meetings bet weep- teacher and parent are most fie-.
quPntly-of-a -negative nature; r;hey are usually prompted -by the misbehavior or failure
of a student. Such meehagg'..rarely occur to collaborate in assessing the student's
:.progress.--- =

The Costs of Student Failure

A large percentage of students are not attaining sufficient mastery of even the
most minimal and basic educational skills. A ast majority of students are failing to
learn to read adequately, and this widespread failure applies to writing and mathemat-
ics as well. They often fall progressively behind in basic skills the longer they may in
school.
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Failure to learn basic skills has disastrous consequences, not only for the individu-
als-who fail, but also for the whole society. Students who have not mastered basic skills
are often denied jobs, or if hired, they are forced to remain permanently in lbw paying
jobs. National studies indicate that people who do not have a mastery of basic skills
will he increasingly doomed to functional unemployability. A disproportionately large
number of children who have not learned basic skills drop out of school at great
economic, psychological, and social cost to societ*/:

Urban children are less likely to receive adequate medical and dental care. As a
result, the,,- are more prone to suffer from undetected, undiagnosed, and untreated
health problems. Levin, a ,noted economist, advocates that the schools provide more
educational assistance, diagnostic, health, and food services to the urban child to help
him achieve his learning potential.

A Shrinking Tax Base; Soaring Costs

The financial crisis faced by urban schools is due in part to population migration.
Middle-class families have moved to the suburbs to obtain higher quality education for
their children at lower tax rates. Businesses have moved to reduce their taxes. Thus,
there arc high concentrations of disadvantaged students left behin city 'schools
because their parents are unable to escape to the suburbs.

Cities also face higher costs in purchasing educational resources. Salaries for teach-
ers are higher in the cities, as are land construction; and insurance costs. The high rate
of crime and vandalism in urban schools necessitates additional security measures, such
as guards and alarm systems, which contribute to the rapidly rising cost of urban
educat'-.m.

School boards and teacher Organizations have stated that additional finances are
the most important ingredient for improving urban schools. However, the evidence
suggests that there is no simple relationship between expenditures and school effective.
ness. When additional money finally filters down to the urban schools, it is often
wasted on traditional approaches that have consistently failed the urban child. "The
record on spending on compensatory education is an outstanding testimony to the
futility of doing more of the same things that have not worked in t he past."

Obtaining more money for the urban schools will not guarantee that the inequi-
ties of urban education will be corrected, since thu impact of the urban environment
on the student is a crucial matter. Factors such as overcrowded housing, low income,
and inadequate food and medical care cannot be ignored in searching for a solution to
the urban educational problems. These factors combined with the deficiencies of the
urban educational .system, have produced .a complex problem for which- there is no
easy -solution:
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